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.Hot ..Saturday for 
local f -ref ghters 
i June 3 Was a hectic day for 
• : Terrace flrefighters, who put 
out four fires and answered 
two false alarms. 
:Arson has been determined 
as the cause of a fire that in- 
matches. The investigation is 
now in the hands of the 
RCMP. 
Firefighters were also called 
out to extinguish a minor kitch- 
enfire at 4832 Scott Ave. and 
fllcted about $1,000 damage to  two separate bush fires in the 
a vacant house at 3315 Sparks Agar Park area. 
St, at 8 a.m. Assistant fire 
cMef Per Halvomen said three 
sepmte fires in the Interior of 
the building were Ht with 
Two false alarm were turned 
In, one of those being at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
UBC president to 
i address Cal grads 
• ..... ~The latest information from R.E.M. Lee Theatre on the eve- 
Caledonia Senior Secondary ningofJune23, uBcPresident, 
SchooL~;indicates that the Dr. David Strangway, willbe the 
• main speaker of the evening. • Graduating Class of 1989 may 
equal or possibly even surpass 
the performance of the Class of 
'88. To date, the following 
students have been offered~en - 
gance scholarships: Jeff T up- 
per, a Dean's Scholarship for 
$9,000 and a Canada Scholar- 
ship o f  $8,000 for a total of 
$17,000 from Simor Fraser 
University, or, a $12,000 UBC 
Scholarship and  a Canada 
Scholarship of $8,000 for a total 
of $20,000 from the. University 
of 1B.C.; Janet Lennox, a 
$12,500 T.S. M~:pherson 
Scholarship from thi: University' 
Of Victoria; Chloe ~sti-Rose, a
$9,000 Dean's Scholarship from 
Simon Fraser University; and 
Tina Thomas and Nina Parr 
who have each been offered 
$1,500 Entrance Scholarships by 
the University of Victoria. 
• Caledonia also reports that 
final arrangements have been 
made for Graduation exercises. 
The official Grad '89 sign paint- 
ing took place in front of the 
school at noon yesterday and 
that event was also the official 
beginning of an awareness cam- 
palgn against.drinking and driv- 
ing -- several graduating 
• students posed beside a wrecked 
car placed there by ICBC. 
Tomorrow at noon the Grads 
will hear RCMP Constable 
gwen Harvie describe the virtues 
Of a safe and happy graduation 
- -  free from graffiti, accident or 
death, 
The big night, Graduation 
i989, will take place in the 
RCMP SUspect amen In a set of fires that broke out in this vacant house at 3315 Sparks St. 
shortly after 8 a.m. Saturday morning. Terrace firefighters were on the scene quickly and 
I t  
There's a lot more coming, but here Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foundation secretary 
Norm Carelins displays ome of the celebrity 
items they have received to date for their 
Celebrity Auction which takes place on June 
24: an autographed campaign poster from 
Ed Broadbent, an autographed photo of 
Bob Hope, a John Turner scarf from John 
Turner himself, and a tie from Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney with a letter verify- 
ing its origin, 
Since this picture was taken, CareHus has 
received a phone call from Vancouver 
damage wa, s held to a minimum. 
! 
businessman Jimmy Pattison, who was in 
New York on his way to London at the time, 
and the former Expo '86 chairman will be 
sending an autographed copy of the Expo 
'86 souvenir publication. Local donations 
are starting to appear as well -- Spee Dee 
Printers has donated an executive brief case 
and Hazelton artist, Bill Visserman, one of 
his original water colors. 
Tickets for the Celebrity Auction are 
available at lhe Inn of the West and the Mills 
Memorial Hospital administration ffice. 
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EML EXTR = 
HAZARD 
Restrictions could be placed 
on public access and camping in 
local forests if the recent streak 
of hot, dry weather continues. 
Erie Holt, fire protection offi- 
cer for the Kalum District office 
of the B.C. Forest Service in 
Terrace, said yesterday that in- 
dustriai operations like logging 
will be confined to early-shift 
work --  dawn to 1:30 p.m. --  
until the fire danger moderates. 
The fire hazard throughout 
the Kalum District is rated as 
high to extreme, and Holt says 
it's been a demanding season for 
protection so far. The district 
has recorded ~2 blazes since 
April 15; last year there were 35 
for the entire season. 
With one exception, Holt 
said, the fires have been small 
and easily controlled. The larg- 
est blaze is currently being bat- 
tled by a crew of 50-60 fire- 
fighters at 
Bell-Irving 
north end 
Ritchie Creek in the 
River valley at the 
of the district. Holt 
says it's a stubborn fire that's 
"spotty and all over the place". 
In the Prince Rupert Forest 
Region 75 fires have burned 729 
hectares of forest so far this 
year. In the corresponding peri. 
od of 1988, 31 fires had been 
reported over an area of 353 
heetsres. 
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Heavy snowpack:,'. i:sudden 
delay tree plant'ing :crews ;::+t+,:,, 
planting for is Triple Eight. Tamer said that she averages I The canadian ationalwomen s basketb 
They finished'their contract in 
A tree planter in the moun- 
tainous coastal meas of B.C. 
gets paid more per tree than a 
tree planter in fiat areas uch as 
Prince George, perhaps 10 to 15 
cents more per tree. That is 
because of the difference in'ter- 
rain, according to planter. Barb 
Turner from Victoria, who was 
recently working south of Ter- 
race. 
by Pare Whitaker 
"In this area you should wear 
caulk boots," Turner advised. 
"Be prepared for rugged slopes 
with lots of slash and under- 
brush. You have to be careful, 
thinking about what you are do- 
ing while climbing." 
In the Prince George area it is 
totally different, she continued. 
"It is much faster because of the 
sparse undergrowth. You pound 
and run, trying to make some 
money at 12 or 15 cents per 
tree.." (they can wear hiking 
boots or running shoes there.) 
Although they may "pound 
and run", there are still certain 
specifications that must be met 
in introducing the seedlings to 
the earth. The quality of plant- 
ing is checked every day by a 
forestry person. The baby trees 
must be securely planted in good 
soil, the "plug" or root system 
firmly covered, but not the bot- 
tom branches. If less than 90 
percent of the ~¢es are planted 
properly, the company is f'man- 
cially penalized and the planters 
receive a reduction in pay.. 
The company that Turner was 
the Kitimat Valley: June 2, and 
are to take on a-new contract 
near~ Chetwynd !! this. week. 
Turner was staYing in their camp 
at the highway bridge over the 
Kitimat River about 25+ kilom- 
eters south Of. Terrace. 
When tree planting needs to 
be done in a certain area, the 
forest.company such.as Skeena 
Sawmills ~ puts.the job out on 
tender to the private sector. 
Various companies make a 
"bid" after carefully scrutiniz- 
ing the territory to be planted, 
usually by helicopter. 
"This contract has been a 
long one," Turner said. "We 
have been here since March 7. It 
has been hard because of the late 
spring. When the snow finally 
left, the greenery grew SO fast it 
was hard to space the trees." :":- 
Turner described their camp 
as being "quite adequate". The 
planters upply their own tents; 
Turner and her friend stayed in 
her Volkswagon camper. The 
company hires a cook and has 
dining and hot shower facilities 
. about $125 per day, +but a "high 
bailer" perhaps;, could make 
$200. per day. She has :been  
planting +~ for four summers, 
working her way through art 
school, and prefers it to indoor.. 
work. : 
The seedlings planted in this 
region come from the Thornhill 
set up. Prices usually range from 
$10 to $20 per day for meals, 
depending on the terrain and 
consequently how much the 
planters are being paid. 
Brinkman and Associates, a
tree planting company who have 
:etball team, of which 
Terrace's - Michelle.Hendry is a member, finished in th i rd  
i)lace (last weekend in:the Bicentennial Ciassm Tournahient in
Paris. - ~ . ;  " J L  " ~"  ~ " : + "" " " " " 
:The* team won:two ut of the +~m games they played: a 
65-62 victory over Hungary; ' an 89-90 loss to. the Soviet 
Union, and an 82=78 win over China. That performance was 
good enoughto earn them third place, behind runnerup Spain 
and the winning Russians. 
Bdnkman and Associates are presently using Ferry Island as a base camp for their tree 
planting operations in the Kalum Forest District. 
Nursery owned by Pacif ic 
Regeneration Technologies. It: 
was bought last year in a.  
been + working in_ the Legate province-wide sale of govern- 
Creek and Kalum Lake areas, + ment nurseries. 
are presently camped at +Ferry Seed cones from all over the 
Island in Terrace. They employ province are sent to the Surrey 
1,000 people throughout he Seed Center where they are 
province, dried, cleaned and Sorted. 
MMH up and down during BCNU talks 
the. hospital post-operatively. 
"There is no reason for any 
hospital to refuse elective sur- 
gery admissions at this time,"• 
their statement concludes. 
But Mills Memorial Hospital 
executive director, Norm 
Carelius, says that even though 
he is pleased with the union's 
statement i t  may be of little 
value. He says that MMH stop- 
ped making bookings for elec- 
tive surgery two weeks ago and 
restricted the operating rooms to 
emergency use only. At the same 
time, he says, the number of pa- 
tients staying in the hospital 
were reduced to 50 percent of 
the hospita]~ capacity. 
He says, though, that after 
Kinzie was appointed as the 
gotiations a ban was placed on 
any further strike action or work 
to rule and last Wednesday the 
operating rooms were reopened~ 
for elective surgery. "But ' i f  
anything happens, we will have 
to clear the decks quickly," he 
adds. 
He points out that uncertainty 
revolves around the • fact that the 
nurses have already voted to 
strike and given the mandatory 
72.hour notice. He says this 
strike notice is good for 90 days 
and "now they can go outat the 
drop of a hat ''. According to 
Carelius, this situation "neutral- 
izes" the intent of the 72-hour 
notice and the legislation should 
be firmed up. "We need three 
days to clear the decks," he 
independent mediator in the ne- says. 
I I 
18RL 
Lightweight and efficient design for comfortable 
use. Has dependable ignition for reliable starts, 
handy controls and smooth power at any angle. 
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TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Llkelse Avenue, Terrace Ph.635.6384 
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Dialogue continues between 
the B.C. Nurses' Union and 
Health and Labour Relations 
Assoc ia t ion ,  according to 
BCNU communications officer 
Jerry Miller. He said in an 
interview yesterday that some 
progress has been made, but a 
blackout on the release of any 
information by either party is 
still in effect. 
According to a statement re- 
leased by independent mediator 
John Kinzie on May 29, how- 
ever, the mediation process has 
continued through both of the 
last two weekends and several 
issues have been resolved in- 
cluding professional respon- 
sibUity, work load and pay while 
on Workers' Compensation 
leave. In a more recent release 
dated June 2, Kinzie adds that 
the two parties have reached 
agreement on provisions relating 
to occupational health and safe- 
ty, casual employment, work 
scheduling, union leave and 
union security matters. 
A statement released by the 
BCNU last Friday suggests that 
some B.C. hospitals are using 
the threat of a nurses' strike as 
cause for cancelling or  not 
booking elective surgery, but the 
union says that move is not 
necessary. :In their statement, 
the union aff'mns that patients 
admitted for any surgery before 
notice of any action is. served 
will ~ assured of nursing care 
• even If i they Ue forced to t~e 
-=  y . . . . .  %. . . . ,+  : + 
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Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring, Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazeile Ave. 
ACROSS 
+ ~;oueh +
4 Luck.  Ir. 
8 Jos l l  B ra t  
12 Period 
13 War god 
14 Roman road 
15 Discomfort 
18 Kernel 
19 Left 
20 Burdened 
23 Child 
24 Ripening 
25 Fix 
26 Blemish" 
29 Sharp In taste 
30 Offense 
31 Demolish 
32 Before 
3,3 Small quantity 
of liquid 
34 Mlshnah section 
35 Jap. money ' 
36 Indigenous 
38 Continent 
40 Shinto deity 
41 __  dale line 
46 Russ. city 
47 Duck genus 
635-6600 
48 Here, Fr. 
49 Serf 
50 Hardens 
51 Wager 
,DOWN 
I Understand 
2 Inlet 
3 Hebrew measure " 
4 Worrying 
5 Strays 
6 Stock exchange 
membmahlp 
'35 
36 
37 
38 
7 Selective set. 
system 
8 Seheduted 
9 Bollvlan Indlan 
10 Tepee 
11 Worfhless bit 
16 Spy 
17 Gulp 
20 Deceased 
21 Seaweed 
22 Dismal 
23 Kith 
25 Split 
26 Florida tree 
27 Russ. sea 
28 Network 
30 Our star. 
31 Rate 
33 Cauterize 
Sift 
Congenital 
Faully 
Fennel, P.I. 
39 Maohlne gun 
40 Hawallsn god 
4f 34thPres. + 
42 Sorry horse 
43 Beak ,'+ 
44 Expert 
45 Drunk 
I1 
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Tla Kurylowlch and;Kris Faidess both failed on this try under the limbo bar and landed in the mess of Inedible 
Jello. 
MOGA Madness fever, th r .  
Most Outrageous Group Activi, 
ty, has hit Caledonia Senior 
Secondary once again. Last 
Thursday afternoon about 120 
Caledonia students, 18 percent 
of the school population, took 
part in the event while others 
watched - -many  wishing they 
had entered the event hemselves- 
once they saw how much " fun"  
it was. 
The students first competed in 
the "Jello Limbo", a messy 
affair in which they were re- 
quired to pass under Jan ever 
lowering limbo bar while walk- 
ing barefoot in JeUo. This.event 
was won by Michelle Levesque. 
They' they moved on to the 
"Mudstacle" - -  an obstacle 
course that began with a Tarzan 
swing over a mud bath, a jump 
and slide face down on wet 
plastic, stepping through three 
aligned tires, jump, if possible, 
to clear two hurdles, and .then 
slide at breakneck speed towards 
a three-by-20 foot steel culvert 
to complete the course. 
It was so much fun that they 
ran the course a second time - -  
even though it wasn't required. 
The Caledonia students will 
now send proof of their feat to 
the national MOGA headquar- 
ters, where it will be compared 
with hundreds of other acts of 
questionable sanity to determine 
which Canadian group is the 
most outrageous of all. 
Brad Neufeld clears the final hurdle before entering the last 
obstacle -- a mud-filled three-by-20-foot steel culvert. 
Above, competltlon beglns on the MOGA Madness Mudstacle Race as (from left) Tyler 
Eastman, Steve Dewacht and Jennifer Dew attempt o clear the mud uslng a Tarzan rope 
before they head for the "Belly Slide". 
~alse  Booth demonstrates how to get the most out of the 
~,'hl iy 8ilde" - -  the second of five obstacles In the 
"Mudetaole Race". 
i . . . . .  r l  i 
jennlfm' Dew, a Jell~sprayed limbo dancer competing In the "JelIo Limbo", seems pleased 
wlth her competltor s fallure. Dew (above) wears a blg smlle as on unldentlfled dancer llfts 
her face out of the Jeilo after a splll on the sllppery surface. 
t 
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TED JOHNSON: MEMORIES 
When Ted Johnson was a 
pare notes with his.son and they' Wandered:away ~th  them./: 
put together the story of what . Albert Johnson was seriously- 
from 10 a,m: Saturday morning 
until 4 p.m. the next .day. 
• young lad of eight, he and his 
younger sister lived with their 
white father and Native mother 
on a pre-empted farm located at 
what is now the southwest cor- 
ner of the intersection of 
Johnson Road and Woodland 
Park Drive in the Woodland 
Park subdivision orth of Ter- 
race. They also kept a "summer 
home" on a few acres of pre- 
empted land about two miles to 
the northeast, located near 
Spring Creek on what is now 
called Merkley Road. 
by Tod Strachan 
But in the summer of 1914 
("it was a nice summer") Ter- 
race was much different han it 
is now. It was more wilderness 
than community, and in the area 
of Johnson's two homes there 
were no  roads - -  only trails 
through the I~ush. It is with a 
picture of this setting in mind 
that 84-year-old Ted Johnson 
tells the story of a summer when 
grizzlies roamed freely .in the 
area .  
The Johnsons had moved to 
their "Merkley home" for a few 
weeks during the summer to do 
some berry picking. And for 
that part of their "holiday" it 
was a success. "It was a good 
year for them," remembers 
Johnson.. ',There were lots of 
huckleberries out there." But 
this holiday Wasn't going to be 
remembered for it's good times. 
Early one Saturday morning 
his father, Albert, left the Merk- 
ley home to walk the two miles 
back to the farm in order to 
meet a neighbor who would be 
returning a borrowed horse. 
Johnson explains that there was 
• plenty of grass for the horse to 
graze, but fences and water had 
to be checked to be sure the 
animal would be okay.. 
Even at 84, Johnson 
remembers that day well. It was 
between 9 and 9:30 when his 
father' headed down the trail 
while he did his best o cut down 
trees with a hatchet. " I  thought 
I was clearing land for him," he 
says with a laugh. "With a little 
hatchet." 
A short time later, though, he 
heard some noises in the dis- 
tance he had never heard before. 
Y'I listened for a while," he says. 
"But I just couldn't make it 
out." So he ran into the cabin 
for his mother and sister.' He 
says his mother could hear the 
noise too, but she wasn't sure of 
its origin either. "She told us, 
'Don't go away from the cabin. 
It might be wolves'," He re- 
members. And adds, "We 
didn't go very far from that 
cabin." 
Johnson says that he believes 
his mother was suspicious of the 
• source of the noise but never 
t01d the children. The •next day 
around noon, however, she told 
them to get their pails. They 
were going to leave their Merk- 
Icy home and pick berries on 
• their way Sack to the farm. And 
with that, they headed own the 
same trai---1 taken a day earlier by 
their father. 
And they Were a little over a 
mi le  Short of their destination 
TED JOHNSON: They saved 
the foot.., he was lucky that 
way. 
heard something ahead of me - -  
kind of a gutteral sound," says 
Johnson. " I  didn't know what it 
was but my mother came up to 
me and she recognized that it 
was my dad." He had been 
attacked by a grizzly, and al- 
though still alive, he was unable 
to move from the spot where he 
had fallen. His back and hands 
were badly gashed and his right 
leg was nearly severed at the 
ankle. 
My mother told me to stay 
there while she and my sister 
went for help, he recalls. Fred 
Hampton was their Merkley 
neighbor living a short distance 
to the north. Waiting alone 
wasn't easy for the eight-year- 
old son. "There was a bear 
behizid every tree," he imag- 
ined. But it was only a short 
time before she returned with 
Hampton and then headed for 
the farm where there was a 
phone to summon more help. 
"I couldn't believe he'd get 
there so quick," says Johnson. 
"He must have run most of the 
way."  And he arrived prepared 
as Well. He had with him some 
baking powder biscuits and a 
flask of brandy. He recalls that 
his father couldn't eat but 
Hampton ran the quarter mile to 
the "north fork" of Spring 
Creek and "mixed a little with 
the brandy" and that, says 
Johnson, is what he needed .the 
most: "He was dry. He hadn't 
had a drink in sometime." 
By this time, his mother had 
contacted Dr. Traynor, and he 
and three or four volunteers had 
arrived on the scene with a 
buckboard to transport Albert 
Johnson to his farm. "He (Dr. 
Traynor) couldn't do much for 
him. He had to go to Rupert 
because that leg had to be f'Lxed 
up." Prince Rupert was the 
nearest hospital at the time and 
that meant an even longer wait 
for Albert Johnson, who •had 
already suffered alone on the 
trail for almost 18 hours. And, 
"We had to wait another day,,' 
he says. 
The elder Johnson was in the 
Prince Rupert hospital for sever- 
al months and was crippled for 
the rest of his life. Bone from 
the leg that had been bitten by 
the bear had to be removed, 
explains Johnson, and, "One 
leg was two inches shorter than 
the other by the time they had 
finished with it. But they saved 
the foot.., he was lucky that 
when ~:they found their father way," 
bndlv ~ tiled. "We had our After his father had recovered 
pails, full, w~ ahead~ .and I somewhat, he was able to corn- 
had happened to Albert John- 
son on that Saturday. morning 
on the trail. ~ . . . .  • , 
As he walked down the trail 
injured, but alive. And he now Ted  Johnson, now a resident 
had to sU~ive until help arrived, of Nort h Kamloops, was raised 
Johnson"says his :father i was .and worked in Terrace for many 
unable tO move any distance but : years.: InTerrace recently for a 
that morning, he approached a 
spot where a row of,foilr hem- -up against a tree andfound a 
locks hid any:view of a windfall forked tree branch which he 
behind; As he came abreast, of place under the right knee - -  
the four hemlock, he heard a propping •np :' the. leg and stop- 
"rustling noise" in the brush o f  pingthe bleeding. Andh e waited 
the windfall and turned to See in paifi Until-heip.arrive d - -  
what it was. 
Johnson says his father saw 
nothing at the time but now 
believes grizzly cubs were play- 
ing in the windfall while the 
mother ate berries behind the 
four 5emlock. And, "As he 
turned, she let a roar out o f  
her," says Johnson.He goes on 
to explain that as Albert heard 
the sound, he jumped ahead and. 
that probably saved his father's 
life. 
,She would have smashed 
him right on top of the head if 
he hadn't have," says Johnson. 
"But she just caught him on top 
of the back of the head and put 
one clawmark right down the 
back. It was the full length of his 
back and it cut his shirt off." He 
goes on to describe how his 
father turned to :fight the bear 
with his. bare fists and as a 
result, "his hands were fairly 
well chewed". 
He says that his father by this 
time had decided that the bear 
was "going to get him anyway" 
but she wasn't going to-win 
without a fight. "So he kicked 
at the bear and the bear took his 
leg right in her mouth," ,says 
Johnson. "She chewed the leg 
right off just above the ankle... 
there was just the cords holding 
it." 
Now seriously injured, the 
father was down on his hands 
and knees, waiting for the final 
crashing blow. But it never 
came. Johnson says he believes 
that the cubs had wandered off 
by this time and the mother, no 
longer interested in the intruder, 
he did manage.t0 prop hiinself visit, he recounted for the Ter- 
race Review several anecdotes of 
the lii~es of our pioneers. This is 
just one of those stories and in 
the coming mouths, we'll share 
more of them with you. 
Budg:et protesters : 
to ride the rails 
contributed by 
• Mary. Bowedng 
Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre 
Finance Minister Michael 
Wilson has said •some things in 
tabling the federal budget that 
we  agree With, for example, 
"Valued social programs, high 
standards of living, economic 
opportunity, sovereignty at 
home, and respect abroad, 
responsible and responsive 
government - -  this is the 
Canada we must leave to our 
children." 
However, we disagree with his 
methods of achieving this goal. 
He chooses to: raise taxes which 
affect low and middle wage 
earners; allow tax write-offs for 
large corporations; reduce 
spending on foreign aid, social 
advocacy groups, Crown Cor- 
porations and regional economic 
development; and reduce the 
amount of money allocated to 
socialprograms for example, 
unemployment insurance, na- 
tional childcare programs and 
federal contributions to provin- 
cial health and education pro- 
grams. We think these are poog 
and damaging attempts at a 
band-aid solution. 
For long-term fundamental 
changes which would affect the 
quality of life in Canada s well 
as the deficit, we support instead 
the reorganization of our 
economic priorities to emphasize 
meaningful employment which 
.cares fo r  the environment, in- 
c~ome Security, quality social ser, 
Vices, and a fair and progressive 
tax system. 
The National Action Commit- 
tee on the Status of Women, the 
Pro-Canada Network, the Cana- 
dian Brotherhood of Railway 
Workers and more than 30 other 
national organizations are spon- 
soring a national campaign to 
"get the budget on track". 
Trains left from Vancouver on 
June 4 and will leave Halifax on 
June 8, scheduled to meet in Ot- 
tawa on June 12. They will be 
stopping atmajor centers along 
the route to collect messages 
from Canadian people to take to 
Ottawa. Canadian citizens are 
encouraged tostate their opposi- 
tion to the budget in a strong 
and unified voice. 
In Terrace, since the train will 
not be stopping here, readers are 
encouraged to choose the aspect 
of the budget which affects them 
most and send their message by 
June 12 to: Pro-Canada Net- 
. work, 904-251 Laurier Ave., 
West, Ottawa, Ont. KIP 5J6. 
• " . J r . . . - - - . - - - - - t  
Fine Dining i 
~ ~  In qulet eurroundlngsl I 
5 p,m, -- 10 p,m, I 
4620 Lekelse Avenue ~I 
638-814i 
Copper 
Grill . SO 
"~ l t~ This spot-could Terrace Hotel 635 66 
be yours For your dining pleasure we hove 
~ / / . expanded our Copper Grill Restaurant 
hours. • 
7a.m.  to 9 p.m. • 
GIM'S • 
RESTAURANT 
Chinese & Canadian Food ~,~- 
OPEN 7DAYS A WEEK '~it,.~ 
Me,,. W,d ,:JOa.m.- zo:oo p.m, : i.R 
~%~._ Thursday 1l:30 a.m. - -  I ! :00 p. in~/ / / / "  
"~ J  Fd .  Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  I;00 a.m: v 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. 
4643 Park Avenue , IO:OO p.m.635.611 ! 
m 
Polly's Care 
Chinese & Western Cuisine 
' ~  Men "Thurs. I~,~) ~rn. -- mldnlOM 
" Fd. ~ Sat. 10'.10 l.m. -- 1 i-re. ' " 
t~Jndsy 12.t)0 s.m. -- 10 p~m; 
• ' 4913 Keith Avenue, 
638.1848 o, 638.8034 
I I  
I II 
Speclahzmg /n Chnese 
Cuisine and Canad ian  
Dishes .  • 
[ ~ 1  46060reloA... ,.Take.Out [ VBl~B~ 
Temme, B C~ Ph 635-6184 ' ' 
T"  I I I I  Ill I 
j t  
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Pieces 
by Alle Toop 
A basic jewellery making 
workshop is being held in Ter- 
race from July 10-14, 1989, 
Monday• to Friday --= 8 a.m. to 
4 p.m. at the EmilyCarr 
Studio, Northwest Community 
College, with Maeiek Walen- 
towicz. Maciek is an artist- 
jeweller: and European trained. 
He apprenticed in jewellery 
making in London, England 
and has worked in New,York, 
Montreal and Vancouver as a 
jewel!cry designer. The max- 
imum number of participants 
for the course is 20, and the 
minimum age is 16. The 
registration deadline is June 16, 
and that is not too far away. 
This promises to be a most in- 
teresting workshop. For more 
information, phone the Terrace 
Recreation Dept. at 638-1174. 
Anneke and Michael Van 
Genne are having another 
visitor from Holland. This time 
it is Anneke's mother, Mrs. 
Hennie Schurink, from Beck- 
bergen on the Vehlwe. She is 
spending six weeks in Canada, 
three weeks with the Van 
Genne'sand the rest of the 
time in Victoria with another 
daughter. While here, she 
hopes to do a bit of travelling 
and see the sights; Welcome 
and Happy Holidays! 
Many local people spent a 
very pleasant Sunday afternoon 
in  George Little Memorial Park 
listening to the Terrace 
Community Band and the 
Community Band from Kiti- 
mat. All the shady spots under 
the trees were taken up by 
young and old, looking for a 
cool spot, while others not only 
enjoyed the music, but also the 
sunshine in the middle Of the 
park. The grand finale was a 
combined effort by the musi- 
• cians from both towns playing 
together. It was a most en- 
joyable afternoon. 
The following bit of  history I
have done by request. This is 
for Nor ah, David and Dena, 
Terrace individuals who prob- 
ably don't know each other, 
but are interested to know why 
there •was a street named 
McDeek and is now Medeek; 
Medeek is an Indian word, 
and in the Tsimpshian language 
it means grizzly bear. At one 
time, many, many years ago, 
the Keith Estate was grizzly 
bear country, and because of 
the grizzly bears, the Native In- 
dians named the area Medeek. 
The trail winding through the 
area was called the Medeek 
trail. 
Vera Henry, from the Kit- 
~sumkalum Band, recalls her 
grandparents taking her and 
other grandchildren i  the early 
1930's to Medeek to hunt griz- 
fly bear and fish in the creek. 
This creek once ran through 
there and met up with the creek 
on Braun's Island at the 
wooden bridge. When the 
property was surveyed • for sub- 
division in 1952, the road was 
named M'Deek Avenue.• 
In May 1953, the surveyors' 
declarations were notarized and 
the name M'Deek appears on 
the Official document. Will 
Robinson was the Notary 
Public. It has been thought, 
however, that M'Deek might 
just have been Will Robinson's 
way of spelling Medeek. (Will 
Robinson was the author of the 
book "Men of Medeek" as 
told to him by Walter Wright 
during 1935 and 2936. Will 
Robinson died in 1953. The 
book was finally published in 
1962.) 
Somehow over the years, 
M'Deek was transposed from 
one document to another and 
the name became McDeek. 
In 1972, in Nadine Asante's 
"The History of Terrace", 
McDeek is described as a cor- 
ruption of Medeek, p. 142. But 
this was not exactly right 
either; McDeek was, as explain- 
ed earlier, a corruption of the 
word M'Deek. After the book 
"The History of Terrace" 
The perfect weather and the sound of music emanating from the band shell combinedto 
create an Irresistable attraction for many local families last Saturday. Tunes were courtesy 
of the Terrace Community Band and their Kitirnat counterparts. 
came out, some people ad- 
vocated that an "official" 
change be made to the name, 
and so it was, that at the coun- 
cil meeting held Jan. 25, 1982 a 
resolution was passed to correct 
the spelling from McDeek to 
Medeek Avenue. And that's 
what it is today! By the• way~ 
Walter Wright, narrator of 
"Men of Medeek", was the 
brothel of Eliza Thornhill. 
This has been a very in- 
teresting week. If you have 
visitors, a birthday, a wedding 
or an anniversary, please phone 
me with your information for 
this column at 635-2723. See 
y'all next Wednesday. 
Letter to the Editor 
Policy to assist 
non.profit groups 
To the Editor; 
You recently published a letter 
from Jim LeCleir, a member of 
the Terrace Elks. In his letter, 
Mr. LeCleir commented on the 
lack Of encouragement from the 
local media with regard to their 
recent Elks' Fun Day. 
It is and always has been the 
policy of CFTK Radio to assist 
local nmi-profit groups with the 
promotion of their events. One 
way we do this is by offering free 
air, and the Elks' Fund Day was 
no exception. 
During the week leading up to 
the Fun Day, we promoted the 
event hrough out Datebook an- 
nouncments no less than four 
times each day. We included 
details on the day itself as welles 
a phone number where listeners 
could get more information. 
One of our announcers con- 
tacted the number given and of- 
fered to do an on-air interview, 
which was declined. 
• We also included the event in 
a program we produce entitled 
"Outdoor Guide". The show is 
heard twice each day, Monday 
to' Friday. We included informa- 
tion about the Fun Day on tWO 
of the shows. 
The Fun Day was also high- 
lighted on our Sports Schedule 
program which airs three times 
each day, Monday to Friday. 
On Tuesday, May 23, during 
my program, I contacted the 
number given us and did a live 
interview ith one of the Elks 
i i !iiii,,! 
involved, in Which I thanked the 
Elks for the great job they did 
on the Fun Day. 
I have also attended the Fun 
Day for the past three years and 
have watched the number of 
people attending steadily in- 
crease. As anyone who has ever 
organized a public event will tell 
you, you need more than word 
of mouth to attract a crowd of 
1,400 people. 
I have no doubt that our pro- 
promotion of the Fun Day 
helped to  attract the large 
crowd. 
I hope the aforementioned 
helps clarify our involvement 
with the promotion of the Elks' 
Fun Day. 
On behalf of CFTK Radio, I 
would again like to congratulate 
the Elks on a terrific job and 
look forward to helping out with 
next year's event. 
Ron Langridge 
Program Director 
CFTK Radio, Terrace. 
Police beat 
On the weekend o f  May 
26-28 •in the Terrace area, 
RCMP report that nine 
motor vehicle accidents oc- 
curred. Police issued two 
24-hour suspensions and 
charged three people with 
impaired riving during the 
same period. ,• 
FBDB's Management Seminars are stimu- 
lating and thought-provoking. Using realistic 
case studies, participants can assess their 
management approach and techniques in 
given situations. Group discussions and 
presentations enable participants to benefit 
from each other's experience. 
PERSONAL SELLING 
You will learn how to:- 
• Approach your customer effectively 
• Adapt your selling style to your customer's 
personality 
• Use product demonstration to deliver your 
sales message 
• • Close the sale in at least seven ways 
• Improve sales the easy way! 
DATE: 
TIME:, 
PLACE: 
COST:- 
Tuesday, June 13, 1989 
2:00 PM to 5:00 PM • 
Inn of the West, Terrace 
$45.00 
TIME MANAGEMENT 
You will learn how to: I 
• Conlrol unwanted interruptions ! 
• Set dealines and beat them • 
• Get yourself organized ~ 
• Reduce stress caused by lack of 
Tuesday, June 13,1989 
7:00 PM to 10:00 PM 
Inn oftheWest, Terrace 
$45.00 
organization 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: • 
COST: 
Register now: Call Daisy at FBDB 635-4951 
Visa & MasterCard accepted. Seating limited • 
La Banque offre ses services duns los deux 
langues officie/les. 
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
(~D Federal Business Banque fCKl~ale 
Oevelopment Banlt die d /~~ent  
t 
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Local pohce stat~sttcs~!ndlcate::fhat 244 out Of every • , 
1,000 long-term residents in theTerrace-Th0rnhill area ~[-~ ~.  ~0~.  ' • ~ ~la~ 
will at some point become a victimof crime. The ' I~lrlljj[}r~.._,,,,l~ i . :  
nature of the crimes vary from stolen bicycles and .- ~(~£'[0 ~ff~E~'~r,~ ~~ :, 
parking lot hit-and-run fender bcnflers to assault and T0 A ( 1515 ...... ':il
fraud, butmost of these victims h~ive little prioi', con . . . .  ~ ' ~  ~l ]g  ~"  ~ .::::i" , .  :.::K:~:~;'.:, 
taCtprocessWiththeythe aveJusticet0 systemgo through;:and are unprepared f o r .  ~ the . , "~  [~q~lHT..., .. ] : ~::~i:i!:~i!~'~i'~:, 
When former B.C, Attorney Gener~ Brian Smith ~ ~ ••  
announced start,up funding for •the Terrace Victim )! ~ - (~ 
Assistance •Program; he: said theexperience of going ~ ~; " " : " ' ...... ' :~ I 
through police inve~.igations and the courts is often • :.-:-.,. ,.., : , :~, ,... .... . 
more traumatic for the victimthan.i:he originalcrime ->~;/-.. i! . 
was• With the local Victim Assistance Program on the ] ~ ] " ~ 
verge of being launched, it looks like things will be 
much different in the future for local peopl(~ who wind 1 
up on the receiving end of criminal acts. 
Constable Ewen Harvie, who built the program 
from the ground up, and Karen Walker, the program ~,~(~• 
coordinator, have put together more than a dozen ~ /~~ 
dedicated volunteers to act as hands-on counsellors• I i~- '~ ' .  
These people have just finished .a rigorous training ~ " 
course that spanned 12 weeks and involved nine inten- 
sive seminars covering everything frompolice and [ 
court systems to the proper method of notifying next- 
of-kin in accidental death situations. To'their credit, 
and the community's benefit, only One droppe d out. 
The point we're leading up I~o is . that this program IS. 
only one example of the permanent stamp that Ewen 
Harvie has left on this areain his capacity as RCMP 
community relations and crime prevention officer. His 
accomplishments, are too numerous .to relate in this 
space, but we're left with a vivid image of the 1988 
graduation ceremonies at Caledonia Senior Secondary 
• School~ when after his address.to the grads the entire 
student body gave him a standing ovation. That mo- 
ment speaksvo!umes about the effectiveness of his ap- 
proach. 
Ewen announced this week that he's leaving Terrace 
for Kelowna in August. It's an announcement we've 
been expecting in view of the RCMP's rotation policy, 
This is a time of year when people do a lot of mov- 
ing around,.and hardly an issue of this newspaper has 
gone byin recent weeks in which we haven't been bid- 
ding farewell to someone who has made a substantial 
contribution to the quality of life here. Maybe that's 
inevitable, but let's hope that Terrace continues to im- 
prove in the areas that make it an attractive place to 
live so that we can keep these sorts of people around a 
b i t ~ ~ l o n g e r .  ~ . _ ~  
~ ,~:~,~  ,: :~,,:~ : ; , i : :~ : i i~%~: : :~¢~~~ ~'::~:*~i 
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Established. May 1, 1985 Second.class mall 
The Terrace Review is published registration No. 6896. , 
each Wednesday by- All material appearing In the  Terrace Review Is 
Close.Up Business Services Ltd. protected under Canadian copyright Reglstra- 
lion No. 362775 and cannot legally he repro- 
duced for any reason wtth().ut permission cf the 
publlIIh~r. 
Publisher: f .nm) and omllmicea. Advertising is iccepte¢!. 
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Perspectives 
by Bob Jackman 
Din-Din the chicken, who 
turned out to be a rooster, is_ 
doing well! You may remember 
Din-Din, dragged home from 
who.knows-where byOscar the 
Cat. Well; I didn't have the 
heart o make good on the 
threat hat gave him hiS name, 
and he finally moved on to the 
neighbor's, who evidently buys 
a better brand of cat food than 
I do. 
He still wanders over from 
time to time, but the back 
porch pickings are kind of slim 
• these days. Din-Din has been 
crowing his brains out every 
morning at about 6:00, but 
sleeps in till 7:05 most Satur- 
days. You can catch his per- • 
formance daily around the 
Braun's Island end of Medeek. 
• When I started writing this 
column in late November, I 
had hoped to provide some in- 
telligent dommentary on our 
municipal government. I think 
the editor and publisher ex- 
pected the same. The first two 
paragraphs above may be an 
indication that I occasionally 
slip from that lofty objective. 
It's funny, but the passage of 
time has helped to broaden my 
perspective. When you sit 
around a Council Table for 
four years with the same peo: 
pie, give or take a couple, you 
begin to live and breathe 
municipal politics. Nothing else 
seems important, unless it has 
some kind of impact on the 
City. 
Away from the table, in •the 
real world, all kinds of things 
are important - -  things you 
neglect or take for grante d or 
ignore to avoid information 
overload when you're carrying 
around five pounds of Council 
and Committee minutes and 
-agendas , . . . . , .  - 
Bob says.goodbye 
Things like Doug Small, the 
reporter who released the 
budget information that 
Michael Wilson's staff screwed 
up on, being taken to court. 
Talk about overkill ) •Things like 
the recent lWA-environmental- 
ist standoff on logging the Car- 
manah Valley, which must have 
the NDP pretty badly flustered. 
It had to happen eventual ly-  
you can't base a party platform 
• on catering to special interest 
groups and expect hat they'll 
never conflict. 
Things like the steroid in- 
quiry, where so far everyone 
has been dumped on but the 
people who really deserve i t -  
the executive of the Sports 
Federation who looked the 
other way instead of acting, 
until it was too late. Mean- 
while, the City of Terrace 
violates WCB shoring regula- 
tions, which must send a 
message of some kind to local 
contractors. 
One of the things that's been 
bothering me lately is the 
transfer of power from our 
elected representatives to the 
courts. Every recent decision 
• that took any guts --  Sunday 
shopping, abortion, even the 
'budget leak Case --  has been 
turned over to the courts 
because our pofiticians don't 
have the intestinal fortitude to 
take a stand on any issuethat 
might be the least bit con- 
tentious. 
It's bad enough on the 
municipal level; - where there 
. ; , : : . . : .  ..... doesn't s~m to be.the, p?litical" 
will to make a couple of funda- 
mental changes that could save 
the City thousands of dollars. 
But when you see the stuff 
that's happening out of Ottawa 
(I guess you could divide 28 
million or so people by 10,000 
to get an idea of the scope of 
it), it has to make you wonder 
why we even bother to vote• 
Which, by the way, hardly any- 
body did in the recent school 
board election --  and this con- 
cerns our  own k ids .  Even 
where we should be able to 
make a difference, at the local 
level, the vast majority seem to 
• have given up hope. That's 
kind of saddening, isn't it'! 
When I started writing the  
column, I thought it might 
make a difference. I thought it 
might at least provoke our City 
Council into doing something 
to bring some management to 
the $8,000,000 business they're 
running at City Hall. I thought 
it would provide a better in- 
sight into what's really happen- 
ing than what I'd perceived as 
bias in another media outlet. 
Instead, it's provided a little 
entertainment value, and unfor- 
tunately at times taken on 
aspects of a borderlineslugfest. 
There's a vast world of op- 
portunity out there, With a host 
of positive; caring, interesting 
people to talk to, to associate 
with, and tO learn from. I 
think l ' l l join it. l 'm taking an 
indefinite leave of absence 
from deadlines. Thi~ is my last 
column for awhile, . LI: ,.:,~.. :  r 
todeadlines. 
. '  ' . " t  , • " . . ,  . . '  - 
News item: The Terrace Hotel is seeking a casino 
: license. Under B.C. gaminglaws, 50percent of the 
<net proceeds would go to charitable and non.profit 
, "~, : .. ,~ :!-, i'organizations. 
you think, the community 
would benefit from a 
casino --r -- nneration? " 
i .  Andrea Edwards 
(from Kltlmat) 
, No. They've got enough 
things going -on, :they 
don't need IL There are 
enough places to lose 
money.. ' 
. 2 . , . .  
Steven Nyce 
(from Canyon City) 
• I don't see anything 
wrong with it as long as It 
is going to a good cause.. 
If the charit ies don't 
benefit, it Is not wor th  
having. 
. . . .  i 
Stu Ames 
I don't believe in gam-  
bling, it causes too much 
heartache. 
, • : , ! /  I Ill 
# 
lan Ball 
(from Kitlmat) 
No, they don't need i t .  
, , ,Ruby  McOrolght ,- 
I think It would encour- 
. j. ~ ~:~,, .age. vandalism and the 
• ' I l ke , :Look at the trouble 
, . . . .  
• they have with it in the 
States. 
: i : :  : charities. 
I I I I  
Anthony Delorey 
(from Prince Rupert) 
Yes, if It was substan- 
tial ly beneficial to 
' " > "TerraceReOtew'. Wednesday;: June 7; 
to the Editor Letters 
I l l l  
Knowledge, tel 
To the Editor; 
My personal response regar- 
ding a letter previously written 
by an AIDS Sufferer esiding in 
our community: 
I would like to say that I really 
feel that this person should be 
treated as humanly as possible, 
and we should make this person 
feel that the decision to chose 
our community to: die in was a 
wonderful moveconsidering he 
Or shemade a big step into mov- 
ing in our community blindly, 
thinking that" their remaining 
days will be peaceful. 
Despit e the total ignorance of 
the people in this town, I cannot 
believe that with the daily and 
widely-publicized knowledge of 
this epidemic disease AIDS that 
the people have chosen to turn 
their backs as if it were a phan- 
tom illness. " 
Please, Terrace, I beg you to 
have some compassion and give 
this person the freedom to. live 
like we all do and not be denied 
public services. For example, 
would you do this same dis- 
service to a dying person who 
has had therapy for cancer and 
had hair loss, or older people 
I. /" 
eran . . . . . . . .  
who cannot help themselves, o r  
a pregnant mother who needed 
assistance from you to get your 
public help by taxis or the task 
of pushing the grocery cart; I've 
known people who've had 
cancer, older people, all kids of 
people and also a person who 
died of AIDS, they are no dif- 
ferent han any of us. They feel 
too. 
Before you judge an AIDs 
sufferer, go and get literature or 
else be aware of the beginning 
and end of its painful stages; 
once again, before you utter an 
objection to accepting this per- 
son in our community, be sure 
you know more about it (AIDS). 
If it weren't for the ignorance 
of other people, the AIDS victim 
would not have been forced to 
hid their identity. Don't you 
think you would rest better 
knowing who had the disease? 
• Would you give equal treatment 
as you would any other person'?. 
Thank you for reading this 
letter, and to the person with 
AIDS, I hope and pray your life 
in Terrace will get better. 
A Concerned Citizen. 
MS gets great support 
To the Editor; 
Thank you for the time you 
spent in supporting our 1989 
Multiple Sclerosis Carnation 
Campaign. Wedid very well this 
year, excee~ling our total last 
year by over $100 in donations. 
Once again the people, clubs and 
businesses of Terrace have 
shown great support, with this 
year's total funds raised at 
$5,8231 
In  addition to thanking our 
individual volunteers we would 
like tel give recognition to the 
local businesses who went out of 
their way to help us this year 
with donations and/or volunteer 
efforts. We would also like to 
thank the following: Beta Sigma 
Phi, Terrace Stock Car Assoc., 
Terrace Karate Club, Terrace 
Firefighters and Doug and Lin- 
da Smith. 
The funds raised this year will 
help toward the research and 
• development of a treatment and- 
a cure for M.S. Thank you for 
your support, and we look for- 
ward to working with you again 
next year in our 1990 Campaign! 
Doug MacKay, 
Terrace. 
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"Yes, we now have your favorite selection of Imports! 635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STOlllg 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sumlay 
10 R,m. to 11 p,m. 9 =.m. to 11 p.m. 11 s.m. to 11 p.m. 
I 
- -  Open Holidays - -  ,i 
J~  
recreation and fitness ex- 
periences for our students. 
A final thanks to all those 
people who purchased tickets, 
and especially to Alcan Smelters 
and Chemicals who donated 
$200 to our cause. It is truly en- 
couraging to see our community 
become involved in Northwest 
Community College and our 
students' association is very 
grateful for all your support. We 
are planning another dinner 
theater for late fall, and we in- 
vite you all to take part again. 
Thanks again everyone, a~d 
we hope to see you at our recrea- 
tion center re-opening in Sep- 
tembefl 
Kimberly Cordeiro, 
Student Activities Co-ord. 
NWCC Students' Association. 
To the Editor; 
On behalf of the Northwest 
Community iCollege Students' 
Association, f l would like to 
thank all those super sponsors 
and volunteers who made our 
Almost Classic Dinner Theatre a
great success. 
• The energy and effort put into 
this event was incredible, as were 
especially our team of waiters 
and waitresses, all of whom were 
our  very own NWCC students. 
Good show, gangl 
Not only was our dinner 
theater an entertaining evening, 
it was a financial success as well. 
We raised approximately $1,230 
for our Recreation and Renova- 
tion Project. This money will be 
used to upgrade our campus rec- 
reation center to provide quality 
I 
"Almost Classic" success 
/ 
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More Lettem ,to 
Special meeting at Wome 
An Open Letter; 
On behalf of the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre, 
notice is being given of a Special 
General Meeting, to be held on 
June 13 at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Women's Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave.  
One purpose of this meeting is 
to distribute to the membership 
the audited financial statement. 
A secondpurpose i  to expand 
membership on the board of 
directors and in the societyas a
Still waiting for Ottawa 
To the Editor; 
Recently, there has been con- 
siderable discussion about re- 
forestation and the Allowable 
Annual Cut from provincial 
forest lands in British Columbia. 
To clarify this issue for your 
readers, here are the facts. 
In 1988, the total Allowable 
Annual Cut (AAC) for the prov- 
ince's regulated lands was 72 
million cubic meters, and that 
wasthe amount harvested from 
those lands. 
Some people may be confused 
about harvesting figures which 
are much higher than the AAC 
or the numbers I have provided. 
The higher figures include the 
cut 'from unregulated and 
private lands, over which the 
Forest Service has no juris- 
diction. 
It is important that your 
readers understand that the 
harvest from private land is not 
under Forest Service control and 
is not part of the province's 
Allowable Annual Cut. 
The AAC is set by the Chief 
Forester based onthe sustain- 
able annual yield from forests 
under ourjurisdiction, given ex- 
isting reforestation and forestry 
programs and the land base 
available for forest production. 
In determining the AAC, the 
province's Chief Forester must 
also' incorporate the objectives 
for other resources, timber in- 
ventory, utilization, and losses 
due to fire and pests. 
I want to emphasize that the 
B.C. Forest Service does not 
allow companies to perpetually 
overcut heir allocated volumes. 
If a licencee xceeds the total 
allowable cut during a five-year 
cut control period, the company 
must reduce their cut over the 
next five-year period. Penalties 
apply for overcutting. A com- 
pany is charged twice the start- 
dard rate of stumpage and, 
ultimately, the licence can be 
suspended or cancelled. 
The Allowable Annual Cut is 
reviewed periodically to adapt o 
changing circumstances. Each 
management unit is re-analyzed 
every five years to adjust for 
changes to the management ob- 
jectives for the unit. A number 
of different factors are review- 
ed: losses due to fire and pests, 
the size of the land base 
available for forestry, the stan- 
dard of wood utilization, new 
uses for various tree species, the 
level of silviculture and other 
resource uses such as range, 
wildfire, f ish, water, aesthetics 
and recreation. 
Reforestation is a critical fac- 
tor in determining the province's 
Allowable Annual Cut and we 
have made a number of major 
changes in the past year to en- 
surethat our forests are replac- 
ed .  
The people who work on our 
silviculture programs deserve 
credit for the tremendous pro- 
gress we have made in recent 
years. It took more than 50 years 
to plant the first billion trees in 
B.C. That recordwas reach,din 
1982. We are going to hit the 
two billion mark this year -- just 
seven years later. And, by 1992, 
we will reach the three billion 
mark. 
This year alone the govern- 
ment and forest industry will 
plant more than 230 million 
seedlings and next year that will 
increase to more than 300 
million trees. 
But our silviculture programs 
do not stop once the tree is in the 
ground. Our goal is to ensure 
that the trees survive and grow 
into new forests. Today, 73 per- 
cent of the trees need fill-in 
planting in future. Innovative 
regeneration techniques and. 
forest tending, thinning, ferti- 
lizing, controlling competing 
vegetation and continual  
monitoring are improving the 
survival and growth of our 
future forests. 
By law the forest industry is 
now responsible for reforesting 
the areas they harvest in British 
Columbia. At the same time, the 
provincial government is honor- 
ing its commitment to ensure 
that new forests are established 
on areas cleared by fire, insects, 
disease or harvesting over past 
decades and which are not 
satisfactorily restocked (NSR). 
we have also established policies 
to ensure that current harvesting 
does not create a backlog of 
NSR in future. 
In addition to these reforesta- 
tion programs, I am negotiating 
with the federal government to 
renew the federal provincial 
Forest Resource Development 
Agreement (FRDA). This five- 
year, $300 million agreement has 
been a crucial part of our plan to 
reforest the backlog of not 
satisfactorily restocked sites in 
the province. 
During the first three years of 
," .: 
whole. 
The Women's Centre is an im- 
portent resource .in the Terrace 
community. In .February and- 
March of 1989 we received 72 
telephone inquiries and 157 
drop-ins. The majority .of thes.e 
are women with personal needs 
for support and/or advocacy, 
The Women's Centre is also 
the official voice in the com- 
munity able to lobby for equali- 
ty for ~v0men. Full and  equal 
participation for women in all 
aspects of society is still a goal 
v~orth working for. 
Please attend the meeting on 
June 13 and join our society. 
More participation will lighten 
everyone's responsibilities end 
make it more enjoyable for all. 
We are looking forward to a 
productive year and plan to in- 
clude more informal social 
events to celebrate US! 
Mary Bowering, 
Candice Kermen, 
Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre. 
m 
Rodney Sanches, a 13.year-old aft student at Thornhill 
Junior Secondary School Is the winner of a province-wide 
poster competition sponsored by theMInistry of Transpor- 
tation and Highways on the theme of transportation, Rod 
and his mother will be awardedan all expense paid flight to 
and tour of Victoria on June 8, and will be Introduced In-the 
legislature and hay.lunch with the Minister of Transporta- 
tion. His poster, a collage of original cartoon characters 
swarming over a variety of transportation modes, has been 
selected to introduce next year's transportation to the 
province. 
..... ~,~:~.~ ::i:::i~,;~::, " ,~ ::,~: 
the agreement, the backlog was 
reduced by 25 percent, and more 
than 434,000 days of employ- 
ment have been generated in 
communities throughout the 
province. FRDA is creating 500 
full-time and 15,000 seasonal: 
jobs. 
But FRDA ends in March 
1990 and we need another, big- 
ger investment to continue this 
work and the jobs generated as a 
result. Renewing FRDA is essen- 
tial if we are to eliminate all 
backlog NSR on good and 
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ond five-year agreement -- a 
FRDA II - -  and the province is 
ready to commit heir share of the $700 mill}on we need. 45 Grei Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7 
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Two Terrace students received • 
recognition at the B.C. Festival 
of the Arts held in Chilliwack 
from May24-28. Mark Tessaro 
was named runner-up in Junior 
Speech Arts, and T.J. MacKen- 
zie was runner-up• in In- 
,termediate Brass. T.J. was also 
asked to play in the Provincial 
Awards •Concert on Saturday 
evening. 
Paving " 
shelved 
TERRACE - -  Residents of the 
4700 block Loen Ave. missed 
the deadline, and the resurfacing 
.of their street has been put on 
the shelf for at least a year. 
Homeowners in this section of 
the city received an LIP petition 
from the city on April 19 pro- 
posing a roadway upgrade on 
their block, but their initial reac- 
tion was to reject the proposal 
because they befieved they had 
already paid for the original 
pavement and. it was. the city's 
resp6mibility o resurface it. 
After being advised, however, 
that the city had paid for the 
original pavement in 1969, resi- 
dents were given an opportunity 
to change their votes bat too few 
chose to do so --  22 of 35 
residents were still opposed .on 
the closing date of May 19. The 
city required amajority vote to 
proceed. 
Council attempted to give the 
homeowners more time to con- 
sider their position but this was 
found to be imp osfa'ble under 
the Municipal Act. "Section 656 
of the Municipal Act is very 
clear on the time limit for accep- 
tance or rejection of a council- 
initiated plan," director of engi- 
meting Stew Christensen told 
council. 
Alderman Danny Sheridan 
described the city's efforts to 
save the project as "set up to 
fail". Sheridan said that repre- 
sentatives of the homeowners 
approached council on May 8, 
saying they wanted the pave- 
ment but not the bill. But a 
meeting with the Public Works 
Committee to explain the situa- 
tion was not set up until May 17 
and that meeting was postponed 
until May 18 -- one day before 
the deadline. But committee 
chairman, Ruth Halleck, de- 
fended the committee by point- 
ing out that May 17 was the first 
committee meeting following 
the May 8 council meeting, and 
the postponement was made due 
to a lack of attendance by Leer 
Ave. residents. 
At the May 18 meeting, said 
Halleck, the committee looked 
for alternatives but there were 
none. 
"The door is always open for 
a new proposal," she added, 
"The city can't call for another 
LIP for a.year, but they (the 
residents) can come forward 
with one," But Hallock said 
that she's still not sure if the 
residents have decided what they 
want, Some showed up with 
documents howing • they had 
paid for the original pavement 
but these turned out to be bills .... 
for • sewer, water ,or other in~- 
provements, she said. 
:ors:at B.C. Arts Festival 
Results o f  the.' National Piano, Joseph•Nelson. • Walker; Intermediate Wood- Ling; Junior Piano, Kelly 
Choral Competition have not Choral ,  JThe Northwest wind, Julie Lee; Intermediate MacNeill; Alternate Junior 
been announced yet because the Singers. Brass, T.J. MacKenzie; Alter- Piano, Julia Nelson; Official 
adjudicator needed additional B.C. Perfonil ing rate Intermediate Brass, Scott ACcompanist, Jose Coosemans. 
time to listen to the tapes. Arts Festival Loptson. 
A record high total of 247 All of our competitors gave 
competitive.entries w re received Dance -- Junior Ballet, Speech Arts--  Senior Speech fine performances in their 
for the Performing Arts Festival Raylene Mar; Intermediate Arts, Mike Christemen; Alter- classes. Megan Walker and Jen- 
this year, The Pacific Northwest Ballet, Brandy Crossie. rate Senior Speech Arts, Rhian- nifer Zucchiatti had an oppor- 
Music Festival Sent 15 corn- Vocal --  Senior Voice, non George; Intermediate tunity to perform at the Alter- 
petitors and seven -alternates Pamela Kerr; Intermediate Speech Arts,•Toby Nnnn; Junior rates' Concert which opened the 
who ,were selected by the ad- Voice, TinaHovenkarnp; Junior Speech' Arts, Mark Tessaro; festivities ,on .Wednesday eve- 
judicators at our Festival in Voice, Romy Malkapar; Junior Alternate •Junior Speech Arts, ring. 
March. Our representatives Voice Alternate: Jennifer Zuc- Glenys George. A number of teachers, parents 
chiatti. Piano --  Senior Piano, Nine and friends made the trip to the 
were: .Instrumental-- Senior Wood- Parr; Intermediate Piano, Mat- Festival in Chilliwack. They had 
Provincial/National wind, Elizabeth Sluys; Mternate thew Phillips; Alternate In- an opportunity to attend avarie: 
Oom~tlt lon Senior Woodwind, Megan termediate Piano, Mee Lain ty of competitive classes. 
=-u'" 
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.VIO  CUSTOMERS AND 
ITY LEADERS AGREE 
@TAL OUTLETS OFFF 
SERVICE FOR YOU. 
II 
.. " I  ~ F ~  THE POSTAL SERVICE ~-  
.. :.:.: .....: :..: 
~:  VERY CONVENIENT." 
Myrtle Gilligan, customer, 
Tulalneen, British Columbia 
• .~  ~.  
Retail Postal Outlets across the country offer Canada Post customers more access 
to postal products and services. On average, hours of postal service operation 
have more than doubled in communities where service has changed 
~,,m ~ ,,~t ,~m~,, t , a Retail Postal Outlet operated by local business. 
aadians can now purchase stamps or pick up mail 
the evening or on weekends. 
//~~i : ~ i~:,~!~;~~1 .... :  l~ : REAL SERVICE FORSMALL ' " ~~ 
:COMMUNITIES," 
Ernie Willis, Area Director, ~ , : : ~  "!?~" × ':~ ')<'<::" ':~, :i~: > ~,": : : 
Tulameen, British Columbia ~ ~  
~~.~. .~ '~:~. ,~,~: :  ':: ,~i:i:,:..:.~,:~:i.:,i!.i.~i..i :. 
;the Retail Postal Outlet established in his :'':~? 
ness person  as wel l .  '" ":i! i 
delivering on its promisei :,!:
Canada to stay. 
,IL POSTE I 
ommitment: better service for you. 
4. - -  
 Ansems tops IO, K • 
field at Surrey : 
. . . .  :. , ' . .~ ' , , : "  
the lower mainland when he. 
took time out to run the Surrey 
event. 
Ansems' time was 34 minutes, 
5 seconds. He was 16 seconds 
ahead of ~he runnerup. More 
than 200 took part. 
Ed told us that according to 
race veterans, the course was ac- 
tually longer than 10-K (about 
one minute). Taking that into 
consideration, Ansems likely 
would have beaten his previous 
best of 33.11 which he set a few 
years ago. 
As it is, he must start training 
even harder now because he 
plans to enter the.World Masters 
• Track and Field Championships 
at Eugene, Oregon, July 26 to 
Aug. 5; It's also known as the 
Veterans' Olympics. 
.' " * n He 'hopes to .b g  his time 
ED ANSEM$: World Masters down to 32 minutes; .and crack 
Championships next .  the top  10 finishers of thebest  
10-K masters competitors in the 
Veteran Terrace runner Ed world. ~ 
Ansems is off to his best season Right now, Ansefi~s i seeking 
in several years, judging by hi s financial help for the Oregon 
efforts so far. trip. "Over the years, I've took 
Ansems, a teacher at Cassie part in numerous out-of-town 
Hall.school who now runs in the races and never asked for help," : 
masters category, added to. his he said, "But this trip is costly, 
current laUrels on May.28 .by" so I've been asking local 
finishing first at the Hazelmere businesses for monetary aid." 
Valley 10-K race in Surrey . . . .  
He had started the season Anyone wishing to helP Ed in 
earlier at Prince Rupert where he his plight can contact h im at 
won the 'Glory Days' 10-K. He Cassie Hall school (635-5646) or [ 
was on a school business trip to home (635-4670). I 
Local youths pack ,up 
for basketball-camps 
Four Terrace junior and from April's regional training 
senior high school male basket- camp are attending the ".B.C. 
ball players who tried out for camp seeking berths on the 
places on the B.C. prep (under youth (under-17) and prep 
16) and youth (under 17) teams (ullder-16) teams. 
this summer at regional camp in Six players, including four 
Terrace in early April, have been from Prince Rupert, are work- 
notified they've been selected to ing out on the under-17 squad. 
attend the final selection, camp They are Susie Jarosch, Jeanne 
later this month at University of Viero, Nine Phillipson and 
Victoria. Audrey Dennison of Rupert, 
blamed to the under-17 group Sabrina Schwaneveck of IOtimat 
was current Caledonia Kermode and Ellen Axtico of Cassiar. 
rookie Jackie Brown. The five girls for the under-16 
Three members of the zone- team are Rochelle Pelletier of 
Winning. Skeena junior high Terrace, Yvonne CampbeU of 
school Tsimpseans were picked Greenville, Colleen Johnson of 
for further tryouts with the Kitimat, Leslie Wimmer of 
under-16 ent ry -  Mike Parker, Prince Rupert and Tanya V0n 
Paul Manhas and Kannin Osei- Schleinitz of Kitimat. 
Tutu. 
The Northwest zone high Organizers said this large 
school basketball scene for girls number of females from 
will be well represented atUBC one zone was somewhat 
later this month when 11 players phenomenal. 
Zone tennis results 
The 12-player zone seven ten- Dorothy Cheyn eand Jerry Smu- 
his team has been named after jkal (Kit). 
'playdowns held in Kitimat on Mixed doubles --  Fran' and 
May 28. Swran Mann (Terr). 
Men's singles -- Richard Boys' S ingles-  Alex Kotai 
Kriegl (Ter). (Kit). 
Men's doubles -- Matt Cachia Boys'.doubles --: Jatinder and 
and Dan Olmstead (Smi). Gurdev Parmar (Kit). 
~ ieS '  doubles -- Ada Sar- All should be attending the 
slat ~d Nancy Condon (Ter). B.C, Summer Games - -  July 
M~tet mixed doubles -- 20'23 in Surrey, : ~ ~: 
The scores 
• , • , _ 
IER 14DIV!S ION - :~ii~:!i :~ 
12 - - -Bavarian Inn O .. ...... ::~::i~:! 
4 - -  Northern Drugs 0 .... ~; ;;:~;, 
DER 8 DIVISION 
yeler I - -  :Ken s .Photo , :  ::'-~i 
lers 5 - -  Totem Fc ' ~'~ ' '~" 
~e 3 - -  Dalry Queen 2 ..... -~ ~!:~. %: 
)ER 16 DIVISION -~:::;: 
- -Ph i lpot tFores t ry3  ~ : ' ~! 
DER 10 DIVISION ~ 
erblrds 3 - -  Co.op O 
2 :-.. Carlyle Shepherd 2 
. . . . . . . .  i "  
- -  Skeena Cellulose 2 ,~ 
.Ions 4 - -  TerraceTravel 1 ,1 
~wmills 4 - -  Shoppers 2 :; 
ose 6 - -  Carlyle Shepherd 1 
2 - -  Terrace Travel 2 :: 
;wmllls 4 - -  Surveyors 3 
3 - -  Thunderbirds 2 
2 - -  Centennial Lions 0 
IDER 7 D IV IS ION 
;s 4"  Terrace Builders 2 
ance 3 - -  Kinsmen 2 
Canons 3 - -  VIc Froese 2 i 
~y 3 - -  Terrace Shell 0 
)IRLS DIVISION -- 
trds 6 - -  Pizza Hut 3 
• . .:.--- . 
TERRACE MEN'S  SLO-P iTCH LEAGUE 
i l  * : " " 
5LO-PITCH SOFTBALL LEAGUE , .~-- . . . .  ~ ;~i, " O~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r J ;~t4"~P~*~' :~ ~4~i~%~iL~'~'~ .~'~'~"
~na Hotel 22 - -  Royals 6 :,~ !ii~:~~:~ : ~ 
~ection 12 - -  Skeena Cellulose 8 - 
ms Expose 7 - -  River. Rats 4 .... ~! i i  :!i ,.., 
3ellulose 12 - -  River Rats 12 ' -".,'; :.,,: , 
torld.Pennys :13 - -  Royals 10 ~ ~ ~... ~fi~:~ ~:: ~ ,~ 
se 15 - -S i l ver  Bullet Brewmasters 12 ..... -. 
a Sawmills 15 - -  Royale 5 .~ .... ~i ~:~ 
m Hotel 6 - -  River Rats 2 i,.~ ~!~i :
I 1 - -S i lVer  Bullet Brewmasters 0 (Default)'.~ ' ~(;::,:' 
hlettcs 12 " .  Realty World-Penneys 6 • '~ :~  
el 16 - -  Independent Industrial 3 - '"---- ~:~. ::, :~ :"  
Expose 5 - -  Family Connection 4 • " " = :" 
• Rudon Rowdies 6 - -  Inn of the West 3 
S.K.B. Molson Wreckers 11 - -  Thornhill Motors 4 
S.K.B. Molson Wreckers ,18-= Westpolnt-Skeena 10 
Westpoint-Skeena 6 - -  Thornhill Motors 5 
TERRACE MINOR SOFTBALL  
SQUIRT DIVISION 
Mr. Mikes11 - -  Little Gassers 5 
Co-op Stars 11 - -  Copperslde Aces 6 
Little Gassers 6 - -  Mlddleton Trucking 6 
Mr. Mikes 11 - -  Hawkeyes 5 
PEEWEE DIVISION 
Northwest Sportsmen 21 • Tim Horton Doughnuts 1 
BANTAM DIVISION 
Kinsmen 7 -  Legion 5 
Northcoast Road Mal ntenance 7 - -  West End Chevron 
MITES-DIVISION 
-. Swlfty Muffler 15 - -  East End Supremes 10 
Bri-Don Specials 15 --  Tunnel and Rock 12 
Tunnel and Rock 11 - -  Swifty Muffler 5 
East End Supremes 10 - -  Bri-Don Specials 6 
TERRACE & DISTRICT-MEN'S  SOCCER LEAGUE 
\ MAY 27  WEEKEND 
Skeena Sawmills 1 -;- Alyansh 0 (Default) 
Greenville G,A;C. 2 - -  Greenville Royals 1 
Silver Bullets 3 ,  Canyon City 1 
Hazelton 4 - -  Greenville G.A.C. 2 
TERRACE MINOR BASEBALL  
Rookie Division 
Elks 20 - -  Co-op 19 
Petrocan 16 - -  Northern Drugs 19 
Co.op 20 - -  Northern Drugs 19 
Elks 23 - -  Petrocan 16 
Northern Drugs.13 - -  Elks 11 
Bambino Division 
McDonalds 11 - -  Farko 9 
Overwaltea 14 - -  Shoppers 12 
McDonalds 8 - -  Shoppers 4 
Overwaltea 13 - -  Farko 10 
Farko 20 - -  Shoppers 6 
Junior Babe Ruth 
Spee-Dee 14 - -  Kinsmen 4 
Kinsmen 1 --  All Seasons 0 (Default) 
Kinsmen 19-  Spee, Dee 17 
All Seasons 16 - -  Kinsmen 11 
Senior Babe Ruth 
Credit Union 8 - -  Video stop 7 
NORTH COAST INTER-C ITY  RUGBY UNION 
May 27"-- Terrace Northmen 14 - -  Prince Rupert O. 
(First league game ever played on a Saturday In Terrace) • 
-, May 28 - -  Terrace Northmen 9 - -  Smithers 6 
(Terrace remains undefeated on the season) , 
t 
" /  
. . . . .  t ~ . j , "  . . . . . . . .  , , *  
y . .  • . 
";~i ~'ii~; 
" ~::iVct~eran Terrace Caledonia 
: !iboysil basketball coach Phil 
: Leftism is leaving our Kermodes fall, giving Nanaimo four senior 
ving   n fall for Nanaimo: 
~i-foi: a:~similar job at Wellington 
.:"!:.': Smd6~'~ High in Nanaimo. 
,~ . . "  ':~i =::?'My~wife and I hadn't plan- 
'. i~ii;ned to  move this year, but I put 
!~ ;but a few applications. If I got 
=/something ood, I 'd follow it 
i!up, ,Wellington came up with an 
'~offer I just couldn't refuse. 
~(Wellington is not a new struc- 
ture - it was a junior high 
school. 
,'But it goes to senior high this 
secondary schools." 
This was Letham's seventh 
year teaching in .Terrace. ~His 
first was spent at Skeena junior 
high. 
We asked Phil if any of his six 
Kermode teams standsout as his 
favorite. 
" It 's usual for your last team 
to stand out in your memory, 
i ; '• :~ ,~ . ".':• =: .  :. 
More  scores . . .  
STOCK CARS . 
RACE RESULTS FROM TERRACE SPEEDWAY-  
.TROPHY DASHES MAY 27, 1989 
Sportsman - -  Ed Johnson #93 . 
A Hobby -- Dave Reinhardt #555 . . . , .  
B Hobby - -  Phil Truscott #444 •, 
A Street - -  Fred CIIne #SOOT 
C Class Dash -- Dawn Tomes #166 
HEATS .- - . .- ::. 
. '. Spoflsman - -  Herb Quest #66" ..~:•-.,-,':.,/ 
A Hobby - -  Wee Patterson #166 . : : . .  o 
B Hobby - -  Phil Truscott #444 
A Street -- Fred Cline #SOOT '• - 
MAINS 
C Class - -Sharon  Fagan#048 
• Sportsman -- Albert Weber #6 . : . . . . .  ~ --"- 
A Hobby- -  Wee Patterson #166 : : 
B Hobby-  Phil Truscott ,. _~ , :  
JAMBOREE 
Sportsman -- Ed Johnson #93 " 
Hobby -- Wes Patterson #166 !,.i~::i'~] : / : ; :  
Street - -  Fred CIIne #S007 
TROPHY DASHES MAY 28, 1989 .... 
Sp0r tsn~n. - -  Ernle Perkins #5 .. 
• AHobby  -- Wes- Patterson #166 " ~:~i !!:•. -' i: 
B Hobby --  Ran Harr is#444 ~ :. ::;,,~:,~,: ,: 
A Street - -  Fred Cline #SOOT ;:: 
C Class Dash --' Dawn Tornas #166 
HEATS . - ~! ' ' 
Sportsman - -  Dan O'Brlen #40 r ' ;, :~ ::~:~, 
A Hobby - -  PhlI.Truscott #444 " 
B Hobby - -  Dave Relnhardt #555 ...,., ,:,'" . ,.~i.~.,. 
A Street - -  Fred Cllne #SOOT ~. :........ ~,:- ,,~"" 
B Street - -  Jerry C lawson#8366 ,~:.~ • . . . . .  . 
MAINS :" ,:~:.~ :::, 
C Class - -  Sharon Fagan #048 . . . . . . .  
Sportsman - -  Dan O'Brlen #40 . . . .  
A Hobby - -  Phil Truscott #444 
A Hobby - -  Ran Harris #444 - -  " 
JAMBOREE" / - i :  ~,-,-~*~ 
Hobby - -Ph i l  Truscott #444 
Street - -  Daryl Paulson #$500 - Club Car 
POINTS STANDINGS AS  OF  MAY 28 ,  1989 '~ 
SPORTSMAN [ 
#68 Herb Ouast - -  193 
#5 Ernle Perkins - -  179 - . ~':~:'", ~' '  
#93 Ed Johnson - 
' #6 Albert Weber - 
• • - : . .~ : : , ' : , . .  #40 Danny O'Brlen 
• ...... " " :~-. C CLASS - -  He] 
..... ., ....... ~ .,.: ,..#048 Sharon Fagan 
. : . . . : ,  ~:#555 Wanda Frleser 
~..,;#165 Dawn Tomas 
i~: .~,i~(:~. ,... : #556 Connle:Hanso 
" .:".i::-" ::#'44C4 Cherlse Wlllm 
CLASS - -  STR 
: ~i:;?i-": : ;# S366Jenan-Pearso; 
' :"::: ::~"~:"i: " STREET STOC 
• • . . . . .  -#S007 Fred CIIne • 
#S366 Don Pearson 
_#$366 Jerry Klasse~ 
~m,  ~ ,,,,,, Lefebn 
Burket 
,nderso 
r STOC 
.... | Phll Truscott 
Wee Pattersov 
Dave Relnhard 
~aul Fleming 
Tim Fleming 
Blane Kluss 
rapper Hansc 
.... Clayton Kerr 
. . . .  #036 Don Pearson 
but I" remember every year vivid- 
KIT IMAT-TERRACE MEN'S  FASTBALL  LEAGUE 
ly  w i th  unique incidents from 
each one. 
" l ,m extremely sorry togo , "  
he told us. " I t 's  really a sad time 
for me. I feel I 'm leaving a lo t  
behind." 
Letham has left everything in 
place for his replacement (ex- 
pected to be named Shortly). 
"The  Kermode program will 
be in the best shape it 's been in 
for a 10ng time. Fund-raising is 
set up and we have money in our 
account. The exhibition sched- 
ule'is tops, and we have a great 
bunch of young talent coming 
over from Skeena." 
As for Wel l ington-  "We're 
starting from scratch there. Last 
year they had a pretty rocky 
season without any Grade 12's. 
To put it mildly, they got 
thumped pretty good, so I'm 
more.or-less going back to the 
drawing board. But it's a 
challenge and I like challenges." 
: : May 28 - -  Kltlmat Merchants4 - -  Terrace Nodhwest  Oldtlmers 1 
Kltimat Merchants 6 - -  Terrace Northwest Oldtlmers 0 
Hazelton 6 -- Terrace Truck Loggers 5 " " 
Hazelton 6 - -  Terrace Truck~Loggei's 5 " ; ~'~ ' 
: ' May 30 - -  Kltlmat Merchants 10 - -  Terrace Ruck Loggers 0 
", - ? 
TERRACE sCRUB SOFTBALL  
Skeena Diesel 17-~- Kltselae KN.P.A,  13 
PHIL  LETHAM:  I remember  every  year  v iv id ly  w i th  un ique  in -  
c idents  f rom each  one .  
Terrace not likely to host Seniors 
Games before turn of the centuw 
Number of events growing K i t imat .  
With Terrace hosting the 1991 
Northern B.C. Winter Games, 
it's highly unlikely a bid will be 
submitted until after 1995 for 
the city to host B.C.'s Senior 
"Games at an early fall date. 
"City hall feels there should 
be some years in between 
holding these major events," 
zone 10 co-ordinator Arlene 
Marsh told us. 
"However, with 12 B.C. 
zones and the governing body's 
outlook towards everyone get- 
ting a chance to play host before 
starting over again, we're pretty 
well assured we'll have the 
Games before the year 2,000." 
As for the Games at Trail this 
September, Bergh says they're 
expected to be twice as large as 
last year's initial effort at Ver- 
non. 
"We've had a larger response 
for our zone and I know zones 
11 and 12 are in the same boat," 
she said. 
For this reason they've added 
three more regular events and 
come up with four demonstra- 
tion events• Bergh told us about 
them. 
"Newly on the roster is track 
' :and field, one-act plays and bag- 
piping. We already have a one- 
act play entry from Prince 
Rupert. We've had no interest 
shown in bagpiping, but track 
and field is creating some nib- 
• bias. 
"As a matter of fact, ° one of 
our fund-raisers during River- 
.boat Days is a Seniors' Mile 
race. 
"The four demonstration 
• events were initiated from zones 
that have strong, regular par- 
ticipation in these events. 
Thef re  all hoping their event 
Will prove popular enough to be 
accept~ in the main roster next 
Year.,,=. ~ • . 
; , . " : :The  demos are square danc- 
ing, croquetb bocci and floOr 
curling. 
One sport not entered by zone 
l0 is badminton. Bergh said she 
had a pair lined up, but they de- 
cided to play softball instead. 
Only a few zone playdowns 
have been held so far. The 
carpet bowling playoff was held 
• and a Terrace team proved to be 
the best. In the five-pin bowling 
A numberof  new rules have 
made it easier for competitors to 
take part. Last • year our zone 
sent 45 to Vernon. Bergh fort- 
sees double that number for the 
Trail games, "" 
Fund-raising is well underway 
at all three communities. Raf- 
fles, bake sales, and in-province 
travel grants will take up most of 
the load. 
Persons interested in taking 
p layof f , .  Terrace beat out part should contact Arlene 
another Terrace team. plus two Bergh at the Happy Gang Centre. 
from Rupert and one from in Terrace(635-9090).. ' •~ 
SUNDAY, JULY 16th, 1989 
TERRACE, B.C. CANADA 
THE RACE: .• . 
- 1 km swim across Lakelse Lake• 
' - a 40 km cycle 
.~.~,,...; . . ~. ~~ followed by a 10 km run 
:i !; ~ " ..... a demanding course designed to test  
. . . . . . .  the stamina of the fittest! 
,,, , . .  • ENTRY FEE: $35 .00per  pei'son 
ENTRY DEADLINE: Sunday, July 2, 1989 
" ComputerConcepts  
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Spill stops Christensen Kalm loops      
Terrace's top cyclist Mike 
Christensen might have been a 
top-three finisher at the 
Kamloops' 'Tour-of-Grass- 
lands' bike races on Victoria 
Day weekend if he hadn't crack- 
ed up, broke both wheels and in- 
jured his right arm and hand in 
the first o f  four races. 
Christensen, who plans to 
compete in several out-of-town 
events this summer, came 
through in the final 80-kilometer 
road race on Monday the 22rid. 
He and a Calgary rider were 
neck-and-neck on the final 
stretch when Mike turned on the 
jets to nip him at the finish line. 
, o 
It was a turn-around race --  
40-K out and 40-K back. The 
last kilometer was a more,or-less 
downhill sprint, :but the three 
prior kilometers were uphill. 
That's where Mike and the 
Calgary rider broke away from 
the pack. His winning time was 
two hours, two minutes. 
Elementary.schoo track d 
field meet f rst .I an me ong ..... 
It's been several years since 
Terrace elementary schools got 
together for a one-day track and 
field meet. They rectified the 
situation late last month with ~t 
big meet at Skeena school 
grounds. 
Organizers called it highly 
successful. 
They had male and female ag- 
gregate winners for five age 
groups, but an overall tally of 
points •to determine top school 
was not taken. 
Here's the top individuals: 
Nlne.year-olds 
Michelle Genereanx (Veritas) 
and Charles Parks (Thornhill). 
10.year.olds 
Melaney Kerr (Parkside) and 
Jennifer Henderson (Uplands), 
plus Chance Healey (Cassie 
Hall). 
11.year-olds 
12.year-olds 
Darlene Braid (Thornhill) and 
Joey Losier (Cassie Hall). 
13-year-olds 
Carrie Bolduc (Thornhgl) and 
Terry Anderson (Veritas). 
Jennifer Henderson broke the 
only meet record. In the softball 
toss,, her throw went 33.80 
meters. 
Jenny Lavoie (Veritas) and , Other results can be found 
Kelsey Hidber (Cassie Hall). elsewhere in this edition. 
The firstevent onthe 20th was 
also an 80-K and the trouble 
took place at. the, 35-K m~k, 
where 16 bikers smashed'in a 
massive collision. Two had to be 
taken to hospital. 
Mike suffered lots of cuts and 
scratches to his right arm and 
hand, while his bike sustained 
two bent wheels. Quick changes 
from the equipment vehicle and 
he was back in the.race. 
Out of 75 bikersi Mike 
managed a 55th place finish ~-  
eight minutes behind the wt.nn, er. 
Tyler Cochrane of  Srmthers 
took second place. . 
Sundaythe 21st had Christen- 
sen recovering from his inujury, 
but still well enough to take part 
in the next two events. 
In the morning it was the 
30-minute plus five-lap criterium 
with the same 75 previous riders 
taking part. Mike placedl0th. 
"In the afternoon 12-K time 
trial, I finished 18th, which was 
a great disappointment to me," 
Mike told us. 
By Monday the 22nd, Mike 
MIKE CHRISTENSEN: I know 
that I could have hit at least 
the top five... ~ 
was much healthier and deter- 
mined to win that final 80-K. 
"Winning that one brought 
me to 27th overall," he said. "I 
know that I could have hit at 
least the top five if I hadn't 
spilled first day." 
Mike continued his tour of 
B.C. this past weekend when he 
took part in a time.trial, hill 
climb and 100K road race at 
Prince George. We'll have 
results in our next edition. 
Bell Pole Co. Ltd., is looking to 
purchase Western Red and 
Yellow Cedar Poles. 
For information on specifica- 
tions and pricing contact: 
Martin Sterner 
Bell Pole Co. Ltd, ;p0LZs ~ 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6295 
tamer  Heat  got  You. Bea 
Give your  Feet  a Treat l  
Great Se lect ion  of 
Men's and Ladies' 
Summer  Fashion Shoes  
. Leather Handbags 
. Shoe Accessories 
4615 Lakelse Avenue 635-5222 
.Ionsered Sup. 67o 
Takes on the 
tleovyweights! 
~b 
sl 
e 
A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 67~ AT YOUR DEALER-'--'-----~ 
RIVER INDUSTRIES . 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOX &~ -- 'rF, RR/CE, 9.C. V~ 4B~ 
18OA HIGHWAY le WEST U l - l r l l$  
TERRACE-KITIMAT MEN'S FASTBALL LEAGUE SCHEDULE 
DATE T IME WHEREPLAY TEAM VS. 
Sunday, June 4 12:00 p.m. College -Northwest Oldtlmers vs. 
2:00 p.m. College Truckloggers vs. 
Monday, June 5 7:00 p.m. Riverside Kitlmat vs. 
Wednesday, June 7 7:00 p.m. College NorthwestOIdtimer~ vs. 
Monday, June 12 7:00 p.m. Rivers ide Truokloggsrs vs. 
Wednesday, June 14 7:00 p.m. College Truckloggers vs. 
Monday, June 19 7:00 p.m. Riverside Mac's vs. 
Wednesday, June 21 " 7:00 p.m., Riverside Truckloggers vs. 
Thursday, June 22 7:00 p.m. Kitlmat Mac's vs. 
Sunday, June 25 12:00 p.m, College Hazelton vs. 
2:00 p.m. Riverside Kitlmat vs. 
2:00 p.m. College Hazelton vs. 
4:00 p.m. Rivemlde Hazelton vs. 
Wednesday, June 28 7:00 p.m. Riverside Mac's vs. 
Wednesday, July 5 7:00 p.m. College Northwest Oldtimers vs. 
Thursday, July 6 7:00 p.m. Kitlmat Truckloggers vs. 
S~Jndsy, July 9 12:00 p.m. College Northwest Oldtimers vs. 
10:00 a.m. Riverside Hazelton vs. 
12:00 p.m. Riverside Hazelton vs. 
2:00 p.m. Riverside Hazelton vs. 
Monday, July 10 7:00 p.m. Riverside Kitimet vs. 
Tuesday, duly 11 7:00 p.m. Kitimat Northwest Oldtimers vs. 
Sunday July 16 12:00 p.m. Hazelton Kitlmat vs. 
2:00 p.m. Hazelton Kitimat vs. 
Wednesday, July 19 7:00 p.m. Riverside Kitimat. vs. 
7:00 p.m. College Mac's vs. 
Sunday, July 23 10:00 a.m. Hazelton Mac's vs. 
12:00 p.m. Hazelton Northwest Oldtimers vs. 
2:00 p.m. Haze l ton  Northwest Oldtlmers vs. 
Sunday, July 30 12:00 p.m. Riverside Hazelton vs. 
2:00 p.m. Riverside Hazelton vs. 
TEAM 
Mac's 
Northwest Oldtlmers 
Mac'S 
Truckloggers 
Mac's 
Northwest Oldtlmers 
Truckloggers 
Mac's 
Kitimet 
Northwest Oldtimers 
Truckloggers 
No'rthwest Oldtlmers 
Mac's 
Truckloggers 
Truckloggers 
Kltlmst 
Mac's 
Kltlmst 
Kitimat 
Mac '8  
Mac's 
Kitimat 
Hazelton 
Hazelton 
Truckloggers 
Northwest Oldtlmers 
Hazelton 
Hazelton 
Hazelton 
• Truckloggers 
Truckloggers 
EVEI 
liar 
up) 
i , SUNDAY: Tei~ilAthl~::Assocmtwn 
I<~e~~p soc 
zy 16 W~st 
AT 4:30 P.M, 
WEDNESDA !B/l~back Swim Club ~,"~ ~'~,~ 
18 ,] Ce,!R0yal Purp,e "6  • ~,~ . . . .  : !  ~:i 
. Parapleg 
Games i ~ ~iiiTerrace Peaks G,, !!, !:i,~ 
i',!~:! ~ii~:':!:~ Kinsmen Club ::::;i~ '~':,:~:::~ii Games  
• ,:2 
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 /!So 'ft bal i 
Terrace Minor Softball teams 
from three divisions gathered in 
• ,two titles and two runnerup 
Spots at the annual Smithers In- 
/vitational minor soft tourna- 
ment on May 27 weekend. 
The peewee rep team -- 
Northcoast Road Maintenance 
• " .  had a four-win, one-loss rec- 
ord in winning the Bantam divi- 
sion. 
.... . They started with a 9-7 win 
• Over Telkwa, then downed 
smifhers McEwans 22-3. 
McEwans then came back to 
beat Northcoast 7-5. 
.•i ~ .~- ~ .... i~ 
top tournament 
in Smithers 
ped by Laurie Buteau, Lisa. Van':. 
. Hull, Kim Carey and.Susie Mun- 
son.- 
Pitching chores in all fiv.e 
games were handled by Laurie 
Buteau and Lisa Van Hull. ' 
In the squirt girls' di~,ision, it 
was an all.Terrace finish with 
Middleton Trucking beating Lit- 
tie Gassers 18-8 in.the final 
games. 
Terrace's Lakelse Pharmacy 
placed second in the peewee divi, 
sion, losing 14-13to Smithers in 
the windup. 
Meanwhile, the Terrace Hotel 
i- ! The Terrace girls' next Shooters' junior ladies' fastball 
:eliminated Telkwa 23-I. •That team travelled to Prince Rupert 
!put them into the title game on May 28 for tw¢~ e~ibition 
~which theY WOn ~ 1"5-5 over games against senior ladies' 
McEwans. teams. 
! The girls had some llefty hit- 
iting, in. the lineup. Marsha Terrace lost 7-5 to the Rain- 
~ +. June 7.S: 
:~  
It was an enthusiastic effort In last week's TrI-City Fitness.Challenge by these Uplands 
Elementary School students shown here dashing down Halliwell, closed off by police for 
the event. But the rest of the community didn't quite match it --Terrace finished a dismal 
third. Prince Rupert finished •first with 47 percent participation, Kitimat was second with 40 
Percent, ,and Terrace recorded 38.4 percent of the population registering some sortof 
fitness activity during theday. 
.:p.ostuk - had three, home runs ettes, then came back with a 10-5 • 
Comingevents in ii I
regional sports i 
c L - 
. . . . . .  - . . . . .  • . . . .  ; .  
• Complied by Tom Taggefi:~ "~ ~° .~  . . . . . .  Teams are being sought for an your own tennis bails. ~ 
June i :  ~" Of Se~h01d Niebtifir (1971), social~activist religiousphilospher~ be held in Terrace June 17. 80-kilometer bicycle race on D~th  - . . . . . .  oldtimers occer tournament to Kit imat is hOsting an 
Jane 2; Death of Lou Gehrig, age 38, greatest of all U.S. baseball players (!941). ~ - ~ " ~• .Players must be 35 or older. En- Canada Day, :July ist. It's the 
• June 3: ~Artist Andy Warhol shot byVOerie Solonas (!968), but f ives'. ..... " ' • ~ry fee is $i00 per team. Medals first annual Kitimat Ri~er 
,June 4: Czech patriots assassinate Seinhard Heydrich, Nazi terrorist (1942).,. . . . . . . . . .  will be awarded for fh-st and sac- Challenge, Riverlodge to Mount 
Peaceful Tasaday tribe of Philippines disrupted bY 'civilization' (1971). end, plus trophies for individual Layton and back, To enter, 
Gordon Kahl, 63-year-old U.S, tax resister, gumLe¢l downbyG-Men (1983). : accomplishments. To enter phone Wee (632-5431) or Norm 
, • ; .  - , ' .  . '~  ' . . , . .  , , 
June $: Birth of Adam Snuth, Scottish founder of and apologmt for. capitalism (1723). phone 635-9231 or 635-2880. (638-1345). 
CONSTITUTION DAY;DENMARK(since 1849). ' Kitimat is hosting the Hirsh The fifth annual Big Bob's 
June 6: RisingSun dims: U.S, sinks JaPanese •fleet at Battle of Midway (1942). - .  Creek junior open golf tourna- Ball-Banger mixed slo-pitch 
D-DAY, FRANCE (1944): : ~ : ment this Saturday and Sunday. softball tournament is on 
. . . .  ~- Death of the psychologist, Carl Ouster Jung (1961), age 86. It's a 36-hole event and you can Saturday and Sunday in Tel,.-. 
Senator Robert Kennedy wins Calff" ornia Primary and is shot dead (1968).//•~ . : enter at the golf club, or by race. , (i~,. 
~. phoning 6324242. The entry is 
•, June 7: The great satirist, Dorothy Rothschild Parker, quips no more (1967). ; $25. The annual Skeena basketball 
June 8: Pamphleteer Tom Paine findsrest from life's injustices (1809). ~:~ The Kitimat Tennis Club has a camp for girls at:i.Skeena high 
Jane 9: Birth of Peter Romanov aka"The Great", fit-st among Russia's Tsars.~(1672). ~/ French open tournament his school starts June 13 and goes 
-: June 11: Israel whipsArab Nations i~i;.,fSix:Day War" (1967). ~-. Saturday starting at 9 a.m. at until June 17. :Registration 
~lune 13: Birth of  the poet and Irish patriot, William Butler Yeats (1865). Mount Elizabeth courts. It's $15 forms for girls in Grades 7 to 10 
Alaska Governor Steve Cowperfiies to Providenya, USSR, for chitchat (1988). singles and .$10 doubles. Bring are available at schools . . . .  
June IS: Dawn of Democracy: ~Runnymeade: .King John signs Magna Charta (1215). ~:~ =~ 
Ben Franklin flies his kite during lightning storm (1752). ;~.i~ 
U.S. and England sign boundary, treaty for Oregon Territory and Can~ -~- '~ OAA~ ' " " ~i i 
~, American secret police agency, .the FBI, established (1924). - 
-, " ' John Lennon meets Paul'MCCartney (1956). ::!,/;i ~!~i:~i~ ;, 
~ ~e 16: Cosmon~mtte Vaientina.Tereshkova of USSR first woman in space (19( :~ 
.;i~ei.17: Watergate for "'~ ~ .~ ~ Nlxon (1972); ,!i
' ~ June  r18 :  • Waterloo for Napoleon (1815)i ~i~ ~ 
Death of Marshall Georgi Zhukov, Soviet military hero (1974). .:~ : 
FULL MOON, 1989 . . . . . . . . .  
June 19: Birth of Blaise Pascal (1623), short lived (39) philosopher, scientist and 
~. U.S. electrocutes Julius and Ethel Rosenberg (1953), alleged spies. 
June 21: Black• Hole of Calcutta consumes 146 Brits in 10 hours (1756). 
~ John Hinckleydeclared insane (1982) for shooting Reagan with .22 cal. 
.'~- :.~ SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1989(((EVENT OFTHE MONTH))). 
! , Junei22: Hitler tweaks the ;'Bear" by invadingUSSR (1941). 
U.S. Attorney-General John Mitchell gets jail (1977). ;~ 
June 24: Venetian sailors John and Sebastian Cabot sight Labrador, North Ameriea (1497), TERRACE ROTARY ..... ,t ~ " i 
Napoleon tweaks the "Bear" by invading Russia (1812). RIVERBOAT RACE '!' 
Mt. Rainier: first UFO sightings, 23 months after first atomic bomb blasts(1947),. ~ ~ ~~ ,. ~ ..... /~%~,~,~. 
Sioux Nation whacks U.S."Cavalry at Battle of Little Bighorn River (1876). ......... AUG.  7, 1989 
Czechoslovakia: New world coined: Robot (1925). i i • 
June 26: "Over There..." American Expeditionary Forces land in France (1917). i~i,~ • COPPER RIVER FLATS 
. United Nations founded at San Francisco to polite applause (1945), • ;~ ;~,~ !~!: 
~ Jlane 27: Rad-Labour IWW founded at Chicago to raiJeous foot-stomping (1905).~ " i!; i~ii~~ 1st Prize: $2000.00 
• U.N, World Court declares in favorofNicarngua over U.S. (1986). '~ ! 2nd Prize: Weekend Trip for 2 to Vancouver 
' ~ lane 7.S: Birth of the philosopher, JeenJacques Rousseau (1712). ~,~' ~:!~i :'~ ' ; ~ nc uomg accommodation (Century PlaZ~i Hotel 
• G. Princip precipitates WWI by assassinating a blue blood (1914) . . . . . .  i~  !i!~i~ 3rd Prize: Gas Barbeque -~.~ ~ i:i!~i~:~ ' Terrace Travel Canadian Airlines International Ltd.) 
• ~ Death of the runner, Terry Fox (1981), ~ ,i!~!! 
.;June 29: Birth ofthe artist, Peter Paul Rubens (157,7), . . . .  ~ ~' ~,~i~ ,~ i'!i!i i ~ 
• " ~i~' ClA hits Guatemalan,, democracy, ,, (1954) for United Fruit ComPany,, i i~  ~~!~ 
~une 30: Mysterious Tunsuska ~ebal l  ' flattens 1,500 square mi les0 fSt~i  ~)ii~i 
/ 
~ - _ ~ .  _. - . . . . .  . - . . = , , , - - - - - ~ : , ! , ~ :  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
' " . . . . . . . . . . .  ; ii ' . ,.~',.'~ . " . . . . . .  " " ' : '  '~ ....................................................... • t I , t .  , , • - ' 
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TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
. TYP ING 
. VOICE PAGERS.  PHOTOCOPYING 
.24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
638-8195 
[~ ' l l -3238 Kolum St., Terrace,  B.C., V8G 2N4 
• .  . . _ "" ,.::: :,,',.. :~,'/,'"(!~,,. 
, • •• 
!: .",~" 
 ulae 
• : : 
PRO, TECH 
ELECTRONIC ~~'1~ 
ENGINEERIN6 ,,0.,,,-0,-~""-'' '=
"IF IT'S ELECTRONIC 
WE SERVICE IT" 
SERVICE  - -  T.V. RENTALS 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 
Appliances ' 
Also Commerckd & Indusb~ 
ElecVonic Equipment 
SAT!ntrTE T.V. 
[ ~  . TERRACE LTD. 
[ ~  4711-A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638-1166 
2803 Kenney Street K~ ~ok~~i~~id  
.~.. ~ Hemlock & Cedar Fencing , ANGES Terroce. B.C. 
,u, =rec,  rom=" l CH-  . Wo. .T° . - , . ' , - -  
FOR SALE 20 sheets of smoked I {{,~,~;~/u" ~, "ANZA p,oduc,, i:i 
glass 6'-8" x 32" good for a j _ f  pho,,.io.o,,o.,,o.,,,.o,,, Greenhouse - . ~ . .  I PHONE 635-7519 
~E2~RJr;E?B.Scr eet '  " 6 : ,1~'5~81.  " ~ I ;'ORBOXEI. B~..C. oKEwNNESRIMONS 
West Coast - ~  
Landscaping ' ______ .L - - - - - (~ .~.  
DESIGN - -  lNS'I'ALLAllON I ,- ,n Ill=L-,- - 
Your complete 
.source for all IILi~l; ~1 
your heating 
needs. I " - - - '~"  
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy  Ltd.  
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7i56 
-- Customer service Is our No. 1 priority 
-- Fir;t quality shop service 
-- Fast. friendly and efficient. 
full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
• Prices are VERY Competitive • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4IA0 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 
' I e!  
Rust Protection for 
New and Used. 
Vehicles 
Plan early for your home 
or cabin. Free estimates. 
Phone 635-7400 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30.10:30 dally 
2701S. Kl lum 6~S=6180 
• , ,  , 
/ 
Sales and Service for 
.o,o=,~,o. • Oh.,.---- ~ 
.~ALJI:~ "I- I . /u -  
• 4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph, 635-e384 ~ r ~ ~ ...... 
RON or AL 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
';If you're satisfied, tell others 
. . .  if not . .  tel! us." 
4918 Greig. Ave. 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 ' 
Weddings John Healers Custom Fram!ng 
Portraits . ~ , Mat Cutting 
Parody Sittings ~ Posters 
5 Minute P~sposts v Limited Ed. itions 
Dry Mounting. . " Laminating 
4609 l~kdse Ave, Temee, B.C. r BuS '  ~ ~  
Terrace. B,C:VSG IP9 Res. 
SKIDOO 
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i:ii~/:i::iThe.:'city 0fTerra~:e hasmade Oct. 15. He:saysthe w, 
-. ~:~applicati0n u der the provincial .consist primarily of cox 
'~ Community Forestry Program 
: t0 sponsor a Skeena Cellulose- 
managed Silviculture project in 
~:the~Fulmar Block of TFL #1, 
~il0cated at• the northend of Lava 
Lake about 70 kilometres north 
of Terrace. 
The Community Forestry 
Program isdesigned to allow 
municipalities to take the initia- 
tive to sponsor silviculture pro- 
jects in order •to create jobs and 
• enhance local forest• reserves. 
Skeena•Cellulose forestry su- 
pervisor Tim Fenton says that if 
the application is Oapproved, 
• work at the 450-hectare site will 
~i~•icreate about 38 jobs, commenc- 
mgon June 26 and ending on 
lease and spacing to re( 
number~ of harvestabl 
from 5,000 Imi::hec.tare t 
a t  a cost of- $271,500 
provincial governmen 
$90,500 to Skeena Cellu 
Fenton says the city's 
tion has already been al 
by the • Kali~m District 
office in Terrace and sh 
now have been approvet, =, .,~ 
regional evel in Smithers, He 
says ,the application must then 
be in Victoria prior to June 1, 
where the ministry will review all 
applications before making a 
decision on which will be ap- 
proved. 
- -•  ••. Te~ace  Re , iew- -  Wednesday: JUne7, 1989/15 
• r • , - 
"HIm-a~tudent" placement officers Rosa Moeliker and Kathryn McKay set up shop in the 
Skeena'Mall •lastweekend and signed up, among others, Jimmy Mantel. Moeliker and 
McKay say they're received more Job orders so far than they have students to place them in. 
Any students Interested in casual work can contact them at the Terrace Canada Employ- 
.ment Centre office. 
Smithers gets mining off!ce, 
local alderman gets worrted 
Terrace has begun to think of 
ftself as the hub of the North- 
west, and with this thinking 
there appears to be a growing 
rivalry between Terrace and 
Smithers. In particular, each 
wants to be the base of opera- 
tions for the mining industry. 
But the province seems to 
have located various govern- 
ment agencies randomly, and 
this has alderman Danny Sheri- 
dan concerned. 
The most recent development 
is an announcement bythe Min- 
istry of Energy, Mines and Pe- 
troleum Resources that it is in 
the process of setting up a 
Smithers-based review panel of 
the Mines Development S eering 
Committee to review and assess 
small, local, relatively non- 
controversial mine development 
proposals. According to com- 
mittee secretary, Norman 
Ringstad, this new committee 
will be chaired by a District 
Mines Inspector and will be 
"compr ised of regional 
Coast Tractor wins tender 
Construction on lhe new B.C. Access Centre went 
Smoothly, but the landscaping hit a snag last weekend. 
Mary DaSIIva put out bedding plants Friday to dress up the 
masonry wall bordering the parking lot, but discovered 
Saturday morning that about half the petunias and other 
flowers had been stolen overnight, "1 wonder about the 
rnentallty of some people in this community", she re- 
marked, 
The city has decided tO pur- 
chase ~ a new 672B John Deere 
grader from Coast Tractor and 
Equipment Ltd. of Terrace for 
$160,000. The new piece of 
equipment will replace a 1976 
Cat 120 grader which will be 
sold to the highest bidder. Other 
tenders received for the replace- 
ment of the grader came from 
Vulcan Machinery and Equip- 
ment Ltd. of Terrace and 
Cypress Equipment of Prince 
George. A submission by Fin- 
ning Tractor of Terrace was 
filed after 'the tender closing date 
and wasn't considered in the 
Public Works Committee ap- 
praisal of the bids. 
Director of Engineering Stew 
Yellowhead neglected, directors say 
Thousands of tourists visit 
B.C. every year. But for most, 
i their destinations include places 
like the Rockies, the Okanagan, 
the Fraser Canyon and the Low- 
~er Mainland. This, say groups 
~ interested in promoting tourism 
i in lthe North, is because the 
province doesn't promote the 
North in the same way they do 
the south. And this is something 
they want to change: 
"The signs at Cache Creek 
point to Vancouver and the 
Rockies," said Pete Weeber af- 
i tar the IGtimat-Stikine Regional 
District board of directors voted 
at their May meeting to support 
i a resolution made by the city of 
Williams Lake. He said that 
i tOurist raffic on Hwy. 97 does 
!affect the Northwest and called 
the move ,'a good motion". 
The resolution calls for high- 
way pull-outs at Cache Creek to 
adequately publicize Hwy. 97. 
The resolution also has the sup' 
port of the city of Quemel. 
Later, during the same meet- 
ing, director Alice Maitland de- 
scribed another example of how 
the North is being ignored. 
Maitland attended the 43rd con- 
ference of the Yellowhead 
Highway 16 Association in 
Smkatoon in April --  an ex- 
perience which she described as 
t¢*  * " * nnsultmgand embarrassing". 
According to Maitland, Al- 
berta, Saskatchewan and Mani- 
toba were each represented by 
their Minister of Highways and 
staff members, but B.C. chose 
to send the ministry's Regional 
Director from Kanfloops armed 
with a video, "Freedom to 
Move", instead. "It's a video 
we had all seen four thousand 
times," said Maitland. And as 
far as the video is concerned, 
said Maitland, there's nothing 
north• of the Okanagan. "It 
doesn't even mention the 
Yellowhead Highway." 
Maitland said that B.C. is the 
only western province that 
hasn't declared the Yellowhead 
Highway as Trans Canada 
Highway 16. A motion to sup- 
porta Yellowhead Highway As- 
sociation lobby of the provincial 
government to recognize Hwy. 
16 as a Trans Canada route was 
made by. John Lesage and car- 
ried unanimously. The district 
of Houston passed a resolution 
to lobby the provincial govern- 
ment directly.on AP r. 4, But will 
this lobbying be enough? 
Christensen said tenders for the 
new grader where requested on a 
proposal basis -- those submit- 
ting tenders were asked to assess 
the city's needs and recommend 
a unit best suited to the job. He 
said that in making their recom- 
mendation to accept he tender 
from Coast Tractor, the com- 
mittee compared the tendered 
price, trade-in value offered for 
the old grader, and which piece 
of equipment being offered best 
suited the city's needs. 
representatives of key Mine 
Development Review Process 
agencies". 
Also, Minster of Environment 
Bruce Strachan announced re- 
cently the establishment of the 
Skeena region as a "full region 
in the ministry". According to: 
Strachan, angling guide man- 
agement will be one area of 
involvement for this new office, 
which will be under the direction 
of newly appointed Regional 
Director Dick Anderson in - -  
you guessed it -- Smithers. 
"I'm getting a little concerned 
about all they've got there. 
Maybe it's time to do some- 
thing," says Sheridan. "I don't 
know if any elbowing can be 
done." But Mayor Jack Talstra 
points out that the ministry's 
Conservation Officer and the 
Waste Management Branch are 
already based in Smithers, so the 
move may be logical from their 
point of view. And alderman 
Bob Cooper doesn't believe 
there's any cause for concern 
anyway. "The service industry is 
growing here and I think those 
offices will gradually move 
(here) too," he says. 
HOME.BASED 
3USINESS WORKSHOP 
The Honourable Elwood N. Veitch, Minister of 
Regional Development, in partnership with Dave 
Parker, Skeena MLA, and the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce is offering an eight hour home- 
based business workshop. By helping fledgling 
businesses to use the home as a short term incubator, 
British Columbia's future big businesses can get a 
safe and sure start. 
DATE: 
TIME: 
PLACE: 
FEE: 
CONTACT: 
/ • ,{  
Friday, June 9, 1989 
Saturday, June 10, 1989 
Friday, 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday, 8:30 a.m, to 12:30 p.m. 
Northwest Community College 
Room 2001 
$25.00 for the whole course 
Mrs. Bobble Phillips 
Business Information Officer 
Terrace & District Chamber of Commerce 
, 63S-2063 
• T • i '  
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~'Wedn~day~iJune 7.; f989 
!sport ge 
'funding 
a lengthy deb 
f field sports' 
• tennis, Terrace city c( 
: recently approved a budg 
allocation which will peru 
resurfacing of the Kalt~ 
tennis courts with seale 
rubberized paint at a c( 
$6,500. 
The reallocation means 
ing at least for a year th 
chase of an $18,500 top d 
for Which $I0,000 had ori 
been iitcluded in the  _ 
budget. A top dresser is used to 
groom and level outdoor playing 
fields, and at least three city 
aldermen feel it's a more impor- 
4ant item than resurfacing the 
tennis courts, even though it 
would cost more and they were 
$8,500 short in their budget. 
The matter of the reallOcation 
was first raised during an in- 
camera Committ~ of the Whole 
meeting May 15, where it was 
referred to the Recreation Com- 
mittee. The committee met on- 
May 18 mid recommended going 
ahead with the reallocation. But 
when it came before council on 
May 23 there was a divided 
reaction --  the final vote was 
fled. The realloeation was sup- 
ported by aldermen Cooper, 
Takhar and Halleck, the three 
aldermen who make up the com- 
mittee; and opposed by alder- 
men Sheridan, Hull and Laur- 
ent. The deciding vote was cast 
by mayor Jack Talstra, who 
supported the reallocation and 
resurfacing the tennis courts. 
During the discussion, Takhar 
pointed out that it was already 
late in the season and the top 
dresser hadn't even gone to ten- 
der yet. He added that it was the 
committee's intention to ap- 
proach School District 88, 
Northwest Community College 
and the regional district with a 
cost sltafing proposal in 1990. 
Hallock a~greed, pointing out the 
$8,500 shortfall. And Cooper 
:noted that by waiting a year they 
may be able to find a supplier 
who could offer a better price, 
and added that if some of the 
tennis courts aren't resurfaced 
this year they will all have to be 
done in 1990. 
But Hull voiced concern that 
, the' city was catering to 200 
~. tennis players while ignoring (300 
members of Terrace Youth Soc. 
':cer as well as hundeeds more 
-ilinvolved in youth and adult 
'/Softball and baseball eagues. 
~Sheridan suggested that the Su- 
~7]~rintendent of Parks and Rec- 
~reation favored tennis when ad- 
,:~vising the Recreation Committee 
~i:and said there was still time to 
"negotiate with School District 
~88, "If  we can amend our budg- 
et they can amend theirs," he 
suggested. But Mo Takhar said 
they hadn't forgOtten about the 
;top dresser-and would consider 
it's purchase at a :~tere; date. 
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Ongoing registration Is now open for recreational kids, Tuesdav. June 13 -- Special general m~tlng to 
age three and up, for the Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club. distribute the audited financial statements for~l,,9~.89/ 
For more information, call Diane at 6384)786. and to expand our current •Board membership:~at 7.30 
June 7 and8 --The Cana~dlan Half-Pints will be playing p.m., 4542 Park Ave, Sponsored bythe Terrace Women's 
two games, one onWednesday against the Caledonia Resource Centre Society. for more info., call Candlce 
Kermodes and a second game on Thursday against the Kerman at 638-0228. , ~ii~ . ~: ,  
Terrace Selects. Doors open at 7 p.m., game time is 8 Tuesday, June 13 -- The Canadian Diabetes Assoc. will 
p.m., at Thornhill Jr. Secondary. The Selects area team be holding a meetlngat 7:30 p.m. in the meeting room of 
Of celebrities who will be donating their time and skills the p, ubll¢ library. A video will be shown called "Emo- 
for the Terrace Kinsmen, Caledonia Kermodes 'and tions and the future of the:.Terrace Branch will be 
• Cystic Fibrosis. Members of the Select team are George discussed. Elections for new board members will be 
With the volunteer time and effort of local people like Suzanne Dufour and • George Bell (right) of the Terrace 
Karate Club, the recent Carnation Campaign for the Multiple Sclerosis Society brought in-$100 morethan last 
year's. Local MS rep Dour MacKay reports $5,823 in contributions from the Terraee-Thornhlll area. 
Clark, Paul Clark, Frank Hamilton, Tom Hamakawa, Phil 
Letham, Corp. George Neeve, "Big" Bob Park, Gary 
Rodin, Jeremy Sayers, Dour Smith, Geoff Straker, Bill 
Sturn, "Mayor" Jack Talstra, Mark Twyford and William 
Wesley. Coached by ten Harrlngton. 
June 7 and 10 --- The Northwest Counselling Centre is 
sponsoring an assertiveness training workshop on both 
days in room 2002 at Northwest Community College 
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For information on fees and 
registraUon, call Lynn Hughes at 638-8311 between 10 
a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thursday, June 8 --  The Terrace Children's •Festival 
Committee Is gearing up for this summer's fun-filled 
afternoon of Imagination and games for kids. Sound like 
fun? Come and Join us, help choose this year's events... 
or bring your own Ideas or hidden talents, at 7:30 p.m. in 
the library basement. This year's festival will happen on 
Sunday, August13. All freel! All fun ll Contact Elizabeth 
at 635-3487 or Lorl at 635-9533. 
Thursday, June 8 -- Terrace Special Olympics will hold 
its annual general meetingat 8 p.m. in the board room of 
Terrace and District COmmunity Services Society, 
located downstairs at city hall. The group is currently In 
need of volunteers, so anyone with time to help out Is 
urged to attend. 
June 10 to a) --- The June show at the Terrace Art 
Galleryduring regular Gallery hours -- "Plants and 
Totems", photo collages by Mike MacDonald. 
Saturday, June 10 --- Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
Thrift Shop summer $1.50 brown bag sale, clothing and 
shoes, from 1 to 4 p.m.; 4544 Lazelle, Terrace. 
Tuesday, June 15,-- You are Invited to attend the next 
regular school board meeting of School District88 (Ter- 
race), to be held at 7:30 p.m, at the school board office, 
3211 Kenney Street, Terrace. 
Tuesday, June 13 - -  H.O.P.E. is Helping Other Parents 
Endure, a support group for parents who have ex- 
perienced a miscarriage, stillbirth, or early Infant death. 
held. All members are urged to attend, new membem 
welcome. For more information, call Sharon at 635-3966 
or Janeat 635-2894. ' 
Thursday, June 15 -- You arednvlted to Skeena Senior 
Citizens' Housing Society official sod turning ceremony 
at Twin River Estates,. 44t0 Lakeise Ave., at 2 p.m. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Thursday, June 16 -- A meeting Will be held at 4623 
Tuck Ave. at 7:30 p.m. This meeting Is for the planning of 
the reunion for anyone having worked at "The Home for 
Aged", "Skeenavlew" and "Skeenavlew Lodge". Please 
attend so that you may have Input into the planning. 
Monday, June 19 -- Annual general rffeetlng of the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre at 7:30 p.m. at the Can- 
tre, 2510 South Eby. Everyone.welcome, but for voting 
privileges, new memberships must be obtained at least 
30 days prior to the annual general meeting. For further 
information, phone the Centre at 635-9388. 
Tuesday, June 20 - -  Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Support Group will be holding a 
meeting at Mills Memorial Hospital in the psych con- 
ference room. Contact Mental Health at 638-3329 for fur- 
ther Information. 
Saturday, June 24 -- Kermode Friendship SOciety is 
holding its annual general meeting at 2 o'clock,::3313 
Kalum Street, Terrace. A light buffet will be catered by 
the Elders; elections and general business tO.f011ow. 
Old and new members welcome. 
Monday, June 26 -- Skeena Senior Citizens' HoUSing 
Society annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Hap-. 
py Gang centre. Membershipsmay be obtained f~om 
Fred Berghauser at the Happy Gang Centre, Those 
wishing to vote must obtain a membership one month 
prior to this meeting. 
Saturday, July 29 -- Terrace Oldtlmere' Reunion annual 
banquet at the Oddfellowe Hall, 3322 Munroe, Terrace, 
social hour at 6 p.m., dinner at 7 p.m. Welcome to Tar- 
race residents prior .to 1960. Tickets ere on sale at 
We offer friendship and understanding to bereaved Rose's Shop, Terrace Drugs and Grace Fell Fiorist. 
parents, Informal support sessions, helpful reading August 4. (D --Grad•'69 Reunion are planning a reunion, 
material, resources and support through subsequent Any former-students who did, would have or should 
pregnancies. A bl-monthly newsletter Is am,able at no have graduated then and wishing to attend, can phone 
cost to parents not wanting to attend support sessions. Rhonda at 638.8787 or Dabble at 635-9190. 
Our next support session will be from 8 to 10 p.m. St 
4833 Straume Ave. For more Info., call Pauline at . 
635.9516 or Rosemary at 835-3857. .: . -, 
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)LUBLIC NOTICE 
AU C TIO N 
_ED CARGO B/ 
RE LATE ARRIVAL-- UNPAID DOCUMENTS 
t 
/ " 
CANADA GOVERNMENT CUSTOMSCLEARED 
TURKI SH 
-.~,~.~!~.~,~,~,...~....,..~.~.,~,.~,;~.~..~,~ . .. ~.  ~ CERTIFIED AS, , 
CARPETS. PERSIAN, ASIAN, 
AFGHANISTAN, CHINA, ETC. 
DS OF RUGS, RUNNERS, PALACE CARPETS OF 
AND SILKS, CATEGORIES INCLUDE: TABRIZ, 
, SAROOK, KIRMAN, BORHARR, AFGHANISTAN 
CHINA ETC. 
VralUes ~. $100.00 to $30,000.00 per piec~ 
• Released only for Immediate disposal payment and removal. 
. . . .  , / : .  
o, 10% freight, brokerage and warehousing charges to be added. 
- Each bale will be unwrapped and pieces tagged individually for public 
inspection . . . .  
Each carpet labelled with country oforigin, fiber content certified genuine 
handmade. 
Proper I.D. required for registration, dealer tax exemption certificates 
required to be tax exempt. 
Terms, bank cheques, cash, credit cards. 
... IMMEDIATE PUBLIC AUCTION 
Sunday, June 11th 2:00 P.M. Viewi ng 1:00 P.M. 
AUTHORITIES GRANT PERMISSION 
,.TO LIQUl DATE SHIPMEN" 
N OF THE WEST 
LAKELSE AVENUE 
FEDERAL FINANCIAL CORP. R 
LICENSED AN D CONTRACTED AUCTIONEER 
i 
I 
•? 
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,see'Rarity ~- Wednes 
Your 
Kenn House -- Call us for support and Infor- 
mation If you are a victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to 
women and children. Phone 635.6447. "
The  Alzhelmer Information line: phone 
635-3178. 
ALANON: for family and friends of alcohollce. 
If someone elee's drinking Is affecting your 
life, please Join us In Alanon. Meetings are on 
Mondaynlghts at 8 p.m. In the meeting room 
on the Psychiatric ward of Mille Memorial 
Hospital. For Information or support In a time 
of need, gall 638-1291. 
&LATEEN: for young people affected by some- 
one else'e drinking. In Alateen you can meet 
others who share your experience, and learn 
about alcoholism so an Illness. If alcohol Is a 
problem In your family, come to an Alateen 
meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeena Junior Secondary, Room 111. For more 
Information, cal! 635-2436. 
The Tenace Child Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pre-sohooi 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tlvltlee Include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more Infor- 
mation contact Maurcen or Monlque at  
635-9388. or 635-7557. 
The Temlce Youth Centre'e hours are: For 10 
to lgyear aids, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7 - 
9 p.m.; For 13- 19 year aids Fridays, 8:30 p.m.. 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to ) 
Interest everyone who comes through tile TYC ' 
or you can Just hang out, it's up to you. We are 
always In the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre Is located at 4634 Welsh 
Avenue In the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. 
Evmy Monday evening It's Cdldsage Night at 
Termcetlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is Invited to drop in and catch 
the action. " . . . .  
Terrace Toastmasters --  Do youflnd It dlfflcult 
to prepare and glve a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetlngs are the flrst 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
Informatlon, contact Dlck Evans at 635-7068. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an Interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Cffildren ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 o.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, comer of Sparks and 
Strsume. Also, Bible study 7:4,5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge xpected. For more In- 
formation or transportation, call Hilda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward 
to seeing you! 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics Is a support group that meets 
once per month. Meetlngs are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group is to provide oommunlty 
eduoatlon about this Illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The TIm'lee Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
In playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635.4096 or May McFarlend at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every month. For more In- 
formation phone Dabble at 635-4383 or Helen 
st 635-4336. 
• Skeena Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. In the Oddfellow'e Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, assist the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society is receiving 
donations from people of good will, so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and refercee for the 
upcoming season. Those interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIborn at 63.5-3661 evenings, or 6356511 
during the day. 
Ten'Ice Contrast Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Rogistsr by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 of Llnda at .635r5992 or 635-9141. 
The Terrace Kennode Friendship Centre would 
like to Invite you to theft new Drop-In Centre 
I called "COFFEE BREAK" from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
mmm.m. 
. • , , . -% 
every Tuesday and Wednesday, upstalm i t  i i~!. ~ :
Friendship Centre, 6313.Kalum St., Terrace..If 
you have free:aftemeens and no place to Just • :*. 
sit around and chat, drop In and have Arcup o f  
coffee, you may see a friend there. 
The Temloe Women's Resource CeMm's 
operating hours are Mondayto Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. and Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. We offer confidential support, informa- 
tion, referrals, legal info., support groups, 
drop.in centre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
638.0228. 
The Royal Puq)ie Lodge #216, Tenace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For Information' and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
If you have experienced the loss of a family 
member through suicide and would like to 
n~eet with others who have experienced the 
same, please call 6380942 or 635-3178 for 
more information• 
The AIl.l~aee,s StWlem ladles' soccer team 
meats every Monday and Thursday at 7 p.m. at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary School. Anyone 
Interested In Joining Is more than welcome to 
attend. 
The Bereavement Support Group meets every.: . 
Wednesday at 1:15 p.m. at the Terrace Mental 
HealthCentre, 202-3412 Kalum SL Please call ~: 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Torrsce Tsnnle Club Is now having cJub 
nightsat he Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. For Information, call 
635-2'347 or 638;1514 . . . .  
The HIppy Gang Centre for ,seniors offers the 
following sotlvltles: l"ueedays" 10:~m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., (~ribDage; and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m;, carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m, bingo/First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., • 
lunch. Second Thursday of .every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting Of the B.C.O.AiP.O ' 
Branch 73. Forfurther Info., contsot the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635.8090. 
The Tenrace :Single :Parents: Aseoolstlon 
welcomes all Intersstedt0 attendthelr month- ~ 
ly meetings on the second Wednesday of each 
month at 7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park Ave.Learning 
to raise the kids alone; learning to live without 
the kids In the house; widowed or divorced; we 
are all bulMIng new lives• Sometimes It helps 
to talk about it. Phone Dabble at 6354383 after 
4 p.m. or Richard at 635-7762 for more informs; 
tlon or to arrange transportation. 
Want to help with the Fall Fair? The Skeena 
Valley (Fall) Fair Assn. meets every second 
Monday of the month In the library of the 
Thornhlll Junior Secondary School starting at 
8 p.m. Plans are underway for this year's Fair; 
If you have any suggestions or want to 
volunteer your help, please phone Mel at 
635-7402 evenings or Jenny at 635-2607 eve- 
nings. 
HOWDOYOUDOIT HOTLINE -- Your Travel In. 
fcoentre Counsellor Is lust a telephone call 
away. Whenyou need some answers on plan- 
ning your holiday tdp or what to do with 
visitors, call the HOWOOYOUDOIT HOTLINE 
for some HOWTODOIT HELP -- 635-2063. 
Temlce Pipes & Drums -- Anyone Interested In 
learning how ~,.~ play the bagpipes or the 
drums, please call 635-2009 or 635-5905; Any 
experienced pipers or drummers Interested In 
participating In the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
The Terrace Art Aeeoolatlon Is looking for 
volunteers to work st the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery afternoons, evenings and weekends• 
~2~ Shifts are three hours afternoons and 
weekends and two hours evenings. Any In- 
terested persons who can do one or more 
shifts a month are asked to contact Maureen 
Worobey at 635-4533. 
Alcohol end Drug Education Video Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the Psychiatric Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
Would you like to make s personal oontdbu. 
tlon to the Ilvee of people suffering from the 
effects of grime? The Terrace Viotlme 
Assistance Program is ceeklng volunteers, For 
more Information call Ksren Walker or Cet. 
Ewen Harvle at 638.0333. 
8undvon of Sexual Assault Support Group. 
Open meetings every Thursday st 7 p.m. at the 
Sexual Assault Centre. For more Information 
phons 635-4042. 
The Terrain Breesffeedlng Support Group 
welcomes Morns and babies to regular month- 
ly meetings held the first Tuesday of every 
month in the Mills Memorial educMion room at 
8 p.m. We discuss all aspects of bmeetfeedlng 
and try to answer all questions. Refreshments 
served. For further information, call Terry 
Walker at 838-3287, 
, , .  : .  
• - - r - - - '=  
"I will both lay me down 
in peace, and sleep: for 
rthOU, Lord, only maketh 
medwell in safety." 
Psalm 4:8  
• . • , - , . . : / . . .  
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Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30"p.m. Fr. Allan F. Noonon . 
Sundays: 9:00 o.m. O.M.I. ~ 
11:30 a.m. 
4830Straume Avenue " 635-2313 
\ 
. ::'- . ,  - . 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Clergy: i " 
• Revereno Bill Anderson 
9Su:¢~ySch&, lc,las::: hela d,rlno Ihe, a.m. servtce. Clllld p'fpdesV~/l~.~:°Ke~le 
care is avallablb dudng the 9 a.m: service. 
4506 Lokelse Avenue 635"11019 
• • ,  - .~-  
Christ Lutheran Church 
Sunday School - -  9:45 a.m. 
Starting Sunday, May 7 --  Worship Service at lh00 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P• Bolstad" 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a•m. Ole Unruh --  445-7511 
Divine Survlce" Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday I1:00 o.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 655.3232 
Eva-- ngelical Free Church 
Sund|ry School: Pastors: 
(for all ages) Jim Westman 
9:45 a.m• Gordon Froese 
Sunday Services: . Prayer Meeting: 
S:30 a..m. / 11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. 655,5115 
3302 Sparks Street 
_ _  
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Minister" 
10:30 a.m. Ston Bailey 
SLmday School: Youth Group: 
10:.30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635.6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
hdy Serdce: 
8:3as•m• 
Associate Peeton 
Sunday School: 
10:00 a.m• 
Momlng Service: 11:15 s.m. 
3511 Sby Street 
Pastes 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635,24:14 
" The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiobe 
9:45 a .m.  Ass't  Pastor:Douglas GInn 
Dlvlnb Worship: i 1:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6.:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministries • Home Bible Studies • Visitation 
4923 Agor Avenue ,, "635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
t:S0 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a,m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m, Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 6S$=6480 
Christian Reformed Church* 
Sunday 84.Vlcee: Piston. 
11 a•m, & § p,m• Peter Sluys -- 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays g:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
3602 Sparks 635.6173 
,2 ,  :~  •+. . . / ] ;  . " < " 
,vi n Peters,- Naomi .,Schmidtwed 
In !'/Sepiember 1988, Kevin 
Peters of Terrace returned from 
London, England where he had 
been workingin the office of 
Ambassadors of A id ,  the: 
organization associated with the 
Ugandan Children's Choir. That 
same month, he became ngaged 
to Naomi Schmidt of Vander- 
hoof. 
. by Pare Whitaker 
On the Easterweekend, at the 
Gospel Chapel in Vanderhoof, 
Naomi became his bride. A 
school teacher, she is the 
daughter of Henry and Marjorie 
Reeder of Vanderhoof. Kevin is 
the eldest son of Arnold and 
Ruth Peters of Terrace. 
At 11 a.m. March 2~, 400 peo- 
ple gathered to witness the cou- 
ple become man and wife. Ar- 
nold Peters of the Terrace 
House of Praise, the groom's 
father, officiated with Reverend 
Peter Penner, maternal grand- 
father of the groom, also taking 
part. 
A spring theme of golden daf- 
'fodils, Easter lilies, white mums 
and pussy willows was accented 
in the large church by the darker 
foilage of "palm trees". In rich 
contrast, the four bride's atten- 
• dants wore royal blue brocade 
street length dresses with taper- 
ing hemlines and peplums. They 
had shoes of royal blue satin and, 
pearl accessories. In their arms, 
they carried bouquets of yellow 
freesia, blue iris and ferns 
gathered together with tulle. 
The bridesmaids were: sisters 
of..the bride, Frieda Schmidt 
frodi Clyde River, NWT, and 
.Rozella Schmidt from 
,,Vanderhoof; sister of the 
groom, Carla Peters of Terrace, 
and friend, Becky Giesbrecht 
from Abbotsford. 
Bach's "Sheep May Safely 
Graze,' was the processional 
song heralding the bride's en- 
trance on the arm of her father. 
She was stunning in a floor 
length gow n of 30-year-old ivory 
satin. The dress had a scalloped 
neckline, drop  waist, and a 
bodice overlaid with delicate 
lace and seed pearls. The four- 
foot train had applied to the" 
satin, dainty lace roses and seed 
pearls. 
A hat of matching satin and 
ivory lace with a cluster of tulle 
and silk roses at the crown com- 
pleted the ensemble. Its waist 
length tulle veil was also graced 
with seed pearls. 
The bouquet the bride carried 
consisted of Easter lilies, blue 
iris and champagne roses. She 
wore pearl earrings. 
The groom awaited his lady at 
the altar in a midnight blue 
mohair  tuxedo and silver 
tapestry cummerbund and 
matching bow tie. •His bouton- 
nier was a champagne rose with 
babies breath. 
The four groomsmen also 
wore navy tuxedos. Their 
boutonniers were of yellow 
freesia and blue iris comple- 
menting the bridesmaids' bou- 
quets, Graham Borch of Surrey, 
B.C, was best man with George 
:Gregory' of Surrey, Mark 
Schmidt (the bride's brother) of 
Anaheim Lake, and Roger 
Dreger of Los Angeles, Califor- 
iilaalso attending the groom. 
• The mother of the bride chose 
for the occasion a two.piece 
silver blue outfit with peplum. 
She wore a coordinating scarf 
and miniature orchid corsage. 
The  mother of the groom 
selected afushia colored jacqard 
satin dresswith silver accessories 
'and a white carnation corsage. 
Pianist  Jim Banman from 
Terrace and violinist Katherine 
Donavan of Victoria provided 
music for the .wedding 
ceremony. Therewas a duet by 
Rozella Schmidt and Graham 
Borch, and an 18-member girls' 
ensemble rendition. 
The bride's grandmother, 
Ada Kropt of Halsey. Oregon, 
and the groom's grandparents, 
Mr. and Mrs. George Peters of 
Clearbrook, as well as Rev. Pen- 
ner, also of Clearbrook, were 
honored at the wedding. 
:Out-of-town guests included 
friends and relatives from loca- 
tions on the Canadian prairies, 
and as far away as Oregon, 
Texas, England and Fiji. 
After enjoying asit-down din- 
ner and accompanyin~ festivites,. 
Mr. 'and Mrs. Kevin Peters 
departed for their honeymoon. 
A sprained anHe sustained by 
the bride a week before the wed- 
ding did not deter them from 
travelling to Southern Califor- 
nia. They are making their home 
in Terrace. 
I 
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USERS.I 
 YOU SAVE 257o 
WITHIN SPECIFIED 
PERI(X)S. 
B.Cs population is now served by"on-net" 
access to the Datapac network. 
For more information about Datapac 
Public Dial Access, call your B.C.Tel Sales 
Representative or local business office. 
And get some good news. 
B.o. 
~make i tawayof l i fe .  
: If you use a Public Dial Port to access 
our Datapac TM services, B.C.Tel has some 
good news for you. Total usage will be 
• ~ discounted by 25% for all connections 
.... originating and terminating be~,een 7 p.m. 
.... ; 'and 7 a.m. Monday to Friday, and all day 
; ..... ; On Saturdays, Sundays, Christmas Day and 
New Year's Day. 
• ~;  ;;~, With the recent addition of 2 new 
~i :i~i.~;17~!~;; Datapac serving areas(for a total of 
~i ~ ~!i:;)8 across the province), the majority of ' 
Cemmun'  throughTelecom Canada 
' " "  T . . . .  ' l  . . . . . .  I T 
! 
, , i i l l  f l i  
i i~i~ ¸ ::~ 
~ "% =. J . , r  ~ 
I 
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l! iii ili [~-'~UES~ WI-IA% -HARVIH,', T'~'~ " ~  ~ ~  ~ AFTER ~IX..YOU SLePT, k,~I i~(WRY - DIDH'T ~O~BODY 
|~ , / _  RIGI4T TI4ROU614 .,~.1 ] ~ 
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HARRIS --Dave and Penny are the proud parents 
I Of:little son Jeremy, borqApril 30, 1989, weighing B,C ,  ....." BY.JOHNN Y HART "li 
] 7 lbs: 14 oz. Alittle brother for M i c h a e l . . . .  .. .' . . . " [ ._. . 
I SMITH." Ross and Penny ~e dehghted toan- fy~)~A~)~¢,~~ o~e~ ('~l~r.~~'c~.rr#~':'-"': "~ 
| nounce the birth of thezr babYgirl, Lenay.Saundra, ~,.__~)~t "r~l~ k'U~. ~ ~11~ [ Y~g~k~ OI14P,,e~IJ~eC~T~P, IP. .). 
! O n June 1, 1989 at 2:18 p.m., wezghmg 7 lbs. A f .  " [ ~ ,~} l  ~":~ ~~ "~ -'~, ~i 
Sister for Roselyn. . . .. ~ , ,~ '  ~ 1  1~ I :~!  . i ~ 
| STEWART -- Ed and Samantha re pleased t'°' an'lbs, 12 '! i ~ ,  : I ~ ~  i .:.~ ~, l~t+. , "  / nounce the birth of their new little son, Szdney 
| James, on SUnday, June 4, 1989, weighing 5 " I~ 
/ oz.,..at 8:40 a,m.A little brother for Ca!ista, Dion .!s" " ~ . : : ~  ~, ~ ~'/'/ ~ .  """ " . • 
and • , :[:The Ryaffs ' By ,ockElrod ] 
k 
• F ~ ~ ' ~ . $  " 24-hour Phone I ~ " / , '  
t .  J "  ".0 ".~,oi~s~,.So,~- Skoena M all "~]~f .,~',~ : : . .  [ 
! Sally FOrth , ByGreg Howard I 
~fOR/I ~/(~E~/I/,L0~//II, ICE 15 H(~'(~ ctwrJ,=u~)u 1 ' It~/IPdRrMEUf. 
• ~ . 
ARIF_.~ Community activities demand your attention,~ /.I 'I'v/0 ~ll~t~ 510 ROM~% " L - ~ ;~, 
Mar. 2l-Apr. ,9 Busy though you are, you should find it to be are numer s. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ,~I ~ ~ ~ '  ~ most enjoyableexperience. ' " ~ i~! ~l~'J~ t  TAURUS Monetary interests are highlighted, your own as 
Apr. 20-May 20 well as a partner. You may be the recipient of a ~ 
coveted treasure. ~ 
GEMINI Problems eem to fade in the warm and friendly ~,~7~._ .  ~ 
May 21June 20 atmosphere surrounding you. The romantic ~ 1 ;~~¢:~ ~ ~ 
• ~ - _ , I  
CANCER There is a lot of satisfactlon in knowing that you i i AndyCapp ByReggie Sin"L- ] June 21-July 22 have gone the extra mile  bring comfort o one 
in confinement. 
LEO Social activities keep you continua!!y on the go. YtJ'~ 
July23-Aug.2Z Contact wzth prestigiouspersonahttesis a p l u s Z n ,  careerambitio s. ] ~ ~ " ' ~ : :~ ~ r ~ ~  
Aug. 23-Sept.22 ?'what you know" brings more brownie points . / ' . i ] I ~ HIh~ HOW h~R'VELOUS v-4 
than "who" you know. : : -~ L.-J u I~V..~-~TF.LLHIN~WHY~ - J I 
LIBRA Educational matters are of increased importance, 
Sept. 23.Oct. 22 especiallYhome, as they affect family and conditions at [ --E~ " r--E=3 
SCORPIO Business expansion could be mutually profitable 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 to you and a potential partner. Can you sell the 
idea? 
l 
SAGITTARIUS Past experience proves to be a valuable lesson in ~ ?. I:==1 " ?. E 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 how to proceed with a present day relationship. 
CAPRICORN Look for an opportunity o improve yourskills 
Ike, 22-3an. 19 on the job. it's tlmeto take astep out and uP. 
workings behind the mask. . o es .ury  
PISCES Through a streak of good fortune, you fall into 
Feb. 19-Mar.20 the arms of opportunity in the form of some 
choiceprop.erty, "" [ . ~,.,,~.~,~,,~l 1~. k .  ~ ~ ' 
~N~N., C~' - - .  I r ' k~ I , -~- ->~_-~~ ~%r o'
; ! , , ° ,~  ~" • ~'~ ~.~ , ~,~ , 
. ~ ~ +  . . . . . .  , , . - ,  . . ,  - . , . ,  . . . . . .  . . . . . "  
Peter Montelth 
:Peter Monteith, 31, has begun. 
work as Terrace's new Tourism 
and Economic Development Of- 
ficer; In this capacity, he will be 
working together with city coun- 
:cil, administration and the 
Chamber of Commerce to devel- 
op. strategies that will attract 
ttew business to Terrace and 
help market the area as a North- 
west tourist destination. 
Moi~teith began his post- 
secondary education at the 
Okanagan College in .Kdowna 
. .  . . . .  : . , . .  . 
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hand on.-+,cnty seconomic development levers 
He most recently worked in He has also worked for the he Was the Multiple Sclerosis plications at Brandon Universi- 
ty, Economic Perspectives of  
Historic Preservation at the Uni- 
versity :o£ :  Calgary and 
Downtown Management at 
Main Street Canada in Ottawa• 
The latter:course offered in- 
struction in a four-point Main 
Street .approach to downtown 
revitalization, emphasizing or- 
ganization, economic develop- 
ment and marketing and design. •
Vancouver as a shareholder in a 
new retail franchise; prior to 
that:he worked for the Brandon 
Downtown Business Improve- 
ment Area, supervising the pro- 
duction of the Brandon Down- 
town Revitalization Plan, "the 
Brandon Downtown Design 
Guidelines, the Downtown 
Parking Study and the Farr/ter's 
Market Study. 
City of Winnipeg as a Planning 
Assistant and for the Province 
of Manitoba as a Transportatio n
Planner. 
Volunteer work done by Mon- 
leith in recent years includes a 
position as Advisor to the 
Downtown Brandon Associa- 
tion Executive, a United Way 
Volunteer, a member of the 
Brandon Kinsmen Club where 
Fund Raising Chairman, a di- 
rector of the Assiniboine Histor- 
ical Society, secretary for the 
City of Brandon Municipal Her- 
itage Grant Advisory Cornmit- 
tee and a director for the Mani- 
toba Heritage Federation. 
Monteith is joined in Terrace 
by his wife Mary and two chil- 
dren, six-year-old Natalie and 
four-year-old Thomas. 
I III III 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
1 "" ' ' '  ~ ' :~:~ '~ ' +1 : ; *: ThessAds appear in the more than 90 Newpapers of the B.C. and Yukon Community NewspepersAssoofation-. -~ 
"-.: ..... . " " '-. ', and roach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potentlaltwo million readers. ., 
: . . . .  : " :  - $159. for 25 words ($3. per each additionalword) 
Ter race  Rev iew at  635-7840 
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AUCTIONS 
COMPLETE DISPERSAL: 92 
head, registered and N/P Hol- 
steins, farm machinery. June 
14th, 10:30 a.m.,'4365 - 88th 
Ave., Della, B.C. ChapmanAuo- 
tloneers, (604)792-1592 or.Bob 
Fmquhar, (604)534.9550. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
No money down O.A.C. Lease/ 
buy any new/used truck or van. 
Deal direct with Factory Broker. 
Call Keifh coibd, (604)874-0778. 
D.6102. 
on a general arts program before Active Auto Brokers. diqx~ 
tr.ansferring to the University of agen! for Ac~ve I~d~ Ser,4cas. 
Victoria, where he earned his Repossesaions; estate, legals, 
cars, bucks, motmhomes, l s .  
Bachelor of Arts degree in Geog- Call Mr. Price (only), (6o4)434.- 
raphy in.1983. He then moved to 1819. D5476. _~.  
the Unwersity of Manitoba BUSIness OPPORTUNITIES 
Where he studied planning 
theory, neighborhood planning, Start your own I ~  
planning law, local government buetr~sa,money orevenexpedence.Spare ~me.sinc No 
structure, urban f inance, 194e. Free brochure: Wade 
. Wodd Trsde ¢o Cdn: Small Busk 
economic development and no .  Inst,, Oe~. Wl, 1140 Bel- 
regional planning. ~X+ Rd. N. #1, ~otough,  
:Monte i th  has since taken ON;M1Hll-14. ' . .  
courses in Microcomputer Ap- Profitable and fun, one el e kind 
• 0ourmet o:~lee and ~aratal store 
situated in beautiful Vktoda. 
(604)a94n~4.- 
Hakdresa]no salon, Own your 
own successful business howl 
Located Wlllkuns Lake, B.C., 10 
years established clientele. 
IUL~ ~led  ¢atlons wlh ~teat 
equipment. Low ove~ad, ~-  
cellent cash flow provides fast 
return on investment. Offers to 
~o,o0o._Enqul~ss.. (so4)~98- 
6402 evenings. 
Want to be an owner-operstcr? 
New and used trucks ava]~e 
with jol~ Anything of vaJue taken 
on trade. Asslstance In an'anglng 
financing. Phone (604)378.4043 
or Russ, (604)378-4204. Pen- 
nesk Truck & Trailer Ino. 
AppleAl:~pndroxlmately 5 acres Industrial 
en prime Hwy. 24 comer. 
4800 sq. It cement block buildlng 
currently leased as Machine 
Shop, $125.000. (604)593-4777 
days, (~)5~70 eves. 
W~: m ~ to ~ ~MI  
• 100% Naluml, "Fat the foods you 
love, 'Control your appetite, 
'Lcee cellullite and inches,'GaJn 
eneroyl Julle (604)683-8085. 
(I) Tmlk)rpark, Hope, 7.6 acres, 
house, revenue $63,000, price 
~15,000 (oilers); (2) Campsite, 
Cerlboo, gross $26,000, 
$149,900; (3) 1~una ~e l ,  
boo, ~I0,0~.  Ron Meszaroe, 
(604)534-7491. NRS Realty. 
Undue ~un i ty .  ~ 
$10,~mo. profit. Own s laser 
cl~k: ~oedaLzing inunoki~ end 
weight k)ss treatments. MIn~al 
investment. Pot In f~ 
1-800-663-6467, 9.5 p.m. 
, , 
LIVE FROM I I South Oksnagen. Grossing $800.000 plus. Good base, I <A4$AR$ PALA<4 I $225,000. Owner may carry hal. 
t Skeene Hotel  Pub I 5pmand7pm.Ph°ne (604)497-5970 between 
+l at 6:00 p.m. 
I $30 .00  each I ON, FAMILY IN BUSINESS! 
:J, i: "Dckets are available I Thb secured Investment b gun 
] at the Skeena Hotel I endpro, lable. Hestremendous 
growth potential. ALL cash bud- 
:l and Pro-Toeh Electronics hess. ~ receivables. $11.600 
:1  : 4519 ~kelse Avenue " I starts your fandly on lhe rcad to 
l InCludes .flee pre l lmlnar~ I red;Success'ksveC~wanulacturernamo 8~sadl" 
. . . . .  . , i i 
• + . ~ 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Family business. 'Does it cost Ice 
much for a fam!lyto look good in 
your area? The world's largest 
halrcare frsnch~;e is expanding. 
Hera's the opportunity o bring a 
query system w~h proven sue- 
teas ir~o your commur~ty. We 
want business-oriented people 
forcurteam, Investment approx. 
$50,000. Call Lloyd Sm,h at the 
B.C. Regional Office, (604)435- 
0005. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
1989 GOVERNMENT CASH 
GRANTS NOW AVAILABLBI 
1989 Ed~]on Ibling p r o i ~  
end grants for bus~sees, farm- 
ers, students, seniors. $24.~5 
cheque, C.O.D. Oakdale Pub- 
Iishln~, #200. 4505 - 101 St., 
Edmonton, AB, T6E SC6. 
(400) 434-4444. 
EDUCATION 
80UND. Week-long Intensive 
sound and recording workshops 
begin July 3rd. Enrollment lim- 
ited. Register early. Bullfrog 
Recording School, 2475 Dunbar, 
Vancouver V6Fi 0N2. (604)734- 
4617. 
SHOE REPAIR AND SHOP 
MANAGEMENT. Take theflrst 
step twoerds • business of 
your own with con~e's best 
known program. ~rmdon:  
Counseglng Dopmlment, Van- 
couver Community College, 
Downtown Cempus, 250 W. 
Ponder St., Vancouver, Be. 
(604)681-8111, local 220. 
Free: 1989 guide to study-at- 
home correspondence Diploma 
courses for prestigious careers: 
Accounting, Alrcondllloning, 
Bookkseping, Business, Ceswa- 
tology. Electronics, Lega]/Medl- 
cal Secretary. Psychology, 
Travel Granton (1A), 1055 West 
Georgia St., #2002, Vancouver, 
1-800-268-1121. 
Intema~ona] Academy of Bdtish 
Cok~b~z enm4~g now for the fa~ 
semester. Academl0 courses, 
~ 8 ~  12. F ~ ~ r y  
Edu~Ion mqulrements and 
featuring smag cbss sL, es, indi- 
v~ua] attention, and an intema- 
Uonal curriculum. Moving to new 
campus in downtown Vancouver 
th~ September. Rn~ng pro- 
gramme for students age 16 and 
over, Including catedng courses, 
cuisse, accounting, computer, 
languages, porb, and musk:. 
For further l~ormat~ call: 
(~)~,or~e to: Inter- 
~ Academy ~ B.C., ~o 
Box 537, Uons Bay, ~ ,  V~ 
2E0. 
Train lot employment in the food 
IM~.  ~mon~onee~ Pro. 
fess~ Culinary Tm~g Pro- 
gram (govt. funding a~le  to 
qualifying appik:ants). Wdla or 
call Canada's largeat pdvete 
trade school: Pierre Oubrulle 
Culinary School, 1622 W. 8th 
Ave., Vancouwr, !~ V6J 4R8; 
(604)7~8-~155~ 
FOR SALE, Misc. 
ABBEY ARTS & CR~S.  Mall 
order catalogues avallablo ($5 
each) for: ~ 8ul3dles (158 
pages): Craft SUl~les (118 
pages); P~erRde ~ and 
.~E,~P~(158 peg~). Orderfrom 
./~bey Arts & Crafts, 4140 E. 
H~gs,  Bum~, BC, vr~ :zx.. 
(604pm.o118. 
I I 
FOR SALE MISC. 
aL•a ,  ehting Iixtume. We¢em Carp largsst display. Wholesale 
and mtafl. Free catalogue avail- 
able. Nod)urn Llght]ng Centre, 
4600 East Haatlngs Street, Burn- 
aby, BC,VSC2KS. Phone 1-604- 
299-0666. 
1944 Landing Craft, 31' long, 6- 
wheel ddve, GM ddve Indn. Re- 
bu~t englne, hoVc~ld water, fur- 
nece, Iddge, f~  tdlet, shower, 
holding tank. (604)368-9612, 
(604~s4.2s0o - Be 
FREEI Buy one, get one freel 
Hd~by cerandcs upply dlstr~u- 
tor doe-cut ssla ends b 10 claye. 
Pa~k; Western Ceramics, 
12111-86 Ave., Surrey, (604)594- 
g~55. 
Prudumrdin~,41b.@ $5.50~.; 
12 b. case, $4.75/1).; 1.lb. packs, 
reds .  postpaid, add $2 C.O.D. 
C, Mgko Wild PJoe, 555 Gilmore 
Ave., Winnlpeg, Manitoba, FI2G 
2Me, (204)r~9.4~. 
"FUN SPOT'. $690. Warranty. 
Money-back guarantee. [Mall- 
order;, Join many who~,e saved 
hundm.ds of dollars. Delivery, 
$~. Calltoll-free. T ~  Inv., 
1-800-887-6214.. 
GARDENING 
~Greezd~ouse  or Hy- 
~ ~ening?  Green- 
houses $1~, Hydro  ~-  
dens f.39, Haf~se from $140. 
~r 2o0o ix~ucts In stock, 
super Ixiose. Free catalogue. 
Cal Tel-fee 1-800-663.5619. 
Wster Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Slrset, Vancouver, 130 V6B ON9 
HELPWANTED 
Housewives, mo~ers and Inter- 
emd pemons needed immedi- 
ately to ell toys and Oll~z foe Na- 
tional Hone Pady Plan. No In 
vestment, deliveries or money 
cogectlon. Call (519)258-7905. 
Ful-time/part41me greenskeeper 
required for Nine-Hole golf 
cuume, eight m~thr,/year. Apply 
g l~g~o~tbns ,  e~ 
dence, and references to: 
Alk:e Golf Club, Box 460, Port 
Nice, B.C. V0N 2~,  Attentlon 
G~ne C~an.  
Experienced small engine me- 
chardo required tot Honda and 
k~ging supply dealer. Medical, 
Dental. Wages (~Tsmensumte 
wllh eq~denee, Tree and Tmi 
Equ~wa~ Ud., Box ~100. Smm. 
e~, B.C. V0J 2N0, (604)847- 
9405. 
Publbher of community nswspe. 
Peru in the N.W,T seeks mnkx 
edllorleJ staff. We need ~l~u 
ab wlth expertise In copy editing, 
nswspqper Ixoduc~n and super- 
v i~  repealers. Resumes to: 
/~nnsllos Pool, ~g lng  Editor, 
N~m News Services, Box 
2~0, Ye l~e,  N.W.T., XIA 
2RI. ( ~ ) 8 7 ~ I ~  
~mese~ Hundreds 
l~y~ ~t~.  AN o~a-  
~ benefl~ Free 
delalb. Overseas ~p~yme~ 
Servk:es. Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P 307. 
OPERATOR for custom work on 
Cm~0KonSOt Spdng ~nd. I 
Ca, (604)I~'~1-9255 between I 
s:s)wn end ~0pm. I 
I 
H~PW~ 
Flm ~zss hotel on the SuPine 
Coast requires Sous-chef and 
FJret Cocks. ~cellent ~ ~  
8ccomudatlon provlded for the 
dght people, Lord Jim's, 
p04)885-70~8, (604)681-6168 
vancouver ,  
PRESSMAN: Journeyman 
pressman for 6-unit Web Leader 
requirsd immedletQly. Mechsnk 
cal ability an asset. Wages 
comm. with experience. Hosted 
Publications Ud. Call (604)584- 
Medical technologist, Grade III 
Chief Technidan required imme- 
diately for 44 acute care/20 ex- 
tended-ram bed hoepltsL Pemon 
responses for supewla]m and 
pedmms dutiss relating to epem- 
lion of bboratory. (S)He mpa~z 
to Executive D~rector, Ous~fk:a- 
tk~ne: Graduals from recognb, ed 
ax~se ini laboratory to(h- 
nosy and current CSLT regis- 
tratlon. Tlwe yearepmvious ex- 
tra'me ia}. M m'ees ol medkal 
technology, expedence In areas 
of budget management, parches- 
l~g, m4~'lelon. Good menial, 
p h i l  ~:a~toc~m~ 
nicate ffectively Ix~ written and 
oragy in Engl~. Reply: Exocu- 
Okoctor, Cmston Vagey I-k~ 
plud, P.O. Bag ~060, Crouton, 
B.C.~ V0B 1G0.' 
START TODAYI Exalting Push-" 
Innal Indepe~encel Flexblityl 
Extra Moneyl Afree sample Iml 
Oaif uscoilect: (416)6~-90g0/. 
927-2600. MA CHERIE Home 
Fashlen Shows, Eat. 1975., 
Upholsterer wanted for autozho- 
live and fumltuie. Gcod wsgss or 
pereentage/pwtnereh~), ff yaw 
are -e~~ ~ do 
wod~ phone Ken ccdlect at 
(604)453-9017 (Aehcroit), mp 
l l m e e  
Experienced O.M. Partsman re- 
quirsd by Vamouver Island G.M.- 
Dealer. Call Scott at (604)949- 
7442 or send Resu~ne to P.O. Box 
1589. Pod Hardy. B.C.. V0N 2P0. 
NOTICES 
Ministry of Soda] Services 
Housing Invites expmsa]or~ 
of INemat from ~ v e  con- 
tractors to eabllsh a staffed 
group home for live teens who 
requlre belmvlor management 
programs. Funding will be com- 
mensurete with the need foretafl- 
inD. Location- Coudenay or 
~11 River. 
For detailed Inlonnation, contact 
Mike Stewart, #1,420 Cumber- 
land Road, Courtenay, B.C. VgN 
5M6. (604)3~1-I~I0 before June 
16. 
The lowest or any propo~ w~l 
nol necsasedl~ be accepted. 
, i  
PERSONAL 
N Lestl A vlab4e alternative to 
B.C. cosstsl unlwr~tlss. Nelson 
Urdvendty Centre opens Sept. 7, 
1989 In the fonmr DTUC campus 
In the beautiful hefltage town of 
Nelson. Our Ikst-ysst Bachelor of 
Arts program fcatums sea| 
(~mses and ~moi~ 
We~era~i~,  
lower I~  fees and a ~-o l -  
living well below the urban cen- 
ters - all in a year-ro~ recrea- 
se~.  ~more ~om~- 
phone (604)3S2-m~. 
REAL ESTATE 
FREE~ Oononts or weed 
foe ~ Ixmmant? Before 
decide get all the facts. Wdts: 
~4,  bn Fo~s, t.e0o.66~ 
REAL ESTATE 
Sm~l buslnese:rea]dence, beau-, 
i ~own ~ .  Low laxea, 
excellent water, friendly, relaxed 
atmosphere. ~ Twoa~ 
lol~ng I~I l i~  
$16,~. .M thee $46,000. 
(604)~'7-9515. Box ~ ~,  
B.C. V0G 1Z0. 
,~ocan Park, lev~ 4.55 acres 
fronUngdver, fugy Irrigated, ma. 
Jeedo scenery, 4-rm house, elec- 
tric heat, full basement, highway 
access. $59,000. Phone 
(604)4,?.8-2609. Paul IVmkofl, 
Box 2326, Creston, B.C. 
Okanagan coWcaZ opera~: 45 
yeamsame owner. Picture peel. 
card satUng. Best lowlands, dyer 
frontage, pdmte lake, kdgati~, 
gcod b~dings and bcaZ~, ~n.  
parel Astealat ~70,600. Hen~ 
Desnoyer, Tmdaland Realty, 
8410 Coldstream, Vernon. 
(604)545-5325, (604)rm.8712 
e v e &  
RECREATION 
caUon InbesutitulVidada. @day 
coumee- everyUl~g SuR)llad -
accommodation arranged -, 
group discounts. Sefel Sknplel 
~ I  . ~ese  ~ collecl, 
oca, co~.  (~F~.Tm. 
SERVICES 
ICBC Injury Claims? Cal Dale 
Can'-Herds -20 years a tdal bw- 
yer with five yesre medkal schod 
before law. ~ (Vanmu- 
w~. Experienced in head Injury 
dher m~ ~ Peroem- 
age fsa8 8vagsbla. 
Major ICBC and Injury claims. 
Jcel A. Wemer, tdal awyer for 21 
years. Call collect, 736-E~q00 
Vancouver. If no recovery, no 
fee. No Yukon enquidsa. 
SAVE $1060'81 Decorate/deign 
the rooms you dreamoll Write for 
detsged'Des~wpao" (~).95); de- 
scdbe your decora~ng pmb4ems. 
Dssignpec, 101-1184 Dennmn, 
Dept. 171, Vanceuver,BC VSG 
2M9. 
Mail Order Services. Increase 
msponsss by tapping tim 
• market. Let PakMag d Can- 
ads set you UP with a U.S. or 
Vancouver address In 5 mlnutssl 
It doesn't wager where you live - 
operate your business from pres- 
tiglous New York, L.A., Vancou- 
ver, etc. Star, ng from $12,50/mo 
(plus forwardIng). Order by 
phone. Call collect (604)688- 
6245 or write PakMaB, 101-1184 
Denman St., Vancouver, B.C., 
V~ 2M9. ~ and Maste~ 
accepted. 
WANTED 
LOGS WANTED: Sawloge, 
logs and Pulp!ogs. Hemlock, bel. 
sam, spru~, tk and cedar, Con- 
tact 8rt~e Nexender, Donwn 
Forest Products. Phone 
(604)746.3711 (days), (604)746, 
8078(eves.) 
Wanted: one used 4x4 AMBU- 
LANCE for a logging camp. Must 
be In de~nt condiOon. CalJim m 
(604)724-3731,8.'004:30; or Erb 
ew~nds  at (6O4)724-46o3. 
Wznted~o buy: ~opam boomer 
tanks. 100 Ibe to 2000 gallons. 
Phone Rob, (604)921-7451. 
CANADA WEST ANTIQUE CO., 
a counW atom, is Interested in 
purchasing quality line antique 
furniture, decoys, fdk art and 
handmade country crafts. 8end 
I n f~ and phil;topis: 
8700 W, 1011) Ave,, Vm~ouver, 
B¢,VSR204. 
___ " - _ _ I .  
• ~CLASSIFIED ............ 
tmately 2 acres. One 3-bedroom lion, low mileage. Asking $4,200. 
4535 Greig Avenue, basement home; five 1.bedroom Phone 635-7144 (days) or 635-2311 H =19 CU L K homes; one 2-bedroom home; one (evenings). 
Terrace, B.C. 2-bedroom duplex; storage plus five 
V8G IM7 trailer pads.Asking $250,000. Phone 1 .7  N l ,an  Sentr, XE; 2-door, ii~i 6354453 6/14p automatic, sunroof, front wheel An active 6 sheet Curling Rink 
Phone 635-7840 ~ drive, rear wiper, tinted windows, is takln!'applic~ions f0r a AaklngSD.800.ehone632.4226., 5/19 MANAG Rand I E PERSON iii~:i 
All Classified and classified. " " " • . 
1987 lm Iro¢ Z; factory ordered; w in ter  AppliCations and mnquiries to: ~i~::~ display ads must be prepaid STX, V6, 5-Speed, Stereo stored louvers, bra, custom tlnteo 
by either cub, Visa or Bucket Seats wlndows.10,000km.Aeklng$22,800- Terrace CurllngAssoclation 
Master¢lrd. When phoning 7121 " ' :':: :: :~ 
in ads, pteJtse have your card ~P#~,  Phone 627-8201. P .O .  BOX 247 
number and expiry date k -~$12,495.: 197= Toyota Corolla; very good con- [ dillon. Some rust. Asking $750. Terrace, B.C. , ; 
relay. I 7 -~~, ,~ Phone 635-8483. 7/28 PeG 1RI 
I 
CLASSIHED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for. each additional word per 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
• 4th ad FREE. Four regular 
:classified word ads for the 
price Of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
o~ly. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
I $36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and ~ecrea- 
lion vehicles only. Non.com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS 
Appaloosa Morgan mare; 9 years 
old, comes with 
$1,000. Phone 635-7214. 5119 
Registered purebred German 
Shepherd puppies; shots, wormed. 3 
males, 4 females. Asking $250 & up. 
Phone 635-4084. 
Terrace Totem Ford Pdced for quick sale: 1987 Nlssan Sales ltd. [ Sentra XE; 2-door, auto, Sunroof, For further information: 635.7467. 
Phone: 635-4984 rear wiper, front wheel drive. Asking 
$8.800 firm. Phone 632.4226. 8/4 
Dealer'No. 5548 
1985 2 door Cutlas Supreme/Brough; 
loaded, 5L engine. Full power/pack- 
age, cruise, air, tilt, auto/reverse , 
stereo cassette. Towing/package P ROG RAM 
and more Asking $8,900. OBO. " " 
RECTOR 1984 Flare Impala; excellent condi- DI 
Miniature Austrellen bunnies. Dif- 
ferent colours. 
Phone 635-2242. 
1980Toyota Supra, 137,000 kms, ex- lion; Asking $7,600. For more Infor- 
cellent condition, loaded, with matlon call 638.0425 days or 
sunroof. Asking $6,200. Phone 635.3328 after 6 p.m. 7128 
635-3390 after 6 p.m. 6114p 
Four 4.bolt aluminum Datsun mug I ~ The Kermode Friendship Society requires an individual 
rims with tires. Asking $175. Phone 1987 TEMPO GS 4 DR. to assume the responsibility for planning, development 
635.2844. 6r/p All Wheel Drive, Auto, and implementation of programs that have been 
1977 Dodge Cordova, 2-dr. H.T., PS, Stereo authorized by the Board of Directors. The Program 
PB, cruise control, air- cond., 360- Director plays a major role in the life of the Centre, in 
cu.in, i-barrel, new muffler and .~'~'H~_J~ the development of cultural activities and soliciting 
brakes, tape deck and radio, .$12,695: Michelin tires with winters, some volunteers for programs initiatives. The Program Direc- 
rust, good mechanical condition. [ ~1~'~ tor will prepare cost estimates and program outlines 
$2,100. Phone 63.5-4809 or 635.3159 review. 4128p Terrace Totem Ford • for discussion and approval bythe Board. Must be will- 
Sales Ltd. lag to work flexible hours. Applicants should direct in- 
1978 Ford LTD, good condition. Ask- Phone: 635-4984 
ing $1,300 OBO. Phone 635-2803. ~ quirieslresumes to: -.. 
6114p Sadie Parnell 
Executive Director 
: :  Kermode Friendship Society 
3313Kalum Street, - . . - 
AND LEGAL Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column - (604) 635.4906 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. * Posted -- June 2, 1989 * Deadline-- June 16, 1989 
• Start Date -- July 3, 1989 
SAWMILL  MANAGER - 
POSITION: Manage the start up operation of a new CHOICES program is accepting resumes 
specialty sawmill producing for the Japanese market, for group home supervisor. 
saddle. Asking Annual production of 22 million fbm with 25 employees Desired Qualifications: 
based on two shifts. Degree or community college certificate in social 
PERSON: sound technical knowledge and practical ex- sciences, preferably in mental retardation or proven 
7114 perience in all facets of sawmill operations, lumber experience in working with handicapped people; ex- 
production. Solid financial, supervisory and inter- perlence in supervising; good communication skills; 
Asking $5. each. personal skills. Entrepreneurial orientation, self.starter able to work as a team leader: 
• 712.8 and accomplished team builder. Duties: 
LOCATION: Terrace, B.C., a city of 16,000 with full Plan and Implement residential programs for all 
clients. Maintain close contact with the consumer, 
amenities and excellent outdoor recreation, parent and others concerned In order to ensure that the 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The BENEFITS: The challenge of a new mill start up and the real needs of consumer are being met. Would also re- 
new hours fortheTerrace Loan Cup"  opportunity to choose your production team. Com- quire valid first aid certificate, B.C. drivers Iicenceand 
board areasfollows: petitive compensation package, own vehicle. For more Information, contact Llnda;i 
Mondays Irom 9 to 11 a.m. '=..an+~ nl,~a.q~..qend resume, auoting the reference Pelletler,1-3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
"rhumdsy• Imm I to a p.m. App,,,.= .... ~. . . . . . . . . . .  The Cupboard is l?.C~led2 i~at:me number, no later than June 24; 1989 to: Reference No. Closing date, Juno 15, 1989. : ": 
Sheens_Health Un , .. . " V637 Nationwide Advertising Service Inc., 200 - 1176 
Emer eno inquiries can De ~ 1 Street. g Y ncouver B.C., V6E 4A2. 
made in between service hours at West Georgia Street, Va ' AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY - -  full time cashier 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
l forthe Cold Beer & Wine Store. Must be well groomed, 535-7941 0128p . 
~ ,  mm = dn Mone ger= i [ very mature, 19 years or older. Shift runs from 5 P.M. to 
I i1:30 P.M. Apply in person Cold Beer & Wine Store, 
" ABOUT WHMIS  " . ~ ~ 4620 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, Monday to Fridays10 • II ~ 
~ th a ~ e  s,t°_the_ 1 ' .aer : , , , , i . .  , 
I I ql] ]SlP v 
"°ar °u I i..m ,OO. 
• . 'i "~" I . ;entory  o fhan l " lous .mnter lo l s  . I "DA IRY  QUEEN 
~ = . , . l = . , , o .  \ L_  I I i-snow hiring for part=- , 1 
d,,, ,h,,,, (MB=) I I .--/eve- I ~tr .m; , l .m ~ =i : ~ d  weekends. I Iw-orkers. Nursing or L0ng-= Driver with vehicle re- 
co, u. toaovforW...z.m=i=e'"z'ot'on' :1  I ~'e°-day shift .peel - |  I term care AId backgr°undB quired for fast.growing 
. :•i ~ lion is open, includes I,referred. Possibility ofl delivery service. Must be 
' ........ ~l-;¢-kman Consultants Inc .  ~ :]Tiil] :/tw°ekl:°dP:~l~t:JU":P s" I ,.to pad-time or~ any age over 19, neat up- 
- 5122 Medeek Avenue, : /  ; :  ! | plY in person to the | |f,H.tim'e work. For infor-i pearance, like the public, 
C.B. and will train. Phone Terrace, B,C., V8? 1E1 : i i  I ~g~r  between,3 / Imationcall eettyStewart,II dependable. Wilt provide 
• 4532| : .asee. 
Phone. (MM) ~ .... . . .  i . , Ise Ave. Terracel • ,, : , , . , , . . , . .  , ,  : i  • , 
635-7941. 
: "  i" . " ,' ' 
, SSIFIED 
I 
-~ J~ vwsxar  l l~Der  
Millwright 
Southern Wood 
Products  
Westar Timber Ltd. is an in. 
novative forest products 
company with operations In 
the northern and southern in- 
terior of British Columbia. 
Westar's Southern WoOd 
Products Operation, located 
In Castlegar, B.C., is a multi- 
spec ie  mill which has recent- 
ly undergone a significant 
modernization program --  
building for the future. 
We are currently looking for a 
Millwright to be part of our 
team at Southern Wood Pro- 
ducts. The successful can- 
didate will be a Certified 
Journeynman and, ideally, 
will have previous sawmill 
experience. This position is 
on a steady graveyard shift. 
If you meet these criteria and 
want to be part of Westar's 
winning team please submit 
resumes In confidence to: 
Dale Clayton, Maintenance 
Superintendent. 
• : 
For Rent ~ : 
1987 HYUNDAI PONY 
4 Dr., 5-Speed 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
Phonei 635-4984 
Dealer No. 5548 
AVAILABLE 
IMMEDIATELY 
Part-time position for 
waiter or waitress. Must 
be able to work week- 
ends. Must have ex- 
perience. Please apply in 
person to: Inn of the West, 
4620 Lakelse Avenue, 
Monday to Friday from 
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. • 
Reliable babysitter wanted week- 
ends and some evenings. Phone 
638-8398. tfnc 
Wanted, a dlatdbutor for VELO CY- 
CLE CAPES for the TerrecelKItlmBt 
area. Great opportunity to earn extra 
cash while helping cyclists RIDE 
DRY IN THE RAIN. A great oppor- 
tunity for teens to make extra money 
this mummerll Please apply to Velo 
Enterprises Ltd, R.R. 2, 43-17, GIb- 
sons, B.C. VON 1VO. 6/7p 
Real Estate "~ 4 
Need to hlredaycaresupervlsor with 
E.C.E. certificate, supervisor cer- 
tificate and preferably under-3 
certificate. Applicants send resume 
~to: Sunshine Family Daycsre, 4709 
• Park Ave., Terrace. B.C. VSG 1W2 
- 6/21p 
• wnnted: a nanny In Queen Charlotte 
City. Separate accommodation, 
must drive, French speaking pre- 
ferred. Salary negotiable. Couple 
OK, or single Morn and tot. Phone 
659.8229 or write to P.O. Box 334, 
Queen Charlotte City, B.C. V0T 1S0. 
• ~ . . . . . .  • 6/26p 
I II . . . . .  ' . . . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . .  
HELP WANTED 
THE MINISTRY OF AT- 
TORNEY GENERAL, Crown 
Counse l  O f f i ces  w ishes  to  
~mploy a Legal Secretary 
(Full Time Position) in Ter- 
race. Th is  busy, office re- 
quires an energetic secretary 
with a minimum of three 
years o f f i ce  experience. 
Legal experience preferred, 
but not necessary. Utmost 
discretion and respect for 
confidentiality. Must have 50 
wordsper  minute typing 
skills, with dictaphone equip- 
ment and word processing 
experience an asset. Suc- 
cessful candidate must be ~ 
able to work indepenclently 
under stress, with a high 
degree of initiative, tact and 
\sense of responsibility. Crim- 
Inal Record check and pre- 
vious employment refer- 
ences are required. The 
salary is $788.87 - $850.81 bi- 
weekly. For further Informa- 
tion, please contact the 
Crown Counsel Office in Ter- 
race at 638-3251.and to 
receive applications, all ap- 
plications must be received 
by the Regional Personnel 
Office, 455, 1011 4th Avenue, 
Prince George, B.C., V2L 3H9 
by July 5th, 1989. 
Blnks line striping machinE; com- 
plete with hand spray kit. Ideal for 
painting parking lots, crosswalks, 
playgrounds, curbs, etc. Phone 
635-2901 after 5 p.m. 6/19 
CEDAR SIDING 
Select Tight Knot 
lx6 
I - ' - - j  CHANNEL r J 
1xE1xa" 
lx6, lx8, lx10 
'~  VT&G 
, Rough 
• Plain 
• T imbers  
' Beams 
o Round 
Fence Posts  
. Other  
Fenc ing  
Mater ia l  
; Cedar  
, P ine 
lx4  1X6 . . . . . . .  , Cot tonwood 
2x4.  o r  xS, o r  xS . . . ,Cedar  & SPF 
"lx3 . . . . . .  _ _ o  Hemlock 
Competative Prices! 
DEPENDABLE LUMBER 
Box'7 
Hazelton, B.C. 842-5660 
Saga Master System; Ir~cludes 2 
contact pads and a light gun, and 
one after burner game cartridge. 
Asking $250. Phone635-5772. 5/19 
Lawn mower, good condition. Ask- 
ing S125. Phone 635-3798. 5/19 
VW Rabbit engine In excellent runn- 
Ing condition with or without 
4-speed transmission. Inboard boat 
motor. Offers. Phone 632-3475. 5/19 
Old Enterprise wood stove with 
white enamel..Asking $500 obo. 
Phone 635-7091. 5/19 
WANTED: Computer Shopper 
Magazine; August 1988-March 1989 
and Apple Macintosh computers; 
any condition. Kevln Lee, 1035 let 
Avenue West, Prince Rupert, B.C., 
V8G 1BS. Phone 924.6675. 6/23 
Large oil tank with gauge, Beat offer 
to $100. Phone 635-5843. 7/14 
302 engl,e, 300 engine with auto- 
matlc transmissions. Asklng $64)0. 
ATC Honda 110 3 wheeler. Asking 
$750. Phone e27-1782 after 6 p.m. 
• 7114 
Queen size wated)ed; exceilentcon- 
dltlon. Asking $250. Superslngle 
waterbed, in good condition. Asking 
$100. Phone 635-7336. 7/28 
Tub, toilet & sink, lilac colour;, toilet 
& sink In bone colour, all faucets in- 
cluded. Sliding doors for tub. 3 
closet doors; 5 Interior doors. Large 
dog house, twin stroller. Phone 
638-8907. 7/28 
1984 TOYOTA SR 
5 WAGON 
5,Speed, 4x4, Stereo 
 _Sr,sgs.  
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
Phone: 635.4984 
Dealer No. 5548 
Newspaper al l  ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
Wood canopy, solid tongue" and 
groove construction, excellent con- 
ditlon. $150. Phone 638-8628. 6/7p 
Im ~ ]11 11  
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industr ia l  
I unit, 1,800 sq. ft.  • 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
1 adjoining unit ,• 
1,735 sq. ft. 
Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
I 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilities and parking. 
638-8398 tfnc 
FOR RENT 
OR LEASE: 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635-3355. 
III I I I  
" FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
. References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
636-3922 or 635.5224 
I I I 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq. ft. store front 
retail space in the 
Terrace Mini-Mall. 
For further informa- 
tion, Col 1635-6158,1 ttno 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  / I 
Available June 1, main floor of 
house, 2 bedrooms, frldge, stove, 
dishwasher, washer and dryer. 
Covered parking, fenced yard, close 
to downtown. Quiet single person 
preferred, non.smoker, no pets, 
references. $4501month plus 
utilities. Phone 635-3788. 6/7p 
Three.bedroom triplex, 11/= baths, no 
pet.Available July 1. $5001month. 
Phone and leave message at 
638-1444. 6/28p 
21 cu. ft. deep freeze In excellent 
condition. $150.00. Phone 638-0079. 
6121p 
Found -- Prescription metal frames 
in brown case, on Kalum hill, In 
black lunch box. Phone 635-3620. 
6/14nc 
Lost - -  Girl's Jacket, size 12, pastel 
pink and mauve, with "Beach Club" 
logo on back. If found, please call 
635-0116. Would be greatly ap- 
preciated. 6/14nc 
22' Sengeter; 302 engine, C.B., in- 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part.time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638~398. tfnc 
Aplmlntments for school tours, 
group tours and weddings at 
HERITAGE PARK, please phone Lin- 
da at 635-4546. 6/28p 
P-r~i.ifs,Edu~tlo.: Ava,abie tO the 
general public; videos, pamphlets, 
lendlng,Jibrary, dealing with human 
life issu~)s such as  abortion and 
euthanasia. Student Inquiries 
welcome. Phone 635-5581 or 
635-5427. 6/14p 
AI"rENTION. If you have worked In 
Germany, you may be eligible for a 
PENSION. Free Inquiries: Wolf 
Dlener, 3986 Gordon Heed Road, 
Victoria, B.C. VBN 3X3. Phone 
1477-5897. 6/28p 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose.• For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. tfn 
Kltlmet Cdsls Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Couneelll¢~, Information 
and referral service. Call 635-3487 
anytime. Conf!dentlallty assured, tfn 
board, outboard; 8' Skif, trim taps, 
sounder, compass, radio, tape deck, J DEATH NOTICES J 
head, alcohol stove; sink duel bat- R I terles. FIG swim grid; down riggers; 
SIS rod holders. Lots of extras. 
Sleeps five. Asking $10,250 obo. 
Phone 624-4452. 5/18 
17.ft. Frontiersman canoe, as new. 
Asking $350. Phone 632-2970 after 6 
p.m. 5/26 
WANTED TO ;BUY: 6 horse power 
long shaft outboard motor. Phone 
632-5162. 7/21 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelse 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. tfno 
10'x52" trailer comes with 2 ap- 
pliances, woo~,,~eat -- could be 
converted *~0.~ ural gas, fenced 
private ya, :~,~den & wood sheds. 
Phone 635-3103 after 5 p.m. 6/2 
12xSS mobile home, 1976, 3 
bedrooms, fridge, stove, washer, 
dryer, wood stove, wood shed, 
porch. Asking $7,500. Phone 
561-7141. 6/28p 
12x80 Safeway mobile home, 2 ap- 
pliances, natural gas heat. To view, 
call 635-7949 from Sunday to Friday. 
6114p 
Harley Davldson FXR, 1340cc, In- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac. 
tory maintenance manual. Asking 
$7,000 firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask 
for Mark. tfn 
Sidecar for 658¢0 motorcycle; black 
with windshield and raincover. 
Storage space in trunk. Asking 
$1,200. Phone 624-5562. 7128 
1973 Suzuki 125 RV Trail bike; with 
helmet, 2 new tires & tubs. Asking 
$300. OBO. Phone 635-7940 after 4 
p.m. 7129 
IRWIN -- Margaret, age 80 years, in 
Terrace, B.C. on May 23, 1989. 
Memorial service was from 
MacKay's Funeral Chapel on Satur- 
day, May 27, 1989 at 2 p.m. Crema- 
tion from the Terrace Crematorium. 
MacKay's Funeral Services and 
Crematorium were In charge of the 
arrangements. 
WAT'r8 -- Calvin, newborn, In Ter- 
race, B.C. on May 21,1989. Memorial 
service wee from MacKay's Funeral 
Chapel on Friday, May 26, 1989 at 1 
p.m. Interment from the Terrace 
Municipal Cemetery. MacKay's 
Funeral Services and Crematorium 
were in charge of the arrangements. 
I, James Hargreaves, am not respon- 
sible for any debts Incurred by my 
wife, Llnda M. Hargreaves. 6/7p 
Local gentleman mks  a mean. 
Ingful relationship that could 
develop Into a lasting relationship 
with awoman in her 30s or early 40e. 
I'm a religiously tolerant Individual. 
Those seriously interested could 
kindly reply to Box 328, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4B1. Thank you. 6/28p 
98'x137' residential lot on Kenney 
Street in Terrace. Asking $12,000 
OBO. Phone (604) 832-2706 and ask 
for Mike or Helen. 6121p 
For sale by owner, 34 bedroom 
house, assumo~¢., mortgage. Very 
~,  low down " t,0 ~ t. Will consider 
mobile hm,,:, in trade. Phone 
635-6403 evenings. 6/28p 
Laqle, clean, well-maintained house 
in Horseshoe area. 5 bedrooms, 2 
bathe, natural gas heat and 
fireplace with insert, fenced yard, 
large garden, fruit trees, grape vine, 
berries. Phone 635-5185 for appoint- 
meat to view. 6/28p 
1988 MUSTANG LX 
2 Dr., 4 Cyl., 5-Speed, 
Stereo 
 10,699 
l errac, e Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
Phone:  635-4984 
Dealer No. 5548 
8'9" camper for rent. Will fit large 
truck. Phone 635-6365. 6/21p 
19T/Dodge motorlmme, 56,000 kms, 
good condition. Asking $9,500. 
Phone 635-5865. 6/141) 
1978 Ford 260, 4x4, Ranger pkg, IS, 
PB, auto, camper speo., 4 ext, 
wheels, 2 tanks, etc., ext. tend. with 
1979 9Y~-ft. Okanegan camper, 
&burn. stove, oven, 3-way/rig., toilet 
compt., sleeps 6, hyd. Jacks, crank. 
up boat rack, super, well-matched 
~,¢ .~.  combo. 18,975 obo. Phone 
, , , i ~ ' h ~ 8 ~  
• • /  ~r 
23Y'~' Travel trailer;, fridge & freezer, 
forced air furnace, overhead oven, 
hot water, shower & tub. Lots of cup- 
boards, good condition. Asking 
$4,800 obo. Phone 635-4932 after 5 
p.m. or view at 3137 Kofoed. tfn 
19@ 10' Camper, sleeps 4, stove & 
oven, good condition. Asking $700. 
Phone 635.2001. . 5/19 
1900 Okanagan tandem trailer;, 17Y, 
foot, awning, verY clean, toilet, 
stove, frldge, heater, Ready to go. 
Asking $6,995. Phone 635.5843. 7/14 
1976 11.foot Scamper camper;, good 
condition, 3-way fridge, 3-burner 
stove with oven, shower, rear 
bumper plus step, Jacks. Asking 
$5,800 OBO. View at 139 McCaffery 
Place, Prince Rupert. Phone Paul at 
634-2254 days, 627-7313 evenings. 
7/21 
CANOE 
RENTALS 
Wilderness 
Expe ience 
For more Information "contact: 
Ken's Marine 4946 Grelg 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C, 
Phone 635-2909. 
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Province of British Columbia 
Minldry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honoureble Nell Vant, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS . -  TENDERS 
Electoral Dlstdct: Skeena 
Highway Dlstdot: Skeena 
Project or Job Number:. F5261 
Project or Job Description: Traf- 
fic Control Services in the 
Skeena Highways for the Ter- 
race Area. 
The'Tender sum for this project 
is to include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. 
Tender Opening Date: June 12, 
1989 
Tender Opening Time: 3:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation'and 
Highways, Suite 300- 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 
between the hours • of 8:30 and 
4:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, ex- 
cept Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638-3360 
Telex number of origination of" 
rice: FAXCOM: 638-3316 
Tenders will be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, SUite 300, 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4. 
J.R. Newhouse 
• District Highways Manager 
for: HonourableNeil Vant 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways i 
1976 Ford F-150 Lariat super cab. 
Loaded, g0'od condition. Asking 
$3,500 obo. Phone 635-7585. 5112 
1978 Chevrolet 14on flat deck with 
duals, 14' stakeside, low'mileage, 
excellent condition.' Asking $7,000 
obo. Phone 832-7858. 5/19 
1977 Jecp pickup; 3601 auto trans, 
large bush guard, 8,000 lb. Waren 
winch. New 'battery and brakes. Ask- 
ing $1,850. OBO. Phone 638-8016. 8/4 
1-985 T----OPAZ GS, 4 DR. 
Diesel, 5-Speed, Stereo 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. " 
Phone: 635.4984 
Dealer No. 5548 
1969 Dakota pickup; V6, 4-speed, 
auto, air condition, cruise, loaded. 
Trailer tow package. Will take older 
model trade. Asking $22,000. Phone 
635.5843. • 7/14 
1976 GMC Crewceb track; running 
condition. Asking $500. Phone 
,635-2001. 7/28 
1967 Ford sA4on diesel super cab, 
2.tone paint job, matching tundra 
and high top canopy, full running 
boards, cruise control, tilt steering, 
intermittent wipers, 5.speed, over- 
drive 4x4, AMIFM cassette, excellent 
condition. $19,000 firm. Phone 
846-9051. 5/21p 
1976 Toyota Lend Cruiser, rebuilt '78 
motor, 15,000 kms, new brakes, tires 
and rims, and much more. Asking 
$6,000 OBO. Phone 635-6795 after 5 
p.m. 6121p 
• t~'~"% PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
• ~, ATTORNEY GENERAL 
INFORMATION WANTED TO 
SETTLE AN ESTATE 
Anyone knowing the where- 
abouts of the next-of.kin of ED. 
WARD YAPMAN, OTHERWISE 
KNOWN AS EDWARD YEU 
LEUNG who was born .in Vic- 
toria, B.C. on November 1, 1912, 
son of Jimmy Lee Yen Num, 
kindly contact: 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, File 
#0276443(EA)SCO, Attention: 
S.L, Cormack, #265 • 700 Hornby 
Street, Vancouve]', B.C,, V6Z 2F..5. 
• r~ ( I I I 
NOTICE TO 
ROAD CONTRACTORS 
;ealed Tenders for One (1) Con- 
Pact: 
r'he construction of the M(:- 
:)orlelI-Sandstone West Forest 
3ervlce Road will be received by 
:he District Manager, Bulkley 
:orest District, Bag 800, 
3mithers, B.C., V0J 2N0 up to 
)00 a.m., June 22, 1989 and 
3pened inpublic at that time. 
Particulars may be picked up at 
the District office at 3793 Alfred 
Avenue, Smithers, between the 
hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 
A deposit of $50.00 (fifty dollars) 
is required for each particulars 
package, which will be refunded 
to the unsuccessful bidders 
upon return of the plans and 
specifications In good condition 
within 30 (thirty) day s of award 
of tender. 
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Province of Bdtlsh Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vant, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Bectoral District: Atlln 
Highway District: Stikine 
Project or Job Number:. M53-04 
.Project or Job Description: 
Clearing, grubbing and stripping 
and stockpiling Of overburden 
at: Alger Creek Pit (5310), Gnat 
Lake Summit Pit (5302C) and 
Callison Extension Pit (5303) 
Tender Opening Date: June 15, 
1989 at 1:00 p.m. 
A Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque Is required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail. 
able free of charge ONLY from 
4837 Keith Avenue. Terrace and 
from Stlkine' District Highways 
Office, Stikine and Commerical, 
Dease Lake, B.C. betWeen the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of. 
floe: 638-3362 
Pre-Tender meeting will be held 
at Stikine District Highways Of- 
fice, Dease Lake, B.C. June 6, 
1989 at 9:00 a.m. 
Tenders will be opened at 4837 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
F. Maxlmchuk, P. Eng. 
Regional Geotechnical 
& Materials Engineer 
NodhWeet Region 
.-  
Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vant, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS-- TENDERS 
Electoral District: Omineca 
Highway District: Lakes 
Project or Job Number. M55-03 
Project or Job Description: 
Clearing, grubbing and stripping 
and stockpiling of overburden 
at: Trout Creek Pit (5561),'West 
Island Pit (8566) and Burt's Pit 
(5513). 
Tender Opening Date: June 15, 
1989 at 3:00 p.m. 
A Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque is required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
4837 Keith Avenue, Terrace and 
from the Lakes District High- 
ways Office, 108- 2nd Avenue, 
Burns Lake, B.C. between the 
hours of 8:30 and 4:00 p.m. Mon- 
day to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638.3362 
Pro-Tender meeting will be held 
at Lakes District Highway Of- 
fice, Burns Lake, B.C. June 8, 
1989 at 9:00 a.m. 
Tenders will be opened at 4837 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
F. Maxlmchuk, P. Eng. 
Regional Oeotechnlcal 
& Materials Engineer 
North West Region 
All inqulrlesshould be made to  I.  i 
the above mentioned address or 
phone 847.7555. 
Tenders must be made subject 
to the conditions of tender and 
submitted on the forms and In 
the envelope supplied. 
No tender shall be considered 
I | Please take notice that road con- having any qualifying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or 
any tender •wIll not necessarily 
be accepted. 
Smlthers, B,C. 
File: 572-7552.05/8901 
tract 572.7552.0618901 for 
McDonelI-SIIvem Forest Service 
Rosd Is hereby cancelled and 
will be readvertlsed at a later 
date, 
Invitation fo Tender 
R/W clearing for 1 phase dlstri- 
butlon line across Smith & Law-" 
yer Islands,;Prince Rupert area. 
Reference: Q9.3340 
Ctoslng Date: 28 June 89 
R/W clearing for 1 phase dlstri- 
butlon line, N. e0d Percher is- 
land, Prince Ru pert area. 
Reference:.Q9-3341 
Closing Date: 28 June 89 
R/W clearing of 1 phase 'distri- 
bution line, S.-end of Percher 
Island, Prince R~pert area. 
Reference: Q9.3342 
Closing Date: 28 June 89 
Details available from office of 
B.C.Hydro Purchasing Agent, 
1265 Howe Street, Suite 200, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2G8; 
663-2577 or 663-2560. Sealed 
tenders clearly marked with ref- 
erence number will be received 
in Room 226, address above, un- 
til 11:00 a.m. on above closing 
date. 
BChUdro 
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Province of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honoureble Nell Vant, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS --  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena/Prlnce 
:Rupert :- ~ ~• ~ . . . . . . . .  
Highway District: Skeena 
Project or Job Number: F5202 
Project or Job Deccrlptlon: Traf- 
fic Control Services in the 
Skeena Highways for the Prince 
Rupert Area. 
The Tender sum for this project 
is to Include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. 
Tender Opening Date: June 12, 
1989 
Tender Opening Time: 3:00 p.m. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Suite 300- 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 
between the hours of 8:30 and 
4:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, ex- 
cept Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
floe: 638-3360 
Telex number of orlglnstlon of- 
rice: FAXCOM: 638-3316 
Tenders wlll be opened at 
Mlnlstry of Transportation and 
Hlghways, Sulte 300, 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4. 
J.R. Newhouse 
District Highways Manager 
for: Honourable Nell Vant 
Ministry of Transpodatlon 
and Highways 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE MATTER of Duplicate 
Certificate of Title No. F3360 to 
'Lot 19, District Lot 837, Range 8, 
Coast District, Plan 5874. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of Dup- 
licate Certificate of Title No. 
F3360 to  the above described 
land, Issued In the name(s) of 
Kendall Properties Ltd. has been 
filed In this office, notice Is 
hereby given that I shall, at the 
expiration date of two weeks 
from the date of first publication 
hereof, Issue a Provisional Cer- 
tlflcate of Title in lieu of the said 
Duplicate, unless In the seen- 
time valid objeCtion be made to 
me in writing. 
DATED st the Land Title Office, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. this 5th day 
of June, 1989. 
Terry Dlnnell 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
Wednesday , June 7, 1989. 
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Province of Bdtlsh Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honoureble Nell Vant, Minister 
Giving You the Freedomto Move 
HIGHWAYS - -  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Atlin & Skeena 
Highway Dlstdct: BuIkley Nass 
Project or Job Number. M54-05 
Project or Job Description: 
Clearing, grubbing and stripping 
and stockpiling of overburden 
at: Bell #1 Pit (5102C), Kltwanga 
Beckroad Pit (N/A) and 4 Mile Pit 
(5405D) 
Tender Opening Date: June 15, 
1989 at 2:00 p.m. 
A Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque• is required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
4837 Kelth Avenue, Terrace and 
from.the Bulkley Nasa District 
Office, 3793 Alfred Street, 
Smltl:lers between the hours of 
8:30 and 4:00 p.m. Monday to Fri- 
day, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rice: 638-3362 
PreTender meeting will be held 
at Bulkley Nass District, High, 
ways Office, Smlthers, B.C., 
June 7, 1989 at 9:00 a.m. 
Tenders will be opened at 4837 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
F. Maxlmchuk, P. Eng. 
Regional Geotechnlcal 
& Materials Engineer 
North West Region 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC. 
Terrace Operations 
P.O. Box 3000 
Terrace; B.C. V8G 4C6 
Phone: (604) 635.8550 
Sealed tenders for 1989 
Mechanical Site Preparation/Re- 
habilitation for planting will be 
received by Skeena Cellulose 
Inc., Terrace Operations on the 
date listed below. 
Location: Nasa, Kalum and 
Whltebottom areas of Tree Farm 
Licence No. 1. 
Project 'Area: 19 Tender Units 
totall!ng approximately 650 ha. 
Funding in part to be provided by 
the Canada/British Columbia 
Forest Resource Development 
Agreement. 
Viewing: Viewing is mandatory 
and contractors• must provide 
own transportation. Tender 
packages may be picked up from 
our office prior to viewing, an d 
bids must be submitted to our 
office no later than 12:00 p.m., 
June 23rd, 1989. 
Contact; Kevin Derow or Tim Fenton. 
Bids will be accepted only on the 
form Included in the bid pack- 
age, and the lowest or any 
tender will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
1987 FORD AEROSTAR 
WAGON 
XLT, V6, Auto, Air, 
7 Passenger 
Terra©e Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
Phone: 635-4984 
Dealer No. 5548 
• , • 
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Provlnc~ of British Columbia 
Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
Honourable Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
HIGHWAYS --  TENDERS 
Electoral District: Skeena 
Highway Dlstdct: Skeena. 
Project or Job Number:. C-5177 
Project or Job Description: 
Gravelling and asphalt surfacing 
km 42, Kalum Lake Road #3 
(Clear Creek Bridge Approaches) 
The Tender sum for this project 
Is to Include applicable Federal 
and Provincial sales tax. 
Tender Opening Date: June 15, 
1989 
Tender Opening Time: 10:30 a.m 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge ONLY from 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Suite 300 - 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VeG lV4 
between the hours of' 8:30 and 
4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, ex- 
cept Holidays. 
Phone number of originating of- 
rico: 638-3360. 
Telex number of origination of- 
rico: FAXCOM: 638-3316 
Tenders v~ill be opened at 
Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Skeena District Of- 
fice, Suite 300, 4546 Park 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., VSG 1V4. 
J.R. Newhouse 
District Highways Msnsg0r 
for:. Honoursble Nell Vent 
, Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
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Mlnlst~ of Tranoportntloh 
and Highways 
Honourablo Nell Vent, Minister 
Giving You the Freedom to Move 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Effective 12:01 a.m., Thursday, 
June 08, 1989 and until further 
notice Telegraph Creek Road is 
limited to 100%. of legal axle 
loading as set by the regulations 
)ursuant to the Commerlcal 
Transport Act. 
Previous restrictions Imposed 
remain In effect, namely: 
100% legal axle loading: High- 
way #37 from Deltaic Creek to 
Yukon Border, Caselar Access, 
Dease Lake Townsite, Atlin 
Highway, Atlln Townslte, O'Don- 
nell River Road, Surprise Lake 
Road. 
All term overload permits are In- 
valid for the duration of this 
restriction. Violators of the 
regulations and restrictions will 
be prosecuted. 
Appropriate percentages of the 
tolerance provided in subsection 
7.06(2) of the regulations pur- 
suant to the Commercial Trans- 
)ort Act are applicable. 
D.P. Stead 
District Highways Manager 
For: Honorable Nell Vant 
Minister of Transportation 
and Highways 
)ATED: June 06, 1989 
AT: Dease Lake, B.C. 
9 
Too Late To ClaSsify / i, 
. . j 
J 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATIONS FOR 
SEALED TENDERS FOR 
T.S.L.A.3121S 
Take notice that, pursuant to 
8setlon 16 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tenders will be accepted 
by the District Manager, Terrace, 
I B.C. up to 9:30 a.m., June 23, 
1989, for a timber sale Ilcence 
authorizing the harvest of timber 
located In the vicinity of Grease 
Trail. 
Volume: 8,673 cubic metres, 
more or less. 
Term: One (1) year 
Sealed tenders will be opened in 
the District Office, Terrace, 8.(3. 
at 10:30 a.m., June 23, 1989. 
Only tenders from Category 1, 
Small Business Forest Enter. 
prise Registrants will be ac. 
.cepted. 
Additional Information may be 
obtained from the District Man- 
ager, 200 - 5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 1L1. 
Eat ing potatoes ;  $18/100 Ibs. Seed 
potatoes ;  $201100 Ibs .  Phone  
635-2774. 5/19 
Team o! regkttered blend Belgian 
mares; matched mother and 
daughter, 1,600 Ibe/each. Asking 
$2,500. Saddle Tramp Belgians, 
Southbanks, B.C., VOJ 21=0 or phone 
694-3521 evenings. 7128 
Seasoned logging team;• full 
brothers, 4 & 6 years old. Belgian 
geldings, sorrels, friendly and easy 
to handle. 1,600 Ibe/each. Asking 
$3,500. Horse logging video upon re- 
quest $35. plus postage. Saddle 
Tramp Belgians, Southbanks B.C., 
V0J. 21=0 or phone 694-3521 evenings. 
• i 7/28 
1984 HONDA A ~ C O R D  | 
4 Dr., Stereo, 5-Speed, 
Moonroof 
 7,egs . 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd. 
Phone: 635-4984 
Dealer No. 5548 
Whatever it Is your 
selling you'll f ind 
the right buyer In 
~ '~V~ the Classifieds. 
, ~ m ~ t ~ [ ) ~  For fast, profitable 
results, call the 
CJassl_f.l~_ _ 
II I 
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Skeena MLA and Forests Minister Dave Parker appears to be preparing for a post-political 
profession, planting his third tree In the past month last Saturday. This time it was a com- 
memorative red maple to mark the official completion of the Arena Hill landscaping project 
by the Terrace Beautification Society (represented by George Clark, wielding a shovel) and 
the turnover of maintenance duties to the CRy of Terrace, with alderman MoTakhar stand- 
Ing in for the absent Dave Hull. * 
POLICE REPORT 
Terrace RCMP report wo 
motor vehicle accidents over 
the May 12-14 weekend. 
Just before 8 o'clock on 
the evening of May 12, a 
vehicle went off Kaium Lake 
Dr. near Deep Creek and 
• rolled, inflicting injuries on 
all eight occupants. Police 
say none of the injuries were 
life threatening, and alcohol 
was definitely a factor in the 
crash. The incident is still 
under investigation. 
At about 4:30 a.m. May 
13, a driver missed the turn 
at the end of the Sande Over- 
pass-and crashed into a 
Department of Highways 
sign. The driver was charged 
with impaired riving. 
During the course of the 
weekend, three other im- 
paired charges were laid 
against lc~al drivers. 
The slope in front of the 
Terrace Arena was vandal- 
ized May 15 for the second 
time since it was landscaped 
last year. A Victoria resident 
temporarily working in town 
as a tree planter was arrested 
and charged. 
The incident occurred be- 
tween 8 p.m. and 9:50 p~m. 
in the evening, with the 
damage being caused by a 
four-wheel drive vehicle 
driven over the grass. 
The accused will appear in 
Terrace provincial court later 
this month. 
The Yellowhead Highway 
30 miles west of Terrace was 
littered with food on the 
evening of May 21 after a 
tractor trai ler,  full of 
wholesale gr.c<.enes rol!ed 
onto nts side while attempting 
to go around a curve. Ter- 
race RCMP .say ,.the. driver 
was charged with driving too 
fast for road conditions. 
During the Victoria Day:  
weekend local RCMP 
recorded nine motor vehicles 
accidents in the area. Police 
issued three 24-hour suspen- 
sions and charged six people 
with impaired driving over 
the weekend. 
A level railway crossing 24 
miles west of Terrace was the 
scene of a car-train collision 
at 10:30 p.m. May 26. The 
driver failed to stop, struck 
the curb and bounced into 
the train. 
The driver was treated for 
minor injuries at Mills 
Memorial Hospital and 
released. The vehicle was 
totally destroyed and the 
driver was charged for not 
having insurance and failure 
to stop at a railway crossing. 
A party got out of hand in 
Frank's Field about 4 a.m. 
May 28, and police were 
called to quell the distur- 
bance. During the course of 
disbanding the group, a 
police officer was assaulted 
by one of the participants. 
The individual was ar- 
rested and charged with 
assault, obstruction and 
resisting arrest, 
A pair of visitors from 
Victoria were arrested May 
28 on Ferry Island when Ter- 
race RCMP discovered a 
large cache of stolen goods at 
their campsite in one of the 
bush areas of the park. 
The investigation began 
after several campers com- 
plained of missing.campmg 
equipment and fishmg gear. 
The two will appear in 
court during July. 
A Campbell River resident 
was arrested and charged by 
Terrace RCMP with impaired 
driving and refusing a breath- 
alyzer test after the driver hit a 
cyclist on S. Kalum St. about 
midnight June I. 
The cyclist sustained minor 
injuries. 
A six-year-old girl was struck 
and injured by a passing-car t 
the Terrace Shopping Centre 
about 4:30 p.m. June 3, but 
police determined the driver was 
not at fault and no charges were 
laid. 
Two Terrace area youths were 
arrested and charged following a 
head-on - collision between a 
crew cab and a pickup truck on 
the South Legate Creek logging 
road 30 kilometers east of Ter- 
race. 
RCMP believe that prior to 
the accident the pair had stolen a 
skidder and wiped out a forest 
service" access gate on the road. 
After the collision, in  which 
three tree planters riding in the 
other vehicle were injured, the 
youths fled the scene. They later 
turned themselves in to police, 
One of the young offenders 
was charged with failure to re- 
main at the scene of an accident, 
and the other was charged with 
vehicle theft and wilful damage. 
RCMP estimate damage to 
the two vehicles at about 
$10,000; they haven't released 
damage stimates on the fores- 
try gate. 
The tWO will appear in Youth 
Court Aug. 2. 
• /! ,: /~ / /  :i ¸  
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by Allen Wootton " 
Early in May the space shuttle Atlantis carried the unmanned 
spacecraft "Magellan" into an orbit around the Earth. From 
there Magellan was launched on a 15-month journey to the planet 
Venus. When Magellan reaches Venus in August of 1990, it will 
begin a systematic radar mapping of the planet's urface. 
~Already Venus' surface has been mapped by radar. Mapping 
began from Earth in the early 1960's, and this gave the first 
reliable information about Venus' Size and rotation, and limited 
information about surface detail. Later, a whole series of space 
-. probes orbited Venus and these sent back fairly detailed radar 
. • , . . .~ ,~ ) ~ . 
• ? . . 
"pictures" of the planet's urface. The best tO date •have been 
from the Soviet Venera probes 15 and 16, which resolved etail 
tO a limiting size of about 2,000 meters. . • 
To obtain their radar information, spacecraft send out a radar 
beam and the time of arrival of the returning signal .gives infor- 
mation regarding the features of the surface below. Magellan's 
radar is quite special. It will give much more detail than previous 
radar :mapping because on each of Magellan's passes over the 
surface, it will produce new information that overlaps with the 
information obtained on the previous pass. Successive informa- 
tion will be combined in a computer on Earth to give a picture 
that will distinguish detail as small as 250 meters across. 
There are some obvious questions regarding this mapping ex- 
pedition to Venus. For example, why is the amount of detail in 
the radar picture so important? The answer is that the detail gives 
scientists important clues regarding the past geologiCal history of 
the planet. Even now, for example, it is known that Venus has 
some highland areas imilar to the Earth's continents and an 
11,000-meter mountain that is suspected tO be of volcanic origin. 
With  more detailed .maps of the surface, it should be possible to 
see if water erosion ever occurred on Venus, or if it has always 
been the extremely hot (470°C) place that it is now. As well, 
planetary geologists will•be looking for evidence of plate tectonic 
mo~,ements of Venus' crust to see if these geologic processes have 
shaped Venus' surface as they have the Earth's, and they will 
look for ancient impact craters that may have been produced ear- 
: ly in' the solar system's (and Venus') history. 
The best present "pictures" of Venus produced from radar ira- 
Phases of Venus .as seen from. Earth. If 
you observe Venus this month it will be - 
small and round. Later this year it will be 
seen as more and more of a crescent 
phase, 
Tales from the Terrace courthouse 
Terrace appeared before 
Judge P.R. Lawrence in Terrace 
Provincial Court recently, and 
as the evidence began tO unfold 
it became obvious that he has 
had more than his fair share of 
" r  should have stayed in bed" 
days in the .past few months. 
The first set of charges were 
for impaired riving and driving 
while his licence was under Sus- 
pension. It seems that an RCMP 
Constable observed a vehicle 
stop at a green light at the 
Sande/Greig intersection at 
about 3 a.m. a few months ago. 
As he watched, the car remained 
motionless - -  until the light 
; .  ,~ ; ) : ,% 
mation about the surface, though less clearlythan light would. 
• As Well as obscuring Venus' surface from us, its thick at- 
mosphere makes it Very hot. The atmosphere is mostly carbon 
' dioxide, with an upper cloud:layer of sulphuric acid. It is about 
90 times as dense as the Earth's atmosphere, sowalking on 
• Venus' surface, youwould experience a pressure about thesame 
ias you would at a depth of 900 meters in the Earth's oceans. 
" It.is this thick atmosphere that makes Venus so hot. Recently • 
there has been a lot of news about the ~vattning of the Earth due 
to the "greenhouse effect" in which gases in the atmosphere pre- 
vent the loss of infrared radiation and the subsequent warming of 
our planet. On Venus this effed~ is very pronounced; Venus' at- 
" mosphere retains the Sun's heat to a very great degree so "that 
both light and dark side are very warm. 
I findit remarkable how much We now know abolut he 
planets. Twenty years of spaceprobes have drastically altered our 
views of them, and books on the.plariets hat are older than that 
• contain many factual errors. I look forward to hearing more 
about he progress of Magellan and learning more about Venus 
from it. 
You may be able to see Venus very low in the western sky just 
after sunset his month. Right now Venusis nearly ~on the op- 
posite side of the Sun compared to;Earth, so in a telescope (or 
through binoculars) it appears small and round. Towards the end 
of the year the planet will be closer to us, so it Will appear larger 
• and, even in binoculars, its crescent.,shape will be obvious. 
Mars will also be in the western sky at sunset. If you have been 
watcl]ing this planet over the past few months, you will know 
that it does not stand out ~/S it did earlier this year --  look for a 
slightly orange-coloi:ed, star-like object in the west. 
The  Summer solstice occurs on Wednesday, June 21 at 2:53 
a.m. this year- At that time, the Sun will appear as far north as 
possible in iis path. • 
. . . . . .  ~ ,.~. : ;  . ~ .  
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to 
succeed, he failed to: notice that 
this time too his actions had 
been obse~ed. The suspected 
thief was nabbed with the goods 
and held by Safeway staff until 
the police arrived. This• little •- 
escapade, after the judge was 
given a page-long list of similar 
previous convictions, cost the 
gentleman another two months 
in jail. 
The final set of charges re- 
lated to violations of the Federal 
Fisheries Act. It seems that our 
friend turned to the outdoors to 
repent but may have got in with 
the wrong crowd. He and a 
friend set up camp at a nic~ little 
Some days it doesn't pay.... 
A one-time resident of cause as the interchange of lot. But in his eagerness 
words continued, the driver 
aging come nowhere near the beautiful photos that spacecraft turned red. 
have produced for Mars, and other members of the solar system. On the red light, the driver 
Why then is this radar maging technique used for Venus? Unlike 
Mars or theMoon, Venus has a thick atmosphere -- so thick , proceeded through the intersec- 
that it is impossible to see the rocky surface beneath. Radio tion , zig-zagged to the four-way 
waves can penetrate the atmosphere, however, arid so give infer- • stop at  Emerson• and Greig,i 
where he •once more came to a 
stop and remained motionless 
for an unusual ength :of~ime. 
The driver then drove through 
the intersection:and continued 
down Greig at a very slow speed. 
Thinking he had seen enough, 
the officer turned on his emer- 
gency lights to signal the driver 
to pull over to the curb and stop. 
The driver, however, coptinued 
happily on hisway until reach- 
ing the entrance of the Co-op 
service center, where he pulled 
in --  driving over the curb in the 
process. 
The driver didn't get out of 
his vehicle, so the officer walked 
to the driver's ide of the vehicle 
and began tO open the driver's 
door. This apparently Startled 
the gentleman m he wasn't 
aware that there was another 
vehicle on the road. It also 
apparently confused him. Not 
only did he have no driver's 
licence to show -- when asked to 
give his name, he gave the wrong 
one. Maybe he just forgot. 
The driver was also not aware 
that he was being arrested for 
driving while under the influ- 
ence --  possibly the officer was 
just making a social visit. Be- 
Concours d'art oratoire held 
Sholto Scruton, Scott Springer, 
Rejean Trombley, David Nor- 
man, Hannah Scruton, Kathleen 
Gook, Jamie Kerman, Sonya 
Sheppard, Bryanna Straker and 
Sarah Watts. 
asked the officer if he could give 
him a lift to the highway so he 
could hitch hike to Terrace. He 
must have been quite surprised 
when he was told he was already 
in Terrace and must have left 
Kitimat some time ago. This 
little escapade cost the driver a 
two-year licence suspension, a 
$300 fine, and three months in 
jail, 
The next charge was for theft 
under $1,000 which occurred 
and arose from an incident last 
February..It seems that this 
same gentleman entered a local 
grocerystore, Canada Safeway 
to be exact, and proceeded to 
i load a shopping cart with •six 
bags of "dog chow". He then 
wheeled .~..his bootyi~ down the 
aisle, into Wooiworths, .and out 
the W0olworths front entrance. 
But his actions did not go 
unobserved. An alert Safeway 
clerk had been watching these 
events unfold and started after 
the "dog-chow" thief; the 
gentleman in question, seeing 
the jig was up, abandoned his 
cart and left the parking lot. The 
clerk dutifully, returned the .cart 
to the correct location and 
placed the merchandise back on 
the shdf. But it wasn't o remain 
there long. 
It seems that the clerk had no 
sooner turned his back when the 
same gentleman re(turned.' He 
proceeded to load a different 
shopping cart with six bags of 
"dog chow", wheeled his booty 
down the aisle into Woolworths, 
and then out the Woolworths 
front entrance into the parking 
spot called Kitselas Channel. All 
went well for a few days, until 
federal fisheries officers noticed 
an  unusual •amount of motor 
vehicle traffic entering and leav- 
ing the camp. They also noticed 
the c l incher-  the campers ' fish 
net, which was highly illegal. 
• On what was to be their last 
departure from their happy 
• campsite the suspects where 
stopped by the officers who 
noted fivebags containing 28 
sockeye, five pinks and a lone 
chum " a catch that is some- 
what over the legal limit. The 
officers seized the fish and the 
$I00 fish net. This cost our now 
familiar gentleman ~ another 
month in jail and his fish net. 
Six months in jail, a two year 
driving suspension, a $300 fine 
or I0 days in default J it's safe 
to say that this gentleman has 
had several days in his life when 
he should have just stayed in 
bed. He should never have left 
his home. 
senting two- to four-minute 
speeches. The winners were: 
Grade 4 --  lan Bohle, 
L'univers. 
Grade 5 --  Kimberly Dunbar, 
Darts le.lac. 
Grade 6 -- Robyn Harris, 
L'immersion francaise. 
CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit  the Northern Motor  Inn, for 
nightly enter ta inment .  Come to  
whore the ACTION is.. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
' 655-1k175 
cont r ibuted  by  Joan  Norman 
The Tefface chapter of Cana- 
dian Parents for Frenchheld 
their third annual public speak- 
ing competition on Thursday, 
May 25 at the Caledonia school 
lecture theater. Canadian 
Parents for French sponsors 
these competitions yearly at the Grade 7 --  Allanna Turcotte, 
local, provincial and national La danse ecossaise. 
levels, . i • Other competitors were Carl 
, • ' .' m uo. .H iS V.e~. S..CO pC'ft. .. l~d -Goodall, Jocelyn Coxford, Erln- 
18studmts fromC~sieHallpre" Davies, Krlsten Dediluke, 
This year's judges were 
Dominique Coelh0 (School 
District 88), Lena Lepage 
(Northwest Community College) 
and Luc Gagnon (Terrace Parks 
land Recreation). 
: . 
Terrace - -  with regrets 
Scouting's Beaver movement, reservation that I'd match Ter. 
In short, this was a family race students against any other 
who Was an asset to the corn- group of students in Canada." 
munity. "I think he had a tre- Mackinnon explains this by 
mendous impact on both curri-• saying that Students in smaller 
HUGH MACKINNON: I'd 
match Terrace students 
against any other group of 
students in Canada. 
One-time Caledonia Senior 
Secondary vice principal Hugh 
Mackinnon is moving to Van- 
couver Island. Mackinnon has 
been a Terrace resident for the 
past three years and, following a 
year's leave from the teaching 
profession "to pursue several 
investment opportunities in the 
private sector", he has accepted 
the position of vice-principal t
Georges Vanier Senior'Secon- 
dary School in Courtenay. 
-Mackinnon says it's not going 
to be easy to leave Terrace, 
"The community has been very 
good to our family," he says. 
,'My wife and I have gained 
many special friendships and 
memories." But he says there is 
a positive side. Georges Vanier 
is a large school of about 1,200 
students and is well known in 
academic ircles for its wide 
variety'of school programs such 
as visual and performing arts, 
Career Prep, • academics and vo- 
cational .c~urses and athletics. 
" I 'm excited in this respect," 
he says. "We are hopeful that 
the Courtenay-Comox area 
proves to be as friendly and 
warm a place as Terrace." 
Mackinnon first moved to 
Terrace in 1986 and for two 
years was the vice-principal t 
Caledonia, where he implement- 
ed a computerized system and 
, helped establish a number of 
new .courses such as Choir, 
: Learning Assistance and Direct- 
ed Studies. 
In athletics, he coached the 
Kermode Senior Girls' basket- 
ball team to two Northwest 
., Zone Championships, a third 
• place finish and later a fourth 
place finish in the Provincial 
AAA Girls' Championships, 
and two consecutive-Most 
Sportsmanlike Team awards at 
the provincial level. 
: At the same time, he was an 
executive member of the Terrace 
and District Administrators' As- 
• -~sociation, an executive member 
and  .Northwest representative 
for the B.C,. Girls' Secondary 
" Schools Basketball Association, 
a coach in Youth Soccer and 
Minor .Hockey, and an active 
member .of. the Sacred Heart 
CatiiOiic Par ish .  
!~! Hig"~fe Kathie worked as a 
homemaker, a substitute pri- 
m~ teacher, was an executive 
.Chemist-of.the Beta Sigma Phi 
~ety ,  ~and became involved in 
cular and extracurricular pro- 
grams," says Caledonia princi- 
pal Bill Sturn. "It was a real 
pleasure to work with him for 
those two yearS. He brought a 
lot of good and a lot of.positive 
ideas to Caledonia." Sturn adds 
that even during his year's leave 
of absence Mackinnon was in- 
volved in the school -- organiz- 
ing tournaments, refereeing, 
and taking an active role in the 
recent girls' basketball camp 
which attracted 90 participants 
from throughout the Northwest. 
In describing his experience 
living in the Northwest, Mackin- 
non rays it may be one of the 
best regions in the pro~,ince to 
raise and educate children. First, 
he describes Terrace as a "warm 
and frierldly place - -a  commu- 
nity where one feels accepted in 
quickly in comparison to other 
areas of the province". 
And Second, "I found stu- 
dents to be first-class --  a very 
cooperative, hard-working and 
multi-talented group," says 
Mackinnon. "Having taught in 
towns •are more appreciative, 
offer more feedback, and there. 
fore there is more open commu- 
nication between students and 
teachers. "Perhaps school is 
more of a focal point in smaller 
communities and this offers a 
greater chance for kids to ~ be 
recognized in the community --
andit's important they're recog- 
nized for their efforts. In the 
city they're more anonymous 
and because of that it may be 
that this is a healthier place to 
grow up. In a big city, there's 
more to do; here theY Choose to 
get involved because there are 
less choices." 
But there •is one thing about 
- the Northwest hat Mackinnon 
says. he won't miss: "Freezing 
my knees while wearing my kilt 
on Robbie Burns Day in Ter- 
race. Hopefully the weather will 
be a little warmerin Courtenay 
on that date." The Mackinnons 
will be moving to Vancouver 
Island this summer and with 
them will be their three sons, 
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On behalf of the Kormode Friendship Centre, board chair- 
man Ron Bartlett donated $425 to Akela Linda Perry of the 
8th Terrace Cubs last week. The 8th Terrace Cubs are spon- 
sored by the Friendship Centre and Perry says the money 
will be used to purchase a new six-man nylon tent, a tarp, 
and merit badges and stars. 
several school districts through- seven-year-old Scott, four-year- 
out B.C., I can say- without old Sean and two-year-old Ross. i 
Vacant post filled. , 
City hall adds new 9a= 12- 24 
planner to staff 
ship. He left UBC with a first- 
class average and is currently 
working on his thesis to com. 
plete his Master of Arts degree 
in Community planning. Includ- 
ed in his studies were: planning 
for residential communities, 
planning implementation, site 
planning, urban planning and 
economic change, quantitative 
reasoning and statistics for plan- 
ning, and practical writing. 
In his spare time, Kamenz is 
interested in jogging, skiing, 
cycling, racquetball and hiking. 
Moving to Terrace with Kamenz 
is his wife Cherie. 
30% C 
the cleanin[ 
m:: 6i00 p.m. - -  Monday to Friday 
30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. - -  Saturday 
• Two locations to serve you be~ter 
~, Kiddie Corner from the Post Office 
,.  The Thomhill Public Market 
~)ti w('~lr 
¢le~in w i lh  ( 'arb. J  
Tenoce, B,C, VgG 2R9 
Phone 635.5119 
4535 GrdR Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VgG IM7 
MARVIN KAMENZ 
Terrace once again has a City 
Planner on the job. Marvin 
Karnenz, 27, took over the posi- 
tion on May 15 and he will be 
working together with Tourism 
and Economic Development Of_ 
ricer Peter Monteith, the city's 
administrative staff, the Public 
Works department and city 
council to ensure that through 
zoning, bylaws and the official 
community plan Terrace's 
future is both economically and 
socially sound. 
Kamenz studied Community 
Planning at UBC from 1985 to 
1988 with the •assistance of two 
scholarships --  the Canada 
Mortgage and Housing Cor- 
poration University Scholarship 
fo r  Graduate Studies and the 
B.C, Post Secondary. Scholar- 
• • ,  _ 
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Pictured above are the 1989.90 directors of the Terrace Rotary Club at a meeting June 3: (left to right) Phil Hartl, 
president; Wayne Epp, vice president; Jim Fick, treasurer; George Mostad, international service director; Terry 
Cook, secretary; •David Hull, cornmunlty service director; Harold Cox, club service director; and Bob Park, 
Sergeant-at-arms. Missing from photo is Dennis Fisher, vocational service director. 
• : - ( !  • i ~ •• i :  • .  / ~~ • 
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K, san H 
Terrace's Ksan House Society 
recently announced that they re, 
ceived grant 'monies totalling 
i $22,~46 from Secretary0f State • 
(federal), Attorney-General 
(provincial)• and North~vest 
Mental Health Network ~(loCal), 
for the production and distribU= ~
tion of an information kit on 
family violence. J 
Shelly Tayloi', chairperson o f  
Ksan House Society, expressed 
her enthusiasm for this project, 
the purpose of which is to in' 
crease awareness o f  family 
violence, and bring concrete and 
practical information about  
local resources as well as rights 
o f  victims to  particularly 
isolated communities in the 
northwest. 
She said the project hopes to 
refocus attention on this serious 
issue and fill thegaps in people's 
awareness of what they can do if 
they have been beaten up or sex- 
ually assaulted. • . .~ 
Maureen Bostock has  been 
hired as a part'time coordinator 
for a four month period and 
brings .to. the project previous 
long-term experience inworking 
on fainily violence in the Terrace 
area,  . . . . . . . . . .  i, 
To,race Rotary. Club members honored AI. McAIpine with a 
Paul Harris Fellow award at the club's annual banquet and 
installation-of officers June 3. Wayne Braid (right) 
presented McAIpine with Rotary International's highest 
award for his many years of club and community service. 
- - D i r ty  carpets in the home 
Looking like fields where buffalo roam? 
My prices won't ask for the moon 
My work is as true as June! 
s~9)s  FULL PRICE 
Cleans  two rooms & hall any size 
Northern Carpet 
> ::~i~,~i~ ~ & Uphobter~ ,Clearning 
i':!~: :i!i:~iii:i!::! .. r~p~Ct he Best" 
::,S:iy ~ for References 
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